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This dissertation examines how leaders in the Church of England sought to
reorganize the colonial church at critical moments, in the late 1740s, the early 1760s and
the mid 1770s, by installing one or two resident bishops when the British government
moved to bring the colonies into closer economic and political alignment with England.
Examining Anglican attempts to bring bishops to the American colonies within the
context of the Anglo-American world moves beyond the current literature and provides
insight into the difficulties British political and ecclesiastical authorities had managing
the colonies more efficiently. Even though the Church of England sustained wide
influence over the population, the failure of the Anglicans’ proposal to install bishops
into the colonies was symptomatic of the declining influence of the Church on politics in
the eighteenth century. Differing views over political and ecclesiastical authority
between the colonists and the Anglicans, and the possibility religious conflict might have

on elections, concerned British authorities enough to reject Anglicans’ proposals for
resident bishops for the colonies. The failure also highlights how the British government
in the eighteenth century increasingly focused on the political and economic
administration of the expanded more diverse British Empire than it did on religious
administration.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Conflict between the Church of England and those Protestants who refused to
conform marked a fundamental divide that shaped politics and culture in England and its
North American colonies. Differences went beyond theology and ritual to engage
questions of ecclesiastical polity that involved views of social relations and the nature
and purpose of government. Where Churchmen saw hierarchy as divinely ordained in
both civil and ecclesiastical matters and the Church as a pillar of royal authority,
Dissenters rejected the authority of bishops and insisted that elders and ministers lead
independent congregations of the faithful. Such mutually exclusive positions allowed no
room for compromise but plenty of opportunity for conflict and recrimination. If
Anglican dominance in England solved the problem by limiting the political influence of
Dissent after 1660, a very different situation developed in North American where
Dissenters often formed a majority and the Church of England lacked the leadership and
organization to hold its own. Establishing a colonial bishopric offered an appealing
solution that a series of influential Churchmen in England sought to implement between
1740 and 1770. Unfortunately, the solution of providing resident bishops for the colonies
generated confrontations that became increasing heated over the three decades leading to
the American Revolution.
1

The Church of England in the colonies was one among many sects and was not
dominant like it was in England. In the early Restoration period, the Church of England
in the colonies adopted new ways of functioning that were inconsistent with the Church
of England’s statutes. The initial organization of the Church in America centered on the
local vestry, the authority of the governor, and commissaries sent to the colonies by the
Bishop of London. This arrangement left the colonial Church mismanaged and
undisciplined. Over time, the Church realized it needed at least one or two bishops in the
colonies who had the authority to establish proper discipline. The bishops in England
along with zealous Anglicans in the colonies promoted the notion, but the Dissenters and
many leading Anglicans, particularly in the southern colonies, rejected it. More
importantly, the Anglican bishops were never able to persuade the British government to
install bishops in the colonies. The government feared that a public proposal for an
American bishop would create civil unrest at home and overseas. Even so, the Anglican
Church continued to propose an Anglican bishop for the colonies as late as 1775. Their
continued efforts and the resulting colonial agitation have fascinated many scholars who
believe that it contributed to the American Revolution.
Numerous scholars have investigated the controversy from various perspectives.
Arthur Cross (1873-1940) wrote the first and only full-length work on the American
episcopate in 1898. He chronicled the activities and arguments of the major players from
the seventeenth century until after the American Revolution. He provided a broad
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narrative of events and people around the activities of the Bishops of London, but he did
not fully explore the eighteenth century context in which the dispute unfolded.1
Whether the English government and the Anglican Church conspired to
undermine the civil and religious liberties of the colonists is a significantly debated issue
about the American episcopate. In his book Mitre and Sceptre, Carl Bridenbaugh
espouses the view that "the Anglicans aimed at nothing less than a complete re-ordering
of American society."2 According to Bridenbaugh, the British government tried to limit
American liberties by attempting to establish resident bishops in the Colonies through a
conspiracy between Anglican missionaries and English bishops. Even though
Bridenbaugh’s thoughts are persuasive, his ideology is flawed. His approach begs the
question, “whose conspiracy was it?” The colonists certainly believed Britain conspired
to rob them of their freedom. However, one might also believe the colonists conspired to
undermine British policy. Additionally, the notion of conspiracy negates the idea that
spiritual and theological motivations influenced Anglican policy rather than a
determination to undermine the colonist’s liberties. Bridenbaugh's book shows how
greatly agitated the colonists were over the attempt to establish an Anglican episcopate.3

1

Cross based his work on the bibliographical research of the Episcopalian
historiographers Francis L Hawks and William Stevens Perry. Arthur Lyon Cross, The
Anglican Episcopate and the American Colonies (Hamden, Conn., Archon Books, 1964).
2

Carl Bridenbaugh, Mitre and Sceptre: Transatlantic Faiths, Ideas, Personalities,
and Politics 1689-1775 (London: Oxford University Press, 1962), xix.
3

Ibid, 207.
3

The belief by scholars that this controversy affected the America Revolution
confirms the importance of religion in the eighteenth century. Historians did not always
appreciate religion. J. H. Plumb, in his influential work The Growth of Political Stability
in England 1665-1725 (1967), gave three major reasons why the period after 1714 was
much more stable than the previous century, yet religion was not one of them.4 In 1961,
E. J. Hobsbawm wrote that Christianity was irrelevant to “the ideologies of the American
and French [Revolutions].”5 In addition, J. Steven Watson in his work on George III
(1960) and the origins of the American Revolution says that the war’s main cause was
social in nature. He never mentioned the religious motivations and implications behind
the event.6 In the early 1960s, Carl Bridenbaugh’s work encouraged scholars to
reconsider religion’s significant contribution to the war by saying, “It is indeed high time
that we repossess the important historical truth that religion was a fundamental cause of
the American Revolution.”7 British scholars like J. C. D. Clark did the same for British
history in general during the 1980s. James Bradley observed that, while Bridenbaugh’s
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J. H. Plumb, The Growth of Political Stability in England 1665-1725 (London:
Macmillan, 1967), Frank O’Gorman. The Long Eighteenth Century: British Political and
Social History 1688-1832 (London: Arnold, 1997), 160.
5

James E. Bradley, “Religion as a Cloak for Worldly Designs: “Reconciling
Heresy, Polity, and Social Inequality as Preconditions to Rebellion” (Unpublished paper).
6

J. Steven Watson. The Reign of George III 1760-1815 (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1960).
7

Bridenbaugh. Mitre and Sceptre, 20.
4

work was appreciated, it “did not convince many.”8 Some historians characterize the
Church of England in the eighteenth century as existing in a stasis, fenced in by the
Revolutionary Settlement of 1689-90 and by the constitutional reforms of the 1830s.
Peter Virgin, for example, viewed the Church and state relationship as characterized by
“negligence,” whereby Churchmen and politicians failed to make the necessary reforms
to make the church and state relevant for the time.9 Other historians see much more
hope: “Paul Langford and Frank O’Gorman, on the other hand, suggested that the
Anglican Church was remarkably successful in responding to the aspirations and
demands at least of propertied Englishmen.”10 Jonathan Clarke refocused scholars’
attentions on the importance of religion in shaping both the eighteenth century and its
conflicts. His book, English Society, argued that religion permeated every aspect of
eighteenth century British and colonial life. William Gibson says that "Clark's
contribution to Eighteenth Century ecclesiastical history has been to restore it to a central
place in the study of the period" and has shown how law and religion were inextricably
entwined in the eighteenth century English society. He emphasized that eighteenth
century English society was in fact "Anglican, aristocratic and monarchical."
Furthermore, he posits the view that traditional values and doctrines, such as the Divine

8

Bradley, “Religion as a Cloak”, 1.

9

Peter Virgin. The Church in an Age of Negligence. Ecclesiastical Structure and
Problems of Church Reform 1700-1840 (Cambridge: J. Clarke, 1989).
10

Stephen Taylor, “Whigs, Bishops and America: The Politics of Church Reform
in the Mid-Eighteenth-Century England,” The Historical Journal 36, no. 2 (1993): 332.
5

right of Kings, survived the Glorious Revolution. The Church's preoccupation with issues
of submission or resistance to rulers provided evidence of this concept’s survival.
Scholars have begun to see the Anglican Church in a different light, one of hegemony
and ascendancy.11
Scholars eventually began to reconsider the conspiracy theory. Donald F. M.
Gerardi in "The Episcopate Controversy Reconsidered: Religious Vocation and Anglican
Perceptions of Authority in Mid-Eighteenth Century America", discussed how scholars
began to abandon Bridenbaugh’s description of the "episcopate movement as an Anglican
plot to subvert religious freedom”. He observed in 1978 that Fredrick Mills believed
colonial Anglicanism was not as uniform as suggested by Bridenbaugh. John
Woolverton relied heavily on Mills, pointing out that the most fervent Episcopal
advocates were out of step with the majority of their “fellow clergymen, who are hostile
to the idea of bishops." Gerardi explains that the traditional categories of Whig
historiography are not useful in understanding the variety of Anglican Churchmen and
their stubborn adherence to a cause that was "apparently doomed to be lost.” Rhys Isaac
further changed the direction of the argument in his study of eighteenth century Virginia.
He believed that the disagreements over the Episcopal issue were “between people who
had conflicting visions of how Virginian society should develop."12 "Isaac's work,”

11

William Gibson, The Church of England 1688-1832 (London: Routledge,
2001), 11-12.
12

Rhys Isaac, The Transformation of Virginia 1740-1790 (Chapel Hill, NC:
University of North Carolina Press, 1982).
6

according to Gerardi, "represents an encouraging shift of direction and emphasis."
Gerardi examined the differing views of Anglican vocation, the dilemmas of religious
authority, and the colonial Anglican Church between the North and South. Gerardi does
not explain all of these points but does attempt to place the controversy within the context
of the eighteenth century Anglican High Church encounter with colonial America. This
approach, he says, contributes to a “fuller understanding of the dynamics of religious
traditionalism and, more generally, of the vagaries of religious authority in modern life."
Gerardi does not fully explore this approach but certainly opens the door for scholars to
look at the varieties of Anglican perceptions of the episcopate controversy. 13
Stephen Taylor believes that the bishops in the Anglican Church were almost
unanimous in their desire to provide bishops for the colonies on purely “pastoral and
administrative grounds.” Nevertheless, they were unable to establish a bishop to rule
because successive Whig governments opposed them out of fear, for “they too feared
renewed controversy about religion and the Church, believing that such controversy
would revive both anti-clerical attacks from without and bitter divisions within.”14
Taylor concluded that reform was not a neglected issue and recognized that the

13

Donald F. M. Gerardi, “The Episcopate Controversy Reconsidered: Religious
Vocation and Anglican Perceptions of Authority in Mid-Eighteenth Century America,” In
Perspectives in American History, vol. 3, Donald F. M. Gerardi. New Series.
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), 81-114; Frederick V. Mills, Sr. Bishops
by Ballot: An Eighteenth-Century Ecclesiastical Revolution (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1978); John Frederick Woolverton, Colonial Anglicanism in North
America (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1984).
14

Taylor. “Whigs, Bishops and America”, 332.
7

administrative structure of the Church needed improvements, which were eventually
made. However, the problem remained that all true reform required parliamentary action.
Nancy Rhoden, in a chapter entitled "The Bishop Controversy," looking beyond
the conspiracy theory, outlined the complexity of the situation for the establishment of
bishops in the colonies. She presented an “intercolonial account" of the controversy in
the 1760s and 1770s, explained why the appointment of the colonial Anglican bishop
failed, and analyzed the "relative importance of the historical, theological, political, and
religious arguments" used by those who either supported or opposed American bishops.
She provided an alternative perspective to the conspiracy theories that focused "more
exclusively on matters of politics." She argued that the failure of American bishops
resulted from a fatal alliance between the Church and state, from political factors in
England, and because America operated against such an appointment. Furthermore, she
believed that the eighteenth century displayed the inflexible character of the Church
rather than being an era of Church reform. The Church did advance in the 1670s,
particularly at home: while the Dissenters were losing, the Anglican Church increased its
hegemonic influence over England. However, the Church of England was one among
many sects in New England and relegated to dissenting status in the colonies. An aspect
of the Church’s inflexibility was the inconsistency of its arguments, sometimes arguing
that resident bishops would not limit colonial freedoms, and then sometimes threatening.
The Anglicans lacked innovation because they could only envision the Church as it
existed or in its ideal form. Rhoden believed that the Anglicans critically failed with their
inability to persuade the government. The threat of disruption at home and across the
8

seas was too risky for the Whig governments. Establishing a suffragan15 bishop proved
impossible since they could not guarantee that the bishop would never acquire future civil
powers.16
In "The Anglican Episcopacy Conflict in Context", Peter Doll also looked beyond
the conspiracy theory to focus on how establishment principles affected the making of
colonial religious policy. He says the issues were "not what place in colonial society the
British government would ideally like the Church of England to assume but what the
church already was and what it aspired to become." Doll indicates that, by the 1760s,
High Church fortunes in England were improving and the fear over domestic turmoil
with a colonial episcopate was gradually disappearing in the colonies. High Churchmen
revived the Anglican establishment ideals with arguments for the theological basis of
establishment. In spite of this revival, the "British and colonial religious and political
situations in the 1760s and in the 1770s thus utterly precluded any possibility of a
realistic consideration of the proposal for bishops on its merits." Doll explores the link
between the pre-revolutionary campaign for a colonial episcopate and the final
establishment of bishops in America after the American Revolution. Although he makes

15

An assistant bishop assigned to help a bishop in the diocese.

16

Nancy L. Rhoden, Revolutionary Anglicanism: The Colonial Church of England
Clergy During the American Revolution (New York: New York University Press, 1999),
38.
9

some interesting points, he fails to define clearly the Anglican policy and changes made
therein between the 1740s to the 1770s.17
The American episcopate controversy is inherently complex, covering more than
a hundred years and various contradictory ideas. Jonathan Clark discusses the
complexities of the eighteenth century world in The Language of Liberty where he asserts
a split between Anglican England and the denominational pluralism of the colonies. The
colonists, he explains, were still wrestling with the ghosts of the seventeenth century. The
Anglicans of England, on the other hand, advanced to the eighteenth century world where
the Church of England was the stabilizing and unifying force of the country but still
tolerated Dissenters. This advancement set the Church of England on a separate path
from the Dissenters in America. This split broadens the context of the American
episcopate controversy and explains the context of the Church’s colonial religious
management, and why actions to establish a bishop increasingly aggravated the colonists.
The present dissertation seeks to move beyond the literature and examine the
wider Anglo-American context of the proposal for a colonial bishopric and show how
leaders in the Church of England sought to install colonial bishops at critical moments in
the late 1740s, the early 1760s and the early 1770s, when the British government moved
to bring the colonies into closer economic and political alignment with England.
Examining Anglican attempts to install bishops in the American colonies within the

17

Peter M. Doll, Revolution, Religion, and national Identity: Imperial
Anglicanism in British North America, 1746-1795 (London: Associated university
Presses, 2000), 154-209.
10

context of the Anglo-American world provides insight into the difficulties British
political and ecclesiastical authorities had in managing the colonies more effectively.
Even though the Church of England maintained wide influence over the population, the
failure of the Anglicans’ proposal to install bishops into the colonies was symptomatic of
the declining influence of the Church on politics in the eighteenth century, and the rise of
pluralism. Differing views over political and ecclesiastical authority between the
colonists and the Anglicans, and the possibility religious conflict might have on elections,
concerned British authorities enough to reject Anglicans’ proposals for resident bishops
for the colonies. The failure also highlights how the British government in the eighteenth
century increasingly focused on the political and economic administration of the
expanded more diverse British Empire than it did on religious administration.
The English bishops’ policies and methods were logical but based on their
localized view of the colonial world. My hope is to show that their understanding of the
colonies, however, was incorrect and uninformed. Looking closely at the Anglican
Church’s policies and methods, feelings of mistrust occurred amidst the divergent
worldviews. The enduring seventeenth century view of bishops by the colonial
Dissenters and the eighteenth century Anglican notions of “establishment,” “hegemony,”
and “toleration” were in conflict. The colonial Dissenters misunderstood the bishops’
intentions while the colonial Anglicans argued to the extreme, thus undermining their
own purposes. An unwilling British government concerned with civil unrest between
England and the colonies hampered their actions.

11

The first part of this dissertation (chapters two and three) examines how two
seventeenth century contingencies ultimately undermined the plan for a colonial bishop:
first, how the incomplete development of ecclesiastical institutions in the colonies
affected the ability of the bishops to manage the colonial Church, and second, how the
persistent Dissenter concern over episcopacy influenced the government’s decisions.
These developments limited, if not undermined, the later efforts of Churchmen to bring
the colonial Church in line with the traditional form of polity that existed in England.
Chapter two investigates how colonial institutions evolved in new ways without an
overall plan compared to the long-established and well organized institutions of England.
This disparity made it impossible for Bishops Compton and Gibson to establish effective
institutions and do it without conflict. Three is a conceptual chapter exploring themes on
how the Anglican view of liberty under the established Church with a recognized legal
toleration conflicted with the multi-denominational character of the colonies, which
promoted liberty of conscience. This divergence established a context for conflict over
the introduction of bishops into the colonies in spite of the good intentions of the
Anglicans. The next section (Chapters four and five) focuses on Anglican policy under
Thomas Sherlock (1677-1761) and Thomas Secker (1693-1768). Chapter four examines
how the political conflict in England was just as important, if not more so, than colonial
disputes for undermining plans for an American bishopric. By the late 1740s, the
government began to recognize the need to bring the colonies into tighter alignment with
British imperial policy. Churchmen, and particularly Bishop of London Thomas
Sherlock, also recognized this as an opportunity to establish episcopacy in the colonies.
12

However, the political fears of the English government impeded Thomas Sherlock’s best
effort to implement the plan. In the next chapter, the attempt in the 1760s, after the
Seven Years War, provided another opportunity for the government to bring the colonies
in line with imperial policy. Many Churchmen saw this as an opportunity once again to
interject plans for reforming the Church in the colonies especially by installing bishops.
Maneuverings on the part of the Church, particularly by Thomas Secker, for the
advancement and the establishment of a colonial bishop revived the seventeenth century
fear of ecclesiastical tyranny and heightened fears of losing political and religious
liberties. The final section of the dissertation (chapters six and seven) further explains
how the colonies and Britain took divergent paths that made engagement on the
episcopacy issue difficult if not impossible. In the sixth chapter, the arguments over the
establishment of bishops in the colonies, particularly between Archbishop Secker and the
Reverend Jonathan Mayhew (1720-1766), highlight the incompatible premises of each
group and the divergence of two political cultures, each with vested interests and
undergirded by its own political theology. In chapter seven, urgent attempts by the
Church in the years before the American Revolution created unintended consequences:
first, as tensions increased the government became more hesitant to implement their plan
in spite of their continual pursuance otherwise, and second, what further heightened the
conflict with their fellow colonists who were opposed to a bishopric. The cumulative
effect of these interactions greatly limited, if not eliminated, any possibility of the
establishment of a bishop in the colonies. In the end, the Anglicans’ attempt to establish

13

a colonial bishop failed, and though disillusioned and angered, Anglicans saw a bishop
come to America but under very different circumstances.
Accounts of the attempt to install bishops into the colonies typically overlook or
downplay the conflict over ecclesiastical polity and how it reflected divergent theological
premises. Ecclesiastical polity, or the organizing structure of the Church, followed from
theology defining the assumptions on how it should work. Just as theology, or doctrine
about the nature of God and his church, defined ecclesiastical polity, so the latter shaped
wider assumptions about the proper structure of society and state. Throughout the late
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, both Anglicans and Nonconformists argued
for their respective polities in order to legitimize their organization over the others.
Churchmen, after the Restoration in 1660, strongly argued for episcopacy to bolster their
Church’s legitimacy in the face of continuing Nonconformity, in particular
Presbyterianism. Episcopal apologists such as Richard Hooker (1554-1600), Thomas
Bilson (1546-1616), Joseph Hall (1574-1656), and William Laud (1573-1645), provided
ample ammunition for Churchman after the restoration to support their claims for the
established Church. When Charles II (1630-1685) became king, England had not settled
on the form of polity for the Church of England. Richard Baxter and other
Nonconformists argued for a presbyterial form of government; however, the new
Cavalier Parliament squashed it. The Parliament assured the return of episcopacy.
Richard Baxter (1615-1691) and other Presbyterians continued to argue for Presbyterian
polity (rule of the local church by elders) and the comprehension of Presbyterians into the
Church of England. The Restoration of the Church of England after 1660 brought
14

renewed confidence to the Anglicans for an Episcopal form of church government. In
1694, William King (1650- 1729), Archbishop of Dublin, concerned over the strength of
Presbyterianism within his diocese, wrote A Discourse concerning the Interventions of
Man in the Worship of God, which countered the objections of those who rejected the
established Church of England. King sought to show from a High Church position that
the practice of the Church in worship, including music prayer and the celebration of the
Eucharist, was more Scriptural than the Presbyterian forms of worship. The
Nonconformist Edmund Calamy (1671-1732) challenged the authority of the national
church by suggesting that subscription to the Book of Common Prayer, the ordination by
bishops, and re-ordination of Nonconformist ministers were not reasonable demands.
Benjamin Hoadly (1676-1761), Bishop of Winchester, replied to Calamy with A Serious
Admonition to Mr. Calamy, Occasion’d by the First Part of His Defence of Moderate
Non-conformity (1705) and in A Brief Defense of Episcopal Ordination, saying it was
"unaccountable, and inconsistent, to separate from an imperfect church, in order to press
a farther Reformation.” Hoadly, a Low Churchman, further argued that episcopacy was
neither by divine right nor essential to the Christian Church; however, the practice was of
apostolical origin supported by tradition, and was binding on the church and warned that
less "imitation is impractical".18 John Potter (1674-1747), Archbishop of Canterbury, a
high Churchman, who opposed Hoadly in the Bangorian Controversy, reiterated the

18

See Hoadley, John, ed., The Works of Benjamin Hoadley, D. D., 3 vols.,
(London: printed by W. Bowyer and J. Nicholas, 1773), 1:64, 477; "Benjamin Hoadly,"
Oxford Dictionary of National Biography. Sometimes his name is spelled with an “e”.
15

Elizabethan arguments of Thomas Bilson and Joseph Hall in his The Discourse on
Church Government in 1707. After the Restoration, the Anglicans held the advantage
both in numbers of publications and persuasion of the public over the issue of
episcopacy. However, the debate continued as seen in the publication of Williams
Sclater’s (1638-1727), An Original Draught of the Primitive Church, which on its second
edition prompted Dissenters to publish once again Peter King’s An Enquiry into the
Constitution, Discipline, Unity and Worship of the Primitive Church. The debate
continued across the ocean in the colonies among notable Anglicans and Dissenters such
as John Checkley and Charles Chauncy, adding fuel to a fire over the issue of the
establishment of bishops.19 This debate set within the pluralistic denominational colonial
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A sampling of the literature on the Episcopal/Presbyterian debate includes:
Thomas Bilson, The Perpetual Government of Christ’s Churches. (1593); Richard
Baxter, Five Disputations of Church Government, and Worship. (London: Printed by R.
W., 1659); Thomas Brett, The Divine Right of Episcopacy and the Necessity of an
Episcopal Communion for preaching God’s word, and for the Valid Ministration of
Christian Sacraments. (London: Henry Clements, 1718); Edmund Calamy, A Defence of
Moderate Non-Conformity. (London: 1703-1705); Charles Chauncy, A Compleat View of
Episcopacy. (Boston: Printed by Daniel Kneeland, 1771); John Checkley, A Modest
Proof of the Order and Government Settled by Christ and his Apostles in the Church.
(Boston: Thomas Fleet, 1723); John Gauden, Analusis: The Loosing of St. Peter Bands;
Setting forth the True Sense and Solution of the Covenant in point of Conscience so far as
it Relates to the Government of the Church by Episcopacy. (London: Printed by J. Best,
1660); Joseph Hall, (1574-1656). The works of Joseph Hall, D.D., successively Bishop of
Exeter and Norwich: with some account of his life and sufferings. (Oxford : D.A.
Talboys, 1837-1839); Benjamin Hoadly, A Serious Admonition to Mr. Calamy,
occasion’d by the first part of his Defence of Moderate Non-conformity. (London: 1705);
Richard Hooker, The Folger Library Edition of the Works of Richard Hooker. 6 vols.
Edited by W. Speed Hill. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1977-93); Richard
Hooker, Works of that Learned and Judicious Divine, Mr. Richard Hooker: with an
Account of his Life and Death by Isaac Walton. Edited by John Keble. 5th ed. (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1865); Thomas Hooker, A Survey of the Summe of Church Discipline.
(London: Printed by A. M. for J. Bellamy, 1648); Samuel Hudson, The Essence and
16

context renewed the old fear that the established Church would limit the freedom, which
each ecclesiastical organization enjoyed.

Unitie of the Church Catholike Visible, and the Prioritie thereof in regard of Particular
Churches Discussed. (London: Printed by George Miller, 1645); Peter King, An Enquiry
into the Constitution, Discipline, Unity and Worship of the Primitive Church. (London:
1691); William King, A Discourse Concerning the Inventions of Man in the Worship of
God. (London: 1694); Henry Maurice, A Defence of Diocesan Episcopacy, (London:
Printed by Hannah Clark, 1691); William Sclater, Original Draught of the Primitive
Church. (London: 1717); Herbert Schneider and Carol Schneider, eds. Samuel Johnson,
President of King’s College: His Career and Writings. 4 vols. (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1929); John Scott, (1639-1695). The works of the learned and
reverened John Scott, D.D.: sometimes rector of St. Giles's in the Fieldes. (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1826).
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CHAPTER II
THE MAKING OF A CONTROVERSY

“There is a mighty cry and desire, almost in all places where we have traveled, to have
ministers of the Church of England sent to them in these northern parts of America.”
George Keith, SPG Missionary1

Although the Church of England's leaders viewed episcopacy as an essential part
of the Church’s polity, conflicts in England, the slow growth of the Church in the
American colonies, and the haphazard way in which colonial institutions developed
thwarted plans during the seventeenth century to appoint a resident bishop. The office of
bishop was vital to the Church of England both theologically and practically. The High
Church view held that the King was the head of the Church, in essence a religious
primate, with his power flowing downward to the people through the bishops. The Tory
party favored this view, which supported the doctrine of the divine right of kings. The
institutional structure, from a practical perspective, required a bishop for the ordination of
ministers and the confirmation of church members. An Anglican community without a
bishop found itself unable to manage its affairs, expand its territory, and compete with
other religious sects. This was the case of the Anglican Church in the American colonies.
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Eighteenth century Anglican theology followed a distinct pastoral model where
the ceremonial and sacramental duties of parish priests’ interconnected with the
community, and “concern for both the sacred and secular was a particularly Anglican
trait."2 Incarnational and sacramental theology "undergirded the high churchman's
political views,” arguing "that God's incarnation in Jesus Christ infused the material
world with his spirit and enabled humanity to receive God's grace through material things
in the Church’s sacraments." The Church's work, then, was to "sanctify the community,"
and Anglican worship involved a religious community that was identical to the civil
community. Samuel Johnson (1696–1772) believed, like any other English priest, he was
"offering up not the devotions of this or that assembly only, much less of this or that
particular person or minister, but the prayers and praises of the whole English Church and
nation."3 Thus, "the unity of the Church was a symbol of the nation as a unified
community."4
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Furthermore, England’s society encompassed two realities, the hierarchy of the
Church and of civil society with bishop and king at the top of each respectively. This
reality of the symbiotic relationship of Church and State undergirded the unity of English
society. Church apologists argued both theologically and practically for the necessity of
bishops. Theologically, they asserted that bishops were authorized by the Bible and the
apostles, and practically, that this custom, adopted by the early church, proved to be the
most suitable for the overall management of the Church. The bishops shepherded the
nation in the way of righteousness much the same way as the King protected the nation as
its father. Most Englishmen could not envision their society existing without bishops
along with the king. James I summarized this relationship with his declaration: “No
bishop, no king.”5 The existence of colonies, where Englishmen lived without an
episcopal shepherd, vexed Churchmen who saw the colonial Church neglected and
believed the remedy was the establishment of resident bishops for the spiritual well-being
of the people.
In addition, colonial institutions -- civil and religious -- grew without any overall
plan and initiatives to rationalize them remained vulnerable to the political currents of the
day. The British never formulated official plans for the development of the Church of
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England in the colonies. The ad hoc growth of the Church and competition from
Dissenters established precedents that undermined future attempts to establish fully the
Church of England in the colonies. Even as early as the Restoration in the 1660s the
Church of England in the colonies was suffering because of its incomplete development
which led the Church in the colonies to follow a different trajectory from the traditional
polity of the Church in England.
The difficulties of establishing the Church of England in the colonies fully along
traditional episcopacy surfaced soon after the first colonists arrived in New England. The
earliest attempt to establish colonial bishops was in the late 1630s when Archbishop Laud
sought to appoint a bishop for Puritan New England. Laud’s ambition was "that there
would be a Church Of England and all the courts of Christendom, in the chief cities of the
Turk . . . , in all our factories and plantations in every known part of the world, by which
it might be rendered as defused and Catholic as the Church of Rome."6 On April 30,
1637, Charles I followed the lead of Archbishop Laud and issued a proclamation
demanding that New England conform to the Church of England. This statement
demonstrated the firm Anglican conviction that ecclesiastical authority should parallel
civil authority, and that Nonconformity would not be tolerated.
The King, being informed that great numbers of his subjects are yearly
transported into New England, with their families and whole estates that they
might be out of reach of ecclesiastical authority, his Majesty, therefore,
commands that his officers of the several ports should suffer none to pass without
license from the commissioners of the several ports, and a testimonial from their
ministers, of their conformity to the order and discipline of their church.
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A few days later on May 1, the king issued another proclamation ordering that no clergy
could travel without proper authorization. He complained that many people, “not
conformable to the discipline and ceremonies” of the Church of England, escaped to the
new world, hindering “the good conformity and unity of the Church.” Moreover, he
commanded the authorities to allow no clergyman to travel to America “without a
testimonial from the Archbishop of Canterbury and the Bishop of London.”7 By 1638,
Laud arranged to send a bishop to New England but abandoned the plan when rebellion
broke out in Scotland. Evidently, he planned to send a bishop with sufficient forces to
compel the New Englanders to conform. Laud’s aborted attempt had serious
consequences for the future and the proper development of the Church of England in the
colonies. His conflict with the Puritans (a strong contingent of the Puritan party were
Presbyterians) also set the stage for continual colonial suspicion and animosity against
the episcopal hierarchy of the Church of England. 8
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Significantly, for the colonies, Laud established the precedent for the Bishop of
London to oversee ecclesiastical affairs. When he became the Bishop of London from
1628-1633, he assumed ecclesiastical authority over the colonies by order of the Lords of
the Council, and subsequently passed this authority to the new Bishop of London William
Juxon (1582-1663) upon his advancement to the Archbishopric of Canterbury.
Government officials never defined the exact nature of this oversight, which prompted
future bishops of London to research what kind of authority they had. The Civil War and
Interregnum interrupted the continuity of this responsibility.9
The English Civil War and the Commonwealth hindered the growth of the Church
of England in the colonies, and ensured the existence of a sizeable and influential
population at home that refused to recognize episcopacy. Migration of the various
dissenting sects, Presbyterians, Congregationalists, Baptists, Quakers, among others,
created in the American colonies a climate of religious pluralism which would further
militate against the establishment of the Church of England as well as episcopacy. No
records on establishing bishops in the colonies exist for the years 1638 to about 1660.10
The Commonwealth and the Protectorate ushered in a church governed by Presbyterians
and Independents who rejected bishops.11 Parliament’s alliance with Presbyterian
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Scotland during the 1640s led to a serious debate over the definition of the office of
bishop. Presbyterians understood the New Testament offices of “elder” and “bishop” as
essentially the same, while Episcopalians saw the office of bishop as separate and unique.
With the ascendance of the Presbyterians at Westminster, Parliament abolished “prelacy,”
or bishops, in 1643 and sought a more republican form of church government,
momentarily ending plans for a resident bishop in the colonies.12 The
presbyterial/episcopacy conflict lingered into the 1760s in colonial America. This
significant development would continue to plague the Church of England in both Britain
and the Americas up to the American Revolution. For the moment, the New England
colonies would rest easily until the Restoration in 1660.
However, by 1662 the colonies strayed from the traditional polity of the Church
of England but Churchmen were trying to make Anglicanism work without resident
bishops, without rejecting episcopacy. The governing authorities in the colonies realized
that since there were no resident bishops they needed to make some accommodation to
accomplish the traditional civil duties of the English bishops. The Virginia legislature
assumed the civil jurisdiction of bishops regarding wills, marriage licenses, and collations
to benefices and further vested governors to act as ordinaries, or lay bishops.13 The lay
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leadership in Virginia, so distant from England, solved the immediate problem of Church
management, but it would have serious consequences a hundred years later. The
Restoration provided a fresh opportunity to establish fully the Church of England in the
colonies after the disruption of the English Civil wars. In 1672, in an attempt to rectify
the situation, Charles II drew up a charter to establish the diocese of Virginia, including
Maryland and the islands. He planned to send Dr. Alexander Moray as the first bishop
but "the plan mysteriously fell through."14 Why did nothing come of the plan at a time
when High Church influence prevailed? It might have been because of controversies over
the religious Constitution of the Church in Britain, such as Comprehension and
Toleration, and the lack of resources “insured that efforts to promote the Church
remained piecemeal and unevenly effective." The serious problem remained of how to
establish a diocese with a resident bishop three thousand miles away, especially now that
the Anglican Church in the colonies was following essentially a presbyterial form of
ecclesiastical polity.
The Restoration returned the ecclesiastical oversight of the American colonies
back to the Bishop of London, but his legal authority remained uncertain. This confusion
over where the charge over the ecclesiastical affairs of the Church in the colonies resided
would continue to undercut the proper development of episcopacy. This was a problem
inherited by the conditions of the Restoration itself. The Restoration settlement was not a
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return to the way things had been before 1640 or the establishment of a new system.
Officials had to work out anew the way forward.15 This also meant that the traditional
precedents before 1640, particularly concerning the colonial Church, had to be researched
and reaffirmed once again. When Henry Compton (1632 – July 7, 1713), a strong
advocate of the Church of England in the Plantations, assumed the office of the Bishop of
London in 1675, he resumed the leadership previously established by Laud and “never
tired to promote the welfare of the church” for the next thirty-eight years.16 The colonies
badly needed bishops because without them the colonial Church could not ordain
ministers, perform confirmations, or correct immoral church members or ministers. The
Church of England in Virginia was in the best position of all the colonies to receive a
bishop, because of its colonial charter and the large numbers of Anglicans. No consistent
ecclesiastical policy existed for the colonies as a whole and the conditions of the Church
of England’s establishment varied from colony to colony. Maryland, which protected
Roman Catholics and Dissenters alike, rejected the establishment of the Church. Along
the rest of the Atlantic seaboard, many people had left England to escape religious and
political persecution, which resulted in insurmountable problems for the British to
promote a form of episcopacy which fell under the suspicion of a great portion of the
population.
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Many obstacles hindered effective ecclesiastical administration from England.
First, the three months, three thousand mile trip across the Atlantic made it difficult to
send communications to subordinates. Church law required that a bishop ordain
ministers in the Church of England. This necessitated the ministerial candidate to make a
three-month journey across the ocean carrying proper letters of introduction, and then,
once ordained, a three-month return trip. After returning to America, the new minister
faced the daunting task of fulfilling his ministerial charge while living a marginal,
isolated existence. A missionary confessed to John Robinson (1650–1723), Bishop of
London, who succeeded Compton, “that he had not a friend in the province except the
governor. He was fortunate, for others had not always his support.”17 As of 1679, only
four Church of England ministers existed outside the colonies of Virginia and Maryland.
Too few clergy in proportion to the large geographical area proved a severe disadvantage
for the Church of England in competition with other religious bodies. The disadvantage
of sending ministerial candidates to England for Anglican ordination seriously limited the
number of clergy available in the colonies, a problem which did not exist for Dissenters,
or for the clergy in the French and Spanish colonies, where their churches quickly
established colonial episcopates.18
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Another problem for the Bishop however was more perplexing. What began as an
ad hoc solution to pastoral care beyond the realm left the lines and limits of authority
unclear. Bishop Compton, seeking ways to bolster his weak legal standing, inquired
concerning the jurisdictional authority of the Bishop of London and found no
documentation.19 On January 21, 1676, he asked to the Lords of Trade and Plantations to
investigate. They ruled, “that enquiries be made concerning the authority of the Bishop
of London over foreign plantations, for which the Charters of Virginia and New England
are referred to, most probably about 1629 when Bishop Laud was the chief authority.”
Their research, uncovered little yet it reported a finding, “that in 1633 the Merchant
Adventures in the churches in foreign parts in all things concerning their Church
Government . . . should be under the jurisdiction of the Lord Bishop of London as their
Diocesan.” 20
By 1679, the incomplete development of the Church in the colonies prompted
Compton not only to seek a definition of his authority but also to establish a means to
assert it by sending "Instructions" to the governors of the colonial provinces. However,
lay enforcement of the Bishop’s civil power, now in place, forced Compton to
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compromise his authority, which he could not readily change. He persuaded the Lords of
Trade and Plantations to command with the “Instructions”:
That God be duly served, and Holy Days and the Sacrament administered
according to the rules of the Church of England . . . . our will and pleasure is that
no minister be preferred by you to any ecclesiastical benefice in that our Colony
without Certificate from the Bishop of London.21
These instructions required the observance of the rites of the Church of England in the
colonies, and stated the authority of the Bishop of London to authorize the ordination of
ministers. On September 6, 1679, the council reiterated these orders in the “Instructions”
given to Thomas Culpeper, governor of Virginia that no ministers be sent unless
approved by the Bishop of London.
And our Will and Pleasure is, that no minister be preferred, by you, to any
Ecclesiastical Benefice, in that our Colony, without a Certificate, from the Lord
Bishop of London, of his being conformable to the Doctrine and Discipline of the
Church of England; and also our pleasure is, that in the Direction of Church
affairs, the ministers be admitted to the respective vestries.22
The powers granted here were only ministerial and contained no civil authority, which
marked a significant change from previous declarations.23 While this solved the legal
authority of the Bishop of London over the colonies, it did not solve the pragmatic
problem of how to manage a Church three thousand miles away. Distance prevented the
bishop from using his authority effectively.
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An inadequate clerical provision, including the lack of bishops and insufficient
clergy, forced the colonies to make their own arrangement. A communication from
Compton to Lord Howard, Governor of Virginia further indicated the separation of civil
power from the Bishop’s colonial jurisdiction:
. . . I do most heartily thank your Lordship for the great care you have taken in
setting the Church under your government. There is a constant Order in Council
remaining with Mr. Blaithwaite that no man shall continue in any Parish without
Orders; nor any to be received without a Licence under the hand of the Bishop of
London for the time being, and that the Minister shall always be one of the
Vestry. This order was made four or five years since, and I can make no doubt
among others you have it in your instructions. The King has likewise made one
lately that except Licences for Marriage, Probate of Wills, and the disposing of
the Parishes, all other Ecclesiastical jurisdiction shall be in the Bishop of
London.24
The traditional right of marriage licensing, and the economic oversight of the parishes,
now fell to the colonial governors, rather than bishops or his representatives. Around
1696, Henry Harwell, James Blair and E. Chilton reaffirmed this in An Account of the
Present State of the Government of Virginia. They reported, “King Charles II gave the
Bishop of London jurisdiction over all the Churches in the English Plantations, except as
to three things, viz. marriage licenses, probate of wills, and inductions of ministers which
are reserved to the several Governors.”25 Compton sought to correct one assumption that
if governors inducted ministers into the colonies they were required to have them
certified by the Bishop of London. This left untouched the governor’s jurisdiction over
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marriage licenses and wills. Thus, inadequate clerical provision forced the governors and
vestries to fill the gap.
By the 1670s, Compton also became aware that the incomplete development of
episcopal institutions allowed for serious abuses and behavior by clergymen outside of
the norms of the Church of England. Compton received unfavorable reports on the state
of the Church in the colonies. He confirmed they needed not only closer management but
also greater assistance. “If the king,” reported Thomas Lynch, in May 1675, on the state
of the church in Jamaica, “would affix to that island two considerable prebendaries26 as
of Eton, Westminster, Lincoln, etc., such a person by the Bishop of London’s direction,
might have a superintendence of Church affairs, keep people in their duty, convert
sectaries, and suppress atheism and irreligion, which the people there are much inclined
to.”27 An additional instruction was also given saying “And you are to enquire whether
any Minister preaches or administers the Sacrament without being in due Orders; whereof
you are to give notice to the Bishop of London.” Bishop Thomas Sherlock later reflected
on this clause wondering exactly what the Bishop would do if notified of a wayward
minister.28 On August 2, 1676, a Reverend John Yeo sent a letter to the Archbishop of
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Canterbury, entitled The Deplorable Condition of Maryland for want of an Established
Ministry. When the Archbishop forwarded the letter to Compton, he commented: “The
design of the writer seems very honest and so laudable that I conceive it concerns us by
all means to promote it.”29
The development of ministerial abuses reflected a lack of order and discipline
which exemplified the Church of England at home. On July 17, 1677, after his inquiry
into the jurisdiction of the Bishop of London and the state of the churches in the colonies,
Compton presented a list of nine abuses in the government of the church to the Lords of
Trade and Plantations under the title “Memorial of Abuses which are crept in the
Churches of the Plantations.”30 The first abuse was an indictment of the governors:
That the King’s Right of Patronage and presenting to all Benefices and Cures of
Souls which happen to be void in any of the Plantations is not duly asserted and
practiced by the several Governors in so much that some Parishes are kept vacant
where a lawful minister may be had, and some persons are commissionated to
exercise the ministerial function without Orders both in Virginia, Barnadoes and
other places.31
The rest of the list also reported significant abuses: the misuse of profits from vacant
benefices, ministers frequently holding more than one church, insufficient financial
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support for ministers except in Virginia and none in Maryland, the vestries exercising
control of church affairs, and no enforcement of marriage laws in Virginia.32 In England,
there was great care in the oversight of the morality of church members. Church wardens
swore an oath to uphold the duty of presenting violators of ecclesiastical law. This
practice lapsed in the American colonies during the eighteenth century and then in
England during the nineteenth century. The great question for the Bishop was how to
gain control of a situation without sufficient certified ministers. Where ministers existed,
they were overworked and underpaid, and where they did not, laymen assumed their
ministerial responsibilities. In a land where no bishops existed, the government granted
governors the civil duties of bishops: the jurisdiction over probate wills, granting of
marriage licenses, and the presentation of benefices.33 Many High Churchmen
considered such a state affairs religious anarchy.
The governors over the colonies were quick to protect their newly added
authority, which proved a major impediment to the evolution of a traditional episcopal
polity in the colonies. On November 10, 1677, the Lords of Trade and Plantations
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followed by adding Compton’s Memorial to its “Instructions” to the governors.34 By
April 1678, Governor Andros responded to the Lords of Trade and Plantations
concerning New England, that he had not heard of any Church of England congregation
within the colonies that was operating outside the established law.35 Previously in 1677,
the Roman Catholic governor of Maryland, Lord Baltimore, presented a paper in person
to the Lords of Trade and Plantations reminding the council that the Charter of 1632
granted him absolute lordship in Maryland. This law granted toleration to all who
believed in Jesus Christ and that no one should be “molested” because of his religion.
This he said had worked for the most part successfully.36
Compton knew from other reports that the ecclesiastical organization of the
Church of England in the colonies needed repair and the lack of clergy contributed
greatly to the poor situation. Although only one clergyman ministered in New England at
the time and only four outside of Virginia and Maryland, Lord Baltimore and Governor
Edmund Andros’s rosy picture of the situation contradicted Reverend John Yeo’s. Yeo
portrayed the colony as filled with “religious indifferentism which was disastrous to the
morale of the people” and “many of the people of Maryland . . . led openly immoral lives,
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and profaned the Lord’s day.”37 Compton moved to improve the situation. The
Anglicans in Boston were aware of Compton’s efforts and even petitioned him to send
them a minister.38
Charles II attempted to bolster the Church of England’s clergy in the colonies
where lay authority remained strong. On January 14, 1680, the king responded to the
“state of the Church in His Majesty’s Plantations,” presented by the Lords of Trade and
Plantations. He directed “that the Lords of Trade and Plantations signify His Majesty’s
pleasure unto His respective governors in America, that every Minister within their
government be one of the Vestry in his respective parish, and that no vestry be held
without him except in case of sickness, or that after notice of a vestry summoned he
absent himself.”39 This clause attempted to restrict laymen from managing the parishes
without the presence of Church of England clergy.
While the Restoration provided an opportunity to reform the Colonial Church
along the lines of a true episcopal polity, subsequent political events undermined the
consistent implementation of policy. Further turmoil under James II brought another
period of neglect for the Church of England in the colonies and was symbolic of the
inconsistency of episcopal leadership over the colonial church. James II suspended
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Compton from his duties as the Bishop of London for protesting the Declaration of
Indulgence, which allowed all religious sects, including Roman Catholics, to worship
freely, potentially undermining the establishment of the Church of England. James
imprisoned the bishops in the Tower on June 8, 1688, and brought them to trial, but then
acquitted them amidst popular acclaim, shattering the king’s political authority.
Compton's diocesan control over the colonies ceased between 1686 and 1689, until
William of Orange took the throne of England and restored him to his post. 40
After the Glorious Revolution in 1689, Compton sought new ways to control the
Church in the colonies. First, he instituted commissaries, and second, was instrumental
in creating the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel. Both of these innovations
allowed closer oversight over the colonies. The commissaries were the Bishop of
London’s direct representatives to the colonies with his full authority, excepting the
ability to confirm and ordain. The Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, established
in 1701, assisted the Society for the Propagation of Christian Knowledge (which focused
more on education) to provide for administration of the Church of England in the
colonies and to evangelize non-Christian people.41 They, however, fell short on results
since the commissaries had only a delegated authority, and the Society was only
instructive. Distance from the homeland made solutions such as the SPG and colonial
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commissaries necessary to provide management of the Church in the colonies, but with
great limitations and serious long-range consequences.
The office of commissary was not new in England, but Compton was the first to
utilize it in America. A commissary represented the bishop within remote areas of his
diocese, particularly supervising the clergy. Without the political will in England to
establish a resident bishop, Compton had few options to provide the necessary leadership
for the colonies. In 1689, he adapted the commissary system for the American colonies
to manage the distant and diverse church. Such adaptations reflect a reoccurring pattern
of ad hoc measures to manage the colonial Church. The commissary system was most
effective in Virginia, which had commissaries almost continually from 1689 to 1777,
who also served as presidents of William and Mary College. The College of William and
Mary, was founded by a charter granted by the monarchs on February 8, 1693, for the
purpose of training ministers with similar goals to that of the SPG.
Forasmuch as our well-beloved and trusty Subjects, constituting the General
Assembly of our Colony of Virginia, have had it in their Minds, and have
proposed to themselves, to the end that the Church of Virginia may be furnish’d
with a Seminary of Ministers of the Gospel, and that the Youth may be piously
educated in good Letters and Manners, and that the Christian Faith may be
propagated amongst the Western Indians, to the Glory of Almighty God, to make,
found, and establish a certain Place of universal Study, or perpetual College of
Divinity, Philosophy, Languages, and other good Arts and sciences, consisting of
one President, six Masters or Professors, and an hundred Scholars, more or less,
according to the Ability of the said College, and the Statutes of the same, to be
made, encreased, diminished, or changed upon the Place, by certain Trustees
nominated and elected by the General Assembly aforesaid . . . 42
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Unfortunately, the office of commissary often remained vacant, creating a
vacuum that further undermined the development of the necessary institutions to govern
the Church of England in the colonies properly. The situation in Maryland began well,
but after Thomas Bray’s tenure ended in 1704, there was no replacement until 1716 and
none appointed after 1734. The Carolinas received appointments on and off between
1707 and 1749. New York, Pennsylvania, and Massachusetts only received
commissaries in the first half of the 1700s and none after 1762. The Bishop of London
never appointed commissaries for New Hampshire, Georgia, Connecticut, or Rhode
Island. The commissary system began to falter when Thomas Sherlock, the Bishop of
London from 1748-61, refused to appoint commissaries hoping that would induce the
English government to install a resident bishop. In the end, the great problem for the
commissary was that he lacked direct authority and did not have the power to confirm
ministers, a practice reserved only for bishops.43
The Glorious Revolution offered a new chance for developing fully the
ecclesiastical institutions needed to make the Church effective, but serious limitations
emerged from the beginning. The first commissary appointed was the Reverend James
Blair in 1689 by Henry Compton. He had already arrived in Virginia so Bishop Compton
sent his commission by way of Francis Nicholson, the newly arrived lieutenant governor
of the colony of Virginia. The text of Blair’s commission indicated the limits of the
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Bishop of London’s authority in the colonies:
Henry, by Divine permission Bishop of London, to all the faithful in Christ to
whom this present Writing may come, Greeting eternal in the Lord.
Known ye that we, the Bishop of London aforesaid, to whom every
ecclesiastical jurisdiction, and in every way, under Virginia situated in America,
by Royal Constitutions is generally recognized to pertain, (except the power of
granting licenses for celebrating marriages, probating wills of deceased persons,
and conferring benefices), have named, made and constituted, and by these
presents do name, make and constitute, James Blaire, Clerk, our Commissary in
and through out all Virginia aforesaid, trusting very greatly his learning, probity
and industry, with all and every power of carrying out and performing, (previous
exceptions excepted), whatever pertains and belongs or ought to pertain and
belong, to the office of our Commissary aforesaid, by law or custom according to
the laws, canons and contributions followed and observed, in the Church of
England; with power moreover to set one or more clerk or clerks as substitute or
substitutes in his place.
In confidence and in testimony of all and singular of which premises we
have caused our Episcopal Seal to be placed upon these presents.
Given on the fifteenth day of the month of December in the year of our Lord,
1689, and in the twenty-fourth year of our Translation. H. London44
If this fell short of even the full authority exercised by a resident bishop, at least it
provided a halfway measure “between absentee administration by the bishop of London
and the creation of a new bishopric.”45
Attempts to establish a more certain ecclesiastical authority in the colonies
foundered. Blair sought to establish order in the Church by setting up a convocation
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system,46 whereby clergy and church laymen could gather in an assembly to confront
important issues in the church. He understood part of his role as commissary to be a
moral governor of the Church of England in Virginia. After calling the clergy to
Virginia’s first convocation at Jamestown on July 23, 1690, he set out to enforce
ecclesiastical laws and to reform the moral condition of the clergy. First, he asserted his
authority in a proclamation stating that he was acting “in the name of the Right Revd
Father in God Henry Lord Bishop of London.” He further said that his commission
granted him the authority,
. . . to revive and put in execution the Ecclesiastical laws against all cursers,
Swearers and blasphemers, all whoremongers, fornicators and Adulterers, all
drunkards ranters and profaners of the Lords day and Contemners of the
Sacraments, and agt all other Scandalous Persons, whether of the Clergy or Laity
within this dominion and colony of Virginia.47
It was usual in England and Scotland from time to time to enforce ecclesiastical law but
not so in Virginia. It is important to stress that the lack of episcopal authority in the
colonies created a vacuum that other forces, such as commissaries, filled.
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The clergy did not receive this action well, but Governor Nicholson affirmed it in
a proclamation to county sheriffs and informed them of visitations by Blair, saying that
he hoped:
that your county will be found in such order that he will have noe Reason to
punish any; and to that end I have herein sent you their Maties Letter to ye Rt
Reverend Father in God ye Bishop of London, and do order that you Cause the
Same to publisht at every other Court, and once in two months in each Church in
your County, that all people encouraged from so good Example may demean
themselves accordingly.48
Blair had overreached, underestimating the opposition of the clergy against having an
emissary of the Bishop of London scrutinize their activities. By May 20, 1691, in spite of
these two proclamations, the assembly did nothing, and the House of Burgesses took no
further action.
Blair ran head long against the authority of the various governors of the colony
when he attempted to assert stronger ecclesiastical control over the Church. While
admonished by the assembly, he continued to be active. Blair attacked Andros for not
tending to the monetary needs of the clergy and William and Mary College, which he laid
before the Bishops in London at a Conference at Lambeth on December 27, 1697.49
Initially Blair had good relations with Governor Nicholson but a further conflict
arose over the method of inducting ministers. The instructions given to Nicholson by the
Board of Trade were the same as other governors. He was, upon the recommendation of
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the Commissary, to install ministers directly into the respective parishes without the
approval of the vestry. This method strengthened the authority of the ministers.
However, the local vestries resisted this attempt because they were uncertain of receiving
acceptable ministers from England and ran the possibility of installing the wrong kind of
minister, not having the legal means to remove him. While a Churchman, the governor
from his experience in both Maryland and Virginia, understood the difficulties of forcing
ministers upon the parishes. The local vestries were controlled by laymen and in the
colonial context they wielded more control over the churches than the clergy did. Blair
had already stirred the pot through his puritanical moral proclamations, and the governor
decided against him, not wishing to arouse the intense hostility of the vestries.50
Attempts to seek guidance from England provided only mixed results for both
sides and further demonstrated the lack of precedent for the exact governance of the
Church in the colonies. According to English custom, the advowson nominated
candidates for the ministry in the local parish which then required the approval of the
local bishop. The nominating power in the colonies now rested with the vestries who
sent their candidates to the governor for approval. The governor requested an
authoritative opinion from Edward Northey in 1703, the attorney-general of England,
whose response had far-reaching influence for the Church of England in the colonies.
Northey decided that the advowson, or right to select the minister, devolved to the Vestry
which was to present the minister to the governor as ordinary, for induction into the
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rectorship.51 At a council meeting held at Williamsburg on March 3, 1703, the governor
read Northey’s opinion, and the council ordered that copies be sent to the Church
wardens of each parish.
Upon reading at this board, Sir Edward Northey, Knt, her Majesty’s attorney
general, his opinion upon the Acts of Assembly of this colony, relating to the
Church & particularly concerning induction f Ministers. His Excellency in
Council is pleased to order, that a copy of the Sd Sir Edwd Northey, his opinion
be sent, to the Churchwardens of each Parish, within this Colony requiring them,
upon receipt thereof forthwith to call a vestry & there to cause the same to be read
and Entered in the Vestry Books, to the intent, the Sd vestries may offer to his
Excellency, what they think proper thereupon.52
This decision assured a vestry of laymen would always have some influence in the
induction of ministers to the parish without inducting ministers directly by the authority
of the governor or the commissary.53 From this point on relations between Blair and
Governor Nicholson worsened. In March 1704, Blair arrived in England and sought to
bring charges against the Governor before the Lords Commissioners of Trade and
Plantations. (John Locke had just resigned as commissioner due to illness; he died
October 28, 1704). Blair had previously written a Memorial54 in 1702 against what he
saw as the maladministration of Nicholson, but now in London he followed with two
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affidavits to the Commissioners, one on April 25, 1704, and the other on May 1. The
lengthy affidavits of more than twenty pages reflected substantive issues and much
evidence of the personal conflict between the two men.55 The second affidavit
particularly reflected “a mixture of the serious and the trivial”56 Blair was a formidable
foe and in the end, the Lords Commissioners of Trade and Plantations recalled
Nicholson. Even though Blair became embroiled in conflicts with Governors Edmund
Andros and Francis Nicholson, he nevertheless was a remarkable figure, whose greatest
achievement was the founding of William and Mary College, established to train
ministerial candidates in theology and holy orders for the Church of England.
Blair’s conflict with the two governors reflects the serious limitations upon the
Church’s authority. Even though he was victorious in having the governors removed, his
was a pyrrhic victory. The problem of ecclesiastical authority was systemic, as proven by
Blair’s lack of control over the vestries. By the early 1700s, the strength of the lay vestry
mitigated against an assertion of commissarial authority. The great problem for Blair
upon his return was to reconcile himself to the clergy of Virginia. The commissary
opened the April 29, 1705, convocation of the clergy with a sermon on Matthew 11: 29,
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“Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me,” calling for reconciliation. Afterward, he
introduced the new governor, Edward Nott, who read a message from the Bishop of
London calling on both sides to put the past behind them. He told them “if you imagine
your late Govr, Col. Nicholson, has been injurious to you, forgive as you would be
forgiven and express no resentment; but part with him fairly and friendly.” He further
tried to establish a new attitude, asking the convocation members to forget the past. “Let
This moment shut the door upon all, that is pass’d, let no complaints come to me but
what are dated after the hour you read this and let the remembrance of all things be gone,
be as if they had never been.” Then he added a personal note: “Let us now begin upon a
new act and cancel all the old ones. For my part I will not hear nor remember, what has
befallen before this time.”57 Compton, with all of his pastoral ability, attempted to
produce Christian charity and unity among the clergy in the colony of Virginia where
grievances were running strong against Blair. Despite these words, conflict arose within
the assembly. Blair followed Compton’s conciliatory letter with his own address,
recommending its contents to the clergy, and for his purpose to “comply with his most
prudent, Christian, and Peaceable, admonition.” He continued “ready to forgive and
forget and to be perfectly reconciled, to that degree that I will never so much, as put him
in mind of what is past.”58 Then he warned against anyone who wished “to blow up the
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coals of contention” that they would have reason to regret it. This comment, among
others, stirred a serious debate with twenty-three members of the clergy walking out of
the meeting more than once. When they returned the next day, the assembly was
deadlocked and the opposition walked out once again. The meeting was only able to
adjourn when Blair agreed to give his objections in writing.
Blair did not fare well as the representative of Bishop of London in his relations
with the governors or with the clergy. He was never able to wrest control over the
Church of England within the colony from the strong lay leadership. His personal and
professional conflicts with Edmund Andros59 and Francis Nicholson took him away from
his pastoral charge, the colony of Virginia. London had instructed Andros to improve the
salaries of Church of England clergy but to the ire of Blair, he felt unable to do so after
building expensive fortifications against the Indians and the French. Another rub
between Blair and Andros was Compton’s recommendation to the Lords of Trade that
they place Blair “an ecclesiastic” on the Virginia council, giving him a vote in the
government on an equal status with the wealthy members. In the end, squabbles with
Blair over funds for William and Mary College eventually led to Andros’s dismissal.60
After Nicholson replaced Andros as governor, the conflict continued, only this time
between Blair and Nicholson. Nicholson was a loyal Tory, who refused to proclaim the
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ascension of William and Mary, while Blair, on the other hand, “sympathized with Whig
policies and approved the moderate relaxation of autocracy under ‘the Whig monarchs.’”
Blair bought accusations against Nicholson before the Lord’s Commissioners of Trades
and Plantation, which led to his dismissal as well.61 While Blair did have a long and
lasting career in Virginia, particularly as the first president of William and Mary College,
his work as the Commissary for the Bishop of London fell short of the expectations of the
Bishop and did not improve the ecclesiastical order of the Church of England in the
colonies.
The state of the Church of England in the Colony of Maryland demonstrates the
further difficulties of managing the Church beyond the borders of Virginia. The Church
of England outside of Virginia was considerably weaker, but Maryland provided the best
ground for the labors of a commissary. The second commissary appointed by Bishop
Compton in 1696 was Thomas Bray a Churchman who had a good reputation for
doctrinal and religious instruction. Compton envisioned someone who could enlarge the
Church of England through a more vigorous missionary enterprise not just in Maryland
but also throughout the colonies.62 In 1698, Bray and four laymen established the Society
for Promoting Christian Knowledge (SPCK) to alleviate the dearth of educational
materials in the colonies. The SPCK’s purpose was:
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to promote and encourage the erection of charity schools in all parts of England
and Wales; to disperse, both at home and abroad, Bibles and tracts of religion; and
in general to advance the honour of God and the good of mankind, by promoting
Christian knowledge both at home and in the other parts of the world by the best
methods that should offer.63
A more aggressive component stipulated in the “General Plan of the Constitution” of the
SPCK that it would endeavor:
To reduce the Quakers, who are so numerous in those parts, to the Christian Faith,
from which they are totally Apostatiz’d, and so may be look’d upon as a Heathen
Nation, it were to be wish’d that a support could be provided for some
Missionaries to be sent amongst them, in order to convert them, in the manner that
George Keith64 does travail amongst them here in England to that blessed end,
and not without good success.65
Princess Anne and Bishop Burnet contributed nearly ₤100 to purchase books for the
establishment of colonial libraries, founding nearly forty. Bray’s vision was to utilize
these libraries in the training of the clergy and through them Dissenters therefore would
learn and accept the reasonableness of the Church of England.66
The libraries arrived in Maryland well before Bray did. Governor Nicholson in
1698 proposed that the Maryland Assembly bestow the power of granting marriage
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licenses to the new commissary in return for his good work in establishing libraries. This
however, was a jurisdiction reserved in England for the bishop but in the colonies was by
the king’s authority a right granted to the governor of the colony. The Lower House
nearly passed the bill but finally rejected it because it did not perceive Commissary Bray
to have the right of governing marriage licenses since his jurisdiction did not equal that of
a suffragan bishop, or an assistant to the Bishop of London. Bray soon followed by
publishing A Memorial representing the necessity of constituting a suffragan bishop in
Maryland which contended that since there were between thirty to forty churches already
established with ministers soon to be installed in them, that a bishop should be “sent to
preside over them, and to Ordain fit persons to supply those Cures as they shall become
vacant.”67
He broke his argument into two parts. First he gave general considerations for a
bishop and secondly remarks particularly on the colony of Maryland. In the first part, he
asserted the necessity to establish bishops for the Christian Church and even more so, for
a colony so many thousands of miles from anyone who had that authority. It was
furthermore impractical for candidates for the ministry to travel such a great distance to
be consecrated and impossible to maintain good and regular discipline in the Church.
Interestingly he then added that if the Church believed in the divine law (Jus Divinii) of
Episcopacy then there should be no neglect in sending bishops to the colonies. He
concluded the first half of his argument that if the Church of Rome made it a chief aim to
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send bishops where their colonies existed and gave their religion a sure footing, why not
the Church of England. In the second part of his long argument, he listed numerous
“reasonings” for sending a Suffragan Bishop into Maryland. In summary, he said that
half the parishes remained unfilled and “good men worthy of ordination” could not afford
to go to England. It took two years to get a parish filled and the people would rather have
local men ordained anyway. Furthermore he added four points: a resident bishop would
prevent the increase of Roman Catholicism, a bishop in the legislature would “prevent
rash legislation”, the bishop “ought to have power to institute, induct and license
preachers,” and finally he argued that most people were not Dissenters and opposed to a
bishop.68
The prospects for the success of this plan were initially positive. Bray finally
arrived in Maryland in early 1700, but two acts passed by the Assembly bracketed his
arrival. The second act provided the essentials of previous acts. On April 26, 1701, the
assembly passed, the Act for the Service of Almighty God and Establishment of Religion
in this Province According to the Church of England, which provided that the “Book of
Common Prayer, and Administration of the Sacraments, with other Rites and Ceremonies
of the Church, according to the use of the Church of England, the Psalter and Psalms of
David, and Morning and Evening Prayer therein contained, be Solemnly Read, and by all
and every Minister or Reader in every Church, or other place of Public Worship.” It
further provided for tithes and offerings for the support of ministers and that the sheriff
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should collect fees for marriages, among other things.69 While this act did not have
London’s approval yet, it was a firm assertion of the establishment of the Church of
England in Maryland.
Bray returned to London with this bill in August 1701 with the purpose of
collecting support for its passage; however, he faced new hurdles. First, while the former
governor Nathaniel Blakiston was very favorable to having a commissary in Maryland,
his successor John Seymour opposed it. He concluded that Bray was collaborating with
the Bishop of London to reduce his colonial authority. He not only blocked the presence
of a commissary in Maryland but also opposed the appointment of Michael Huitson, a
missionary to Maryland, commissioned by the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel.
Finally, the church act failed to persuade parliament, like all other church acts during the
reign of William III and the Whig government. The government was not interested in its
passage and listed numerous objections to the bill.70 This was done with little regard or
understanding of the ecclesiastical laws of England.71 These ominous developments put
the office of commissary and the establishment of the Church of England for the colony
on a very uncertain legal footing.
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Churchmen often underestimated the level of Dissenter opposition to the Church
of England, and Bray was no exception. In spite of local opposition in Maryland by the
Quakers, and more quietly the Roman Catholics, Bray assumed that they were an
insignificant minority. He argued, in his most famous memorial entitled A Memorial
representing the State of Religion in the Continent of North America72 that even they
should support the bill because the absence of an established Church could foster
sectarianism.73 However, a change of events would make the possibility of establishing
the Church of England in Maryland more promising.
When William III died on March 8, 1702, Queen Anne ascended to the throne.
Since Anne strongly favored the advancement of the Church of England the political
climate improved for approval of the establishment bill for the province of Maryland.
The bill in its final form received royal assent but also added a provision for the toleration
of all Dissenters. With Seymour still governor, however, Bray would not return to
Maryland, and in spite of his efforts, there was no suitable replacement for him until
1716. Seymour attempted to establish a council, which included the governor and three
laymen, to assume the duties of the commissary. The bill passed, but the governor never
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signed it, probably because of the strong reaction of the clergy against it. A number of
the clergy wrote to the Bishop of London complaining, “It would be establishing
Presbyterianism in the colony, upon the neck of the Church, and raise an effectual bar to
the introduction of Episcopacy, which is generally wished for by the clergy of this
province.”74
The commissary arrangement became more confused, proving the ineffectiveness
of the system in Maryland. Governor John Hart (1699-1702), more sympathetic to the
concerns of the Church of England, proposed to the Bishop of London on September 6,
1715, that he appoint two commissaries. On February 16, 1716, Bishop John Robinson
responded and confirmed the Reverend Jacob Henderson and Reverend Christopher
Wilkinson. The plan was to divide the responsibilities between the Eastern shore and
Western shore among Wilkinson and Henderson respectively. Once they arrived, they
found little cooperation from the upper class for the extension of the authority of the
Bishop of London to Maryland.75
Wilkinson twice attempted to expand ecclesiastical authority in Maryland. Upon
Bishop Robinson’s recommendation, Wilkinson attempted to get the assembly to pass a
bill that recognized the full jurisdiction of the Bishop of London. The bill failed in part
because Henderson did not lend his support, believing that its passage would in fact
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evoke a backlash against the Bishop’s jurisdiction by the anticlerical party.76 The contest
for control of the Church in Maryland followed the same pattern as Virginia with the laity
gaining ascendancy. Wilkinson received another setback when he sought to discipline
publicly two clergymen, one for an incestuous marriage and the other for drinking and
swearing. The proposal was defeated partly because of the personal influence of the
accused and for fear of setting a precedent. In the discussion over this proposal, there
was considerable debate over the limits of civil and ecclesiastical power.77
These two failures represent just how ineffective the commissaries actually were.
Attempts to establish anything close to full jurisdiction for the Bishop of London’s
representatives failed. Even Henderson, who was much more aggressive than his
colleague Wilkinson, understood the impossibility of exerting any but “advisory and
exhortatory” authority over the clergy under his jurisdiction.78 The refusal of
churchwardens to take their oaths to perform discipline in the church and to submit to
anything that appeared like a spiritual court exemplified a rejection of the commissaries’
authority. The only effective spiritual authority, the Bishop and his commissaries argued,
was to appoint “an actual bishop”, one who “should have Instructions and Powers for
discharging such parts of the office, of a Bishop, of a Dean, and of an Arch-Deacon, as
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Necessity requires, and the Nature of those sacred functions will permit.”79 In 1724, the
Reverend Hugh Jones argued that a resident bishop would be able to establish spiritual
courts and correct the moral abuses of the Church. The people, he said, dreaded these
spiritual courts “almost as much as an Inquisition; but these fears would soon be
dissipated when by blessed experience they might feel the happy influence of that holy
order among them, free from the terrible notions that misrepresentations of regular
church government have made them conceive.”80
The founding of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel and its successes
brought new hope for the establishment of full episcopacy in the colonies. The SPG
owed its inception to Thomas Bray’s A Memorial representing the State of Religion in the
Continent of North America published in 1700.81 The goal of this pamphlet was to
explain the poor state of religion in the colonies and to persuade the Church to send a
“sufficient number of proper missionaries” to the continent of North America. He laid
out the situation colony by colony, admitting, however, that he had not visited every
place. He began with Maryland, explaining that the number of new churches, created an
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urgent need to fill them with ministers. Those opposed to the Church of England, he
said, seemed to be prospering. For instance Roman Catholics, while only a twelfth of the
population did not lack for bishops, and the Quakers were numerous, prosperous and free
from paying dues to the Church of England. He continued that there was only one
Church of England minister in Pennsylvania, but there were many people interested in the
Church. As far as the “Jerseys,” he said they have no priest or altar but for New York,
there was room for two ministers. On Long Island, he continued, there were nine
churches but no Church of England minister. Rhode Island was in sad shape because it
was full of atheists and Quakers, the Carolinas needed five missionaries, and Bermuda
while it had many churches, was poor with only one minister. He spoke glowingly of
Blair and Nicholson in Virginia, their work in establishing William and Mary College,
and in “settling the Church by law.”
His hope was that the Church in England would provide funds for the missionary
enterprise along with a sufficient number of missionaries. Their need for missionaries
was great, he said, because of “a great inclination to embrace Christianity amongst many
Quakers.” After listing the qualifications of these missionaries (men of decent morals,
good conduct, well studied) he continued with the suggestion that they should direct part
of their missionary enterprise toward the conversion of the Quakers who might “be
considered as almost so many Heathen Nations.” Quakers above all other people were
the most “prejudiced” against the establishment of the Church within the colonies.
Significantly, Bray defined the focus of the mission, beyond the existing established
Church, or to the “heathen” Indians, to convert separatist Dissenters who considered
56

themselves to be Christians. He finally concluded by pointing out that the Dutch,
Swedes, and Danes provide for the proper maintenance of their churches but not the
Church of England and chided his readers “to contribute towards the Redress of these
great Failures.” Bray saw the Church of England in the colonies as being in a bad way,
and he hoped through this proposal to correct a situation that had arisen from long neglect
by establishing a mission organization.82 However, the Society would also provide the
catalyst for serious friction between Dissenters and Churchmen.
Compton’s failure to establish the Church of England firmly even in one colony
and to supply the necessary clergy for the needs of the Church with proper discipline,
convinced him, more than ever, that the solution was a resident bishop in the colonies.
Others began calling for it as well. Nicholas Moreau, rector of St. Peters,83 writing to the
Bishop of Lichfield in 1697 pleaded: “I wish you to put your Mind, my Lord, to send
here an eminent Bishop, who by his Piety, Charity and severity in keeping the Canons of
the Church, might question these base Ministers and force them to mind the Duty of their
Charge.”84 Further support came from fourteen missionaries in New Jersey who
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petitioned the Bishop on November 2, 1705, to send a bishop to them. Compton very
much by then supported this view and composed his own reasons in Observations.85
Establishing the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in 1701 by royal
charter provided an organization that would bear the guidon for the establishment of a
resident bishop. The showing of this standard would in the end not set well with many of
the colonists. Compton and Archbishop Thomas Tenison (1636-1715)86 realized that past
efforts to strengthen the Church of England in the colonies were ineffective and applied
to the king to establish a society particularly dedicated to a missionary enterprise of
advancing the Church. Interested missionaries were to apply to their bishops, who in turn
would consult with the Bishop of London on where to send them. John Talbot and
George Keith were two of the first missionaries and Talbot was particularly zealous in
pleading the Church’s poor condition and the consequent need for a resident bishop. He
wrote woefully to the Society on September 1, 1703:
The poor Church, has nobody upon the spot to comfort or confirm her children;
nobody to ordain several that are willing to serve, were they authorized, for the work of
the Ministry. Therefore they fall back again into the heard of the Dissenters, rather than
they will be at the Hazard and Charge to goe as far as England for orders: so that we have
seen several Counties, Islands, and Provinces, which have hardly an orthodox minister,
am’st them, which might have been supply’d had we been so happy as to see a Bishop or
Suffragan Apud Americanos.87
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Talbot’s main concern differed from that of Bray as he wished to establish a bishop for
the sake of specifically ordaining ministers for the care of the Church and rather than
exercising full spiritual and civil powers.
By 1703, a committee of the Society proposed to the attorney general the creation
of a suffragan bishop for the colonies, but he took no action. The Society also made an
appeal in a memorial on March 27, 1713, to Queen Anne, who was sympathetic to their
cause, and the only monarch truly committed to the Church from Charles I to George III.
She was an enthusiastic patron of Church endeavors and closer in understanding to high
Churchmen than William and Mary and the early Hanoverians. The committee explained
the difficulties that the Church had trying getting qualified ministers to the field and the
hostile environment in which they had to work.
We cannot but take this opportunity further to represent to your Majesty, with the
greatest humility, the earnest and repeated desires, not only of the Missionaries,
but of divers other considerable persons that are in communion with our excellent
Church to have a Bishop settled in your American plantations (Which we humbly
conceive to be very useful and necessary for establishing the gospel in those
parts), that they may be the better united among themselves than at present they
are, and more able to withstand the designs of their enemies; that there may be
Confirmations, which, in their present state, they cannot have the benefit of, and
that an easy and speedy care may be taken of all the other affairs of the Church,
which is much increased in those parts, and to which, through your Majesty’s
gracious protection and encouragement, we trust that yet a greater addition will
daily be made.88
Compton and the Society realized that the Whig government had little interest in this
project and was wary of making changes to the status quo. An appeal to the queen was
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logical. The Stuarts before her and the Hanoverians after her were preoccupied with the
affairs of the Empire and had little interest in the cause of bishops for the colonies. Now,
the possibility of substantive royal support was real. The queen granted their request to
draft a bill for Parliament to establish a suffragan bishop. However before it could be
introduced, the queen died on August 1, 1714.89 The Society continued with another
petition to the new King, George I, but he never considered it and the rise of Robert
Walpole and the Whigs created an unsympathetic climate.
The news of royal assent from Queen Anne had greatly encouraged many clergy
and missionaries in the colonies. John Talbot, after he visited England in 1706, was
selected upon his return a house for the seat of the bishop in Burlington, New Jersey.
Governor Hunter on behalf of the Society, purchased the house on October 29, 1712 for
₤600 sterling and prepared it for habitation. These efforts came to nothing with the
queen’s death.90
The establishment of resident bishops was not the main purpose of the Society for
the Propagation of the Gospel, even though they became the standard-bearers for a while.
Rather, according to the charter, the Society’s main task was supporting and building up
the Church of England in the colonies under distress.
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Whereas We are credibly Informed, That in any of Our Plantations, Colonies and
Factories beyond the Seas, belonging to Our Kingdom of England, the Provision
of Ministers is very mean, and many others of Our said Plantations, Colonies and
Factories are wholly Destitute and Unprovided of a Maintenance for Ministers,
and the Publick Worship of God, and for lack of Support and Maintenance for
such many of our Loving Subjects do want the Administration of God’s Word and
Sacraments, and seem to be Abandoned to Atheism and Infidelity; And also for
want of Learned and Orthodox Ministers to Instruct Our Said Loving Subjects in
the Principles of True Religion, divers Romish Priests and Jesuits are the more
Encouraged to pervert and draw over our said Loving Subjects to Popish
Superstition and Idolatry.
Thus, the principle task defined, the charter also addressed the need to support the
missionaries in their endeavors:
. . . that it will be highly conducive for accomplishing those Ends, that a
sufficient Maintenance be provided for an Orthodox Clergy to live amongst them,
and that such other provision be made as may be necessary for the Propagation of
the Gospel in those parts. 91
Once the goals were set and provisions made to achieve them, many clergy answered the
call quickly. Bray, who earlier recruited workers for the Society for the Propagation of
Christian Knowledge (SPCK), did the same for the Society for the Propagation of the
Gospel (SPG). The SPG in fact, found most of its willing members from the SPCK
which largely constituted the original foundation.92 SPG missionaries significantly
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expanded the Church of England in the colonies, not only among the white population
but also among blacks and Indians.93
Competition with Quakers and New England Congregationalists motivated
missionaries as much as their commitment to evangelism as George Keith noted in 1703:
There is a mighty cry and desire, almost in all places where we have traveled, to
have ministers o the Church of England sent to them in these northern parts of
America . . . some well affected to the Church have desired me to write to my
Lord of London and to you that if a Minister be not sent with the first
convenience, Presbyterian Ministers from New England would swarm into those
countries and prevent the increase of the Church.94
The mission activity of the SPG and its forays into Dissenter territory did not go
unnoticed by the Congregationalists and Quakers. George Keith, himself formerly a
Quaker, following Bray’s encouragement, energetically sought to win Quaker converts
and directed most of his preaching against them. The SPG supported Keith generously
with ₤200 per year for travel and ₤200 for his wife and children “if he dye.” They
provided a copious supply of anti-Quaker pamphlets, some written by Keith himself, and
monies for additional literature, a further indication of their interest in his missionary
activity.95 He was a daring defender of the Anglican Church who loved to attend Quaker
meetings and argue with the leadership.
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Keith’s preaching at King’s Chapel in Boston aroused such interest that the
members of the congregation published his sermon, which the Congregationalist Increase
Mather answered with a “fierce counter-attack.” Keith’s analysis of Mather was that he
had “infused into the scholars and youths” of Harvard College “poisonous doctrines” and
“deep prejudices against the Church of England.”96 A short public debate ensued with
Keith printing a reply to Mather and then after attending the Harvard College
commencement, July 1, 1702, he wrote a letter against some of the assertions made by
Samuel Willard, the President, who also responded.
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next few years Mather and other Boston ministers began complaining to the government
about the activities of the SPG in and around New England. The Society’s emphasis on
winning converts in areas already served by nonconformist ministers and its neglect of
places where few Christian churches existed greatly annoyed the Boston clergy.98
Compton’s innovations such as installing commissaries in the colonies and the
establishment of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel did help to advance the
Church of England in the colonies numerically, but these gains did not improve the faulty
institutional structure. Church membership rose and new churches were built. Compton
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died on July 7, 1713, after a long and productive career of thirty-eight years. Bishop
John Robinson continued to emulate Compton’s previous efforts but his term lasted only
ten years. In spite of the gains, Robinson understood that his ecclesiastical jurisdiction
over the colonies was still on uncertain legal ground. In addition, the commissaries were
unable to bring the proper discipline they wished upon the clergy, the governors were
reluctant to release their adopted ecclesiastical authority, and the lay vestries did not wish
to give up their control in choosing parish clergy.
The lack of proper ecclesiastical authority therefore, prompted Edmund Gibson,
when he became the Bishop of London in 1723, to investigate the legal precedent and the
extent of the authority of the Bishop of London over the colonies once again. He sent out
“Queries to be answered by Persons who were Commissaries to my Predecessor” and
over the next year received his replies. His inquiry included questions concerning: what
public acts of assembly were made concerning the Church and clergy, how often
visitations were done, how often conventions were called, which clergy did not have a
license, which parishes had no churches or ministers, what happened to the revenue of
churches with a vacancy, and suggestions?99 Commissary Blair replied point for point on
July 17, 1724, and others followed. The commissary of Barbados William Gordon
replied through Governor Worsley. His understanding of the bishop’s authority in the
colonies, based on his search of the documents back to Queen Elizabeth’s reign, was that
there was no document linking the bishop’s authority back to Laud. He believed that the
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colonies had been placed under the authority of the Bishop of London either at the end of
the reign of Charles II or the beginning of James II reign. The instructions of the council
to the governors included the king’s order “to give all countenance and encouragement to
the exercise of the Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction of the Bishop of London,” but it was at the
discretion of the particular governors whether to allow a commissary to operate within
their province.100
After all the parties reported back to the bishop, he concluded, based upon the
instructions of the royal governors, that the authority of the Bishops of London rested on
very weak legal precedent. He drew the conclusion that the authorization given was
transitory based upon royal empowerment in the commissions to the governors. Thus, he
said, “it would not warrant the Bishop to grant Commissions to others, unless he himself
should be first Empowered so to do by a Commission from the king under the great seal;
the Plantations not being a part of any Diocese but remaining under the sole and
immediate Jurisdiction of the King; and that Jurisdiction not to be legally delegated but
under the Great Seal.”101
Gibson next sought direct approval from the king with his, asking that he be given
only authority over the clergy and the “repair of Churches” as not to stir up the laity.
George II granted a patent for the bishop’s jurisdiction over the plantations which granted
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“full power and authority” to the Bishop of London and from him to the commissaries for
the exercise of only a “Spiritual and Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction,” that provided less power
than bishops and their representatives held in England. Clarifying the grounds on which
the Bishop of London exercised authority over the colonies greatly limited that authority
in a manner that would limit its practice.
Bishop Sherlock on February 19, 1759, recorded the details of Gibson’s
commission in his “Report” to the king under the subheading on the Church in the
colonies. Sherlock listed the four points of the commission to Gibson as, first, to visit all
churches where the rites and liturgy of the Church of England is used. Second, he was to
certify all clergy in the Church of England and to enquire as to their moral condition with
the power to “correct and punish” by suspension and excommunication. Third, the
bishop was given the power to appoint commissaries to oversee the Bishop of London’s
jurisdiction and “to remove them at pleasure,” and finally, that the right of appeal to the
Bishop of London for all “who shall find themselves aggrieved by any sentence, before
the Great Officers of State in England.”102
While at first glance this list of powers seemed sufficient to give the Bishop of
London the power that he needed to manage the Church of England overseas, Sherlock
perceived that it was not. While the commissary was required to visit all the churches, he
was unable to order churchwardens or parishioners to appear before a court, or if they
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did, he had no right to give them any orders. Moreover, even though he commissioned a
commissary to enforce the proper observance of the sacraments, he had no power to
proceed. In addition, while he could examine the conduct of the clergy he had no power
to order laymen to testify as witnesses. He also suggested that while the Bishop might
appoint commissaries, without residing in the colonies he “can neither direct, nor correct,
their judgment.” Sherlock’s observations concluded that the royal commission as given
to Gibson was “defective.” He lamented that the whole enterprise showed “how very
improper it is to give such power to a Bp. [Bishop] of England, which he cannot
execute,” to someone of lesser authority.” “ So that,” he continued, “the Bp. Receiving
with one hand what he must necessarily give away with the other remain himself a
Cyphur without any authority, power or influence.”103 Without any coercive power, the
commissaries confined themselves to “visitation, exhortation, supervision, and
administration, making very few attempts to exercise a punitive jurisdiction, or to set up
courts.” In other words, the Bishop of London held a lot of responsibility with little real
authority over the colonies and no means of making decisions stick.104
There were very few cases where commissaries actually attempted to bring
church discipline to bear on a clergyman. One particular instance was the case of
Commissary Alexander Garden of South Carolina against George Whitefield. The one
attempt represents the difficulties of managing the proper control and discipline of the
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Church where few bureaucratic mechanisms and legal precedents existed because of the
incomplete development of the episcopal system. The lawsuit was in part the
consummation of a long public debate between the two Churchmen.
There is a uniqueness to Whitefield - the Billy Graham of his day - who preached
to people across the denominational lines and outside of a particular parish. The
American denominational context lessened the status of traditional geographical
boundaries for the parish, hence, Commissary Garden's frustration in trying to stop
Whitefield from preaching within his territory. In one sense, Garden was acting as if he
had true episcopal authority (simply the authority of a bishop) by bringing Whitefield to
trial. It is interesting that the English bishops distanced themselves from Garden
regarding his subsequent action against Whitefield. Nevertheless, the colonial context
provided an environment where preachers could minister across denominational lines and
limited the fixed ecclesiastical order envisioned by the Church of England.
The debate that developed between Whitefield and Garden shows that without the
authority of bishops the commissaries could not exercise control. Whitefield began
preaching in and around Charlestown in 1740. On March 14, he visited the commissary’s
house and Garden met him with a “cool reception.”105 Part of the distrust many
Anglicans had for Whitefield was his constant preaching outside the bounds of his parish
and among the dissenting churches of South Carolina, particularly Congregational and
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Baptist.106 Garden charged Whitefield with “breaking the Canons and Ordination vow”
and that if he preached in his district, he would suspend him. “I shall regard that,”
Whitefield replied, as much as I would a Pope’s Bull.” The conversation developed into
a heated debate, which ended when Garden ordered him to leave the house and according
to Whitefield’s journal “in a very great rage.”107
Whitefield fanned the flames of Garden’s ire by publishing two letters, one
criticizing a fellow Anglican, the late Archbishop John Tillotson (1630-1694)108, and the
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Tillotson’s writings were “fashionable” among the students at Harvard when
Whitefield visited there on September 24, 1740. Tillotson was a “polemical divine” who
wrote Christian philosophical works against Deism. According to Dallimore, Tillotson
presented “Christianity as a sedate ethic and the Christian life as merely cultured,
inoffensive behaviour.” Whitefield saw this as a “contradiction of the Biblical teaching
regarding the new birth.” This prompted Whitefield to speak of Tillotson’s view of
salvation “as ignorant thereof as Mahomet himself.” Whitefield’s remark won the praise
of his friends but bitter attacks from his enemies. Whitefield later lamented his use of
these words saying “they are so imbittered by my injudicious and too severe expressions
against Archbishop Tillotson . . . that they fly from me as a viper” and caused him to
publicly separate from his dear friends John and Charles Wesley, “whom I still love as
my own soul.” See Arnold A. Dallimore, George Whitefield: The Life and Times of the
Great Evangelist of the Eighteenth-Century Revival (Westchester, Illinois: Cornerstone
Books,1979), Vol 1: 482-483, 551, 561, Vol. 2: 46-47. For more detail on John Tillotson
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other denouncing the institution of slavery.109 This greatly offended many of the local
clergy and planters to such an extent that Garden “acting as their spokesman” replied
with six letters of his own against Whitefield. The debate went from personal letters into
the public domain when Garden preached against Whitefield in his church. Whitefield
evidently made no reply to the letters, but Reverend Joseph Smith, an independent
minister from Charlestown, preached and published a sermon defending Whitefield. He
went further and sent a copy to two notable New England ministers who agreed to
publish it. The Independent churches ironically held Whitefield, an Anglican, in higher
esteem than his fellow Churchmen.110
An Episcopal court cited Whitefield on July 11, 1740, and the trial began on the
fifteenth with Garden as the presiding judge. This trial in the end “came of nothing.”111 It
was significant, however, that Garden decided to hold a trial when the Church of England
had never held an ecclesiastical court in any of the British colonies before. This fact
obviously did not go unnoticed among the Dissenters, who saw it as an example of the
arbitrary power of the church against a preacher of the word. Garden saw Whitefield’s
activities in South Carolina as an affront to the authority of the Church of England, and to
Goodwin, 1720); G. W. Weldon, Tillotson’s Sermons (London: Ward and Downey,
1886).
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him as its commissary. In the intervening week, Whitfield continued to offend by
preaching in various Baptist and Independent churches.112
After Garden opened the court, he began by giving Whitefield a list of accusations
to which he responded that he would not answer until he confirmed that the court had the
judicial right to examine him. He argued that as a resident of Georgia “he was outside
any jurisdiction Garden might possess, and that the Bishop of London, in whose name
this action was professedly taken, had never said to prohibit his preaching in the fields in
England.” The court adjourned for the day, and Whitefield reported that he “held two
great meetings that filled the rest of his day.” When the court convened the following
day, he continued with the same kind of reasoning, asking for a Recusatio judicis, or a
written “exception,” arguing that the judge, Garden, was unqualified because he was
prejudiced against him. He insisted that Garden transfer the case to six independent
arbiters, three chosen by Garden and three by himself. Garden refused, and argued that
Whitefield had chosen two independents and one French Calvinist, all “zealous
admirers.”113
The next morning, Whitefield asked what the verdict was on his request for
separate arbiters and was informed of its refusal. He then announced, “He would appeal
to His Majesty, in the High Court of Chancery, in London.” In order to ensure that
Whitefield complied with the appeal, Garden required him to take an oath that he would
file his appeal within twelve months and deposit ten pounds as a guarantee of that oath.
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This prohibited Garden from taking any action for the period of a year and a day.114
Garden, after twelve months, and not hearing anything from London, reconvened his
court and pronounced judgment on the accused in absentia.
We therefore pronounce, decree and declare that the said George Whitefield, for
his excesses and faults, ought duly and canonically, and according to the exigence
of the law in that part of the premises, to be corrected and published, and also to
be suspended from his office; and accordingly, by these presents, we do suspend
him, the said George Whitefield; and for being so suspended, we also pronounce,
decreed and declare him to be denounced declared, and published openly and
publicly in the face of the Church.115
Whitefield was already in England when Garden rendered his verdict. Garden
would wait in vain for action from the ecclesiastical authorities in London, who evidently
wished not to touch the case. Our concern is the issue of the limitations of authority
which the commissary operated under rather than who was right and who was wrong. In
Garden’s case, he had the power to convene a court but no support or precedent from the
legal system to uphold his decision. Whitefield, in a letter to Gibson on September 8,
1740, identified that the issue revolved around what actually constituted the authority of
the Bishop of London in the commissaries. He queried the Bishop “Whether the
commissary of South Carolina has power given to him from you’r Lordship, to exercise
any judicial authority against me, or any other clergyman, who doth not belong to his
province?” His only desire he said was for his “Lordship’s explicit opinion and
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determination, whether Mr. Garden, (supposing he hath power over his own clergy,) has
authority to erect such a court to arraign me, who belong to the province of Georgia.”116
Whitefield’s appeal was very “obscure and conflicting.” Garden assumed that he
had violated his oath and never filed. There is some evidence to indicate otherwise.
After he returned to England in 1741, his journal ends with nothing more said about the
matter. His letter of September 8, 1740, did indicate that he performed the action since
he sought an opinion on the issue from the Bishop. He also wrote a letter to a friend in
London saying: “The bearer brings the authentic copy of my appeal. I sent you another
copy from Carolina. Be pleased to keep this I have now sent, till you hear of my coming
to England. If I come in the spring, I will lodge it myself; if not, be pleased to lodge it for
me, and I will pay all expenses.” Two other letters indicate much the same, one on April
10, 1741, where he remarks, “My ‘Appeal’ will come to nothing I believe.” Again, to
James Habersham on December 7, 1741, “The Lords see through Mr. Garden’s enmity,
and will have nothing to do with my Appeal; so that a hook is put into the leviathan’s
jaws.”117 Whatever happened to Whitefield’s appeal no one knows. Garden insisted that
it was intentional and that Whitefield was waiting for the case to expire. Both men
evidently wished for a final resolve to the matter, but the appeal must have been lost. In
final analysis, the appeal was never granted and “the suspension pronounced upon him in
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absentia was never removed, and when he continued to disregard it, Garden was only by
lack of authority restrained from excommunicating him.”118
Garden resigned from the position of commissary in early 1749. His regular
visitation, which he had performed since 1731 ended, replaced by annual meetings of the
clergy beginning on April 5, 1749. After visiting England, he died in Charleston,
September 27, 1756, at seventy-one years. He was the last commissary ever sent to the
Carolinas.119
The lack of established political and ecclesiastical mechanisms for performing
Church discipline continually hindered the actions of Churchmen to reform the colonial
Anglican Church. Bishop Gibson tried to exert authority to curb the licensing of immoral
and “promiscuous applicants” to the churches in the colonies. He issued a proclamation
on July 13, 1743, with the express purpose to set a standard for those receiving orders,
which required that all candidates have the “testimony and recommendation” of the
Commissary and that the salary be reviewed to see that it was sufficient. In
Massachusetts, the Churches of England opposed it because they were mostly Tories and
Gibson a Hanoverian Whig.
Gibson also tried to mediate in a situation where an over zealous Anglican was
stirring up trouble among the Dissenters. The controversy began in 1723 when a John
Checkley published an essay entitled “Discourse concerning Episcopacy in Defense of
Christianity and the Church of England” (part of a larger work by Charles Leslie called
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Short and Easy Method with the Deists). In this essay, he blasted the people and clergy
of New England. When he visited Boston in 1724, the city imposed a ₤50 fine upon him.
In spite of appeals, the Bishop remained aloof and exhorted “both parties to peace and
unity.” Many Anglicans were dismayed at Checkley’s tone and concerned over the
response of the local Congregational establishment. David Mossom, from Marblehead,
wrote to Gibson:
Such is the flaming zeal of this Mr. Checkley and the party which abets him, that,
be your Lordship’s decisions what they will, except they agree with their ways of
thinking, they put ‘em behind ‘em & take no notice of them; and if it happens thus
to your Lordship it will be no difficult matter to fix the portion of the poor,
inferior Clergy; we who by our Canon Obedience are obliged to abode by your
Lordship’s determinations in all things, must expect to be, and we are, the Butts
of their vehement & ungoverned heat.120
When he went to England, he sought orders but Gibson wisely refused to ordain him. He
finally received ordination from the Bishop of Exeter, and then spent the rest of his life in
Rhode Island.121 In the end, Gibson was able only to give gentle admonitions to his flock
across the seas.
No bishop of London ever exercised full authority over the colonies. Besides the
geographical reality of distance there were many serious hurdles to leap in order to
provide the proper care of the Church of England in the colonies. Even though the
Bishop had some precedent to his authority, it never rested on a firm legal foundation.
Laud’s ambition and Compton’s willingness to provide some kind of leadership to help a
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growing but disorganized and undisciplined church was the only precedent. The great
problem for the Church was that in order for the project to have real authority it needed
both the approval of the Crown and of Parliament. The governing authorities after the
Restoration and even more so after the Glorious Revolution were less willing to change
the status quo.
A few times the reality of a resident bishop in the colonies almost materialized.
Archbishop Laud’s aborted attempt seemed the most promising. His imprisonment and
death cancelled all action for the time. Even he if he had succeeded, a New England
Bishop among a hostile population, far away from the protection of his homeland might
not have lasted. The appeal by the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel to Queen
Anne was also promising, but her death and subsequent bill to Parliament ended the last
real hope of a resident Bishop. Compton’s innovations in establishing commissaries in
the colonies and founding the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel strengthened the
churches within the colonies but not the Church of England. His concern for the pastoral
oversight of the churches was admirable, but he never could bring the proper discipline
needed to fulfill his own expectations. Gibson sought to establish some sort of legal
foundation for his authority and came the closest to establishing something close to real
authority. The king’s personal grant of authority to Gibson to act as diocesan over the
colonies gave him the legal basis he needed; however, as Bishop Sherlock discovered, it
was one thing to have authority on paper and quite another to have it in reality. The
commissaries discovered this as well.
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The actions of the Bishops of London and their commissaries created unintended
results. They could not retrieve the colonies of Virginia and Maryland once they fell into
the hands of the laity in spite of their vigorous effort. The Society for the Propagation of
the Gospel, while sincere and energetic, aggravated the wealthy and influential
Congregationalists of New England. The trial of Whitefield by the Bishop’s
representative would further confirm to the Dissenters that the establishment of a resident
bishop meant their liberties would be lost to arbitrary power, which they had once
experienced under Archbishop Laud. Even though his motivation was to bring the
pastoral care necessary to help his parishioners far away on another continent in reality,
the Bishop of London never had the authority to be truly effective. This lack of true
authority and ineffective results led Thomas Sherlock, Bishop of London, to campaign
more vigorously for resident bishops. His attempts we later examine.
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CHAPTER III
CHURCHMEN AND DISSENTERS: CONTINUITIES
AND DISCONTINUITIES

“This has been a Presbyterian war from the beginning
as certainly as that in 1641.”1
William Jones of Nayland

William Jones of Nayland’s statement that the War of Independence was from its
inception a “Presbyterian War” reflected the frustration of many High Churchmen over
the British government’s failure to establish a colonial bishopric before the outbreak of
the war in 1776. It also described the underlying causes of the conflict simplistically, but
the choice of words carries a very direct and frequented memory. “Presbyterian” refers
here not to a particular religious denomination but rather the dissenters in general, often
also called “Puritans” in the eighteenth century.2 The phrase highlights the great divide
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“An Address to the British Government on the Subject of Present Concern.
1776”, in The Theological, Philosophical and Miscellaneous Works of the Rev. William
Jones (12 vols., London: 1801), vol. 12, 356. Quoted from J. C. D. Clark, The Language
of Liberty 1660-1832: Political Discourse and Social Dynamics in the Anglo-American
World (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 357.
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An imprecise term initially used to describe those in the Church of England who
wished to “purify” the Church according the reformation principle of Sola Scriptura.
They wished to stay within the church and reform it according to the scripture. Hence,
the Presbyterian sought to maintain the unity of the church and purify it according to a
presbyterial form of church government, which they believed ordered by Scripture. So, a
good puritan sought to reform the church from within. The Pilgrim settlers, on the other
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both between the colonists and England, and between the dissenters and the established
church.
The clash between Anglican views of tolerance, the appropriate bounds of
tolerance for religious nonconformity, and the insistence on liberty of conscience by
Dissenters amounted to a confrontation between eighteenth and seventeenth century
perspectives over the meaning of liberty that revived long-standing grievances and
heightened tensions. The two sides viewed the idea of liberty, particularly religious
liberty very differently. The Anglicans understood liberty as freedom within the
constraints of the Church, which allowed for toleration of those who were Trinitarian but
for conscience’ sake would not conform to its episcopal polity.
The Dissenters, on the other hand, particularly in New England, came to define
their freedom in relation to the existing religious pluralism, their escape from Anglican
tyranny, and “disability” regarding their civil liberties under “toleration” in England.
Their memory of the Anglican Archbishop Laud’s “harrying” them out of England
caused New England Dissenters to equate the bishop’s office with tyranny. The
Anglicans understood liberty as freedom for the Church of England while the New
England dissenters understood liberty as freedom from the Church of England. The
competition between these two views created serious debate and conflict between
Anglicans and dissenters, which bled into the wider American crisis. The government
hand, often referred to as puritans were in reality separatists, not actual Puritans. Rather
than reform the church, they withdrew to create their own separate independent church.
The Puritan connection is that the Calvinist theology was the same for both. Later, the
term encompassed all dissenters. See also J. C. D. Clark’s, Language of Liberty
(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1994), 358.
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feared the possibility of colonial rebellion over the issue, as Horatio Walpole eloquently
explained, and in part, his words were prophetic. The bishops and churchmen of the mid
1700s, to the dismay of the government, never fully appreciated nor understood the deep,
long-held hostility of Dissenters against bishops and any attempt to expand the episcopate
of the Church of England into the colonies through bishops, only engendered more
resentment.3
Dissenter notions of Anglican oppression are an important component in
understanding why the advocates of the Church of England, both in the colonies and in
England, were unable to convince the Dissenters that their design for resident bishops
would bring no harm. In the eighteenth century, the most widely acclaimed work on the
Dissenters was Daniel Neal’s (1678-1743) The History of the Puritans; or Protestant
Nonconformists; from the Reformation in 1517 to the Revolution in 1688 first published
around 1737-8. The extended title reveals more about the Dissenter sense of oppression
“comprising an account of their principles; their attempts for a farther reformation of the
church; THEIR SUFFERINGS; and the lives and characters of their most considerable
divines.” Neal explained in the first lines of the preface that the scope of the work
encompassed the “sufferings” of the Puritans, as victims of the establishment.
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Walpole perceived that the Dissenters would see the project as “Calculated to
sett up Hierarchy & Church power in ye Colonys, & to create dissention and confusion
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Walpole to Sherlock, May 29, 1750. BL, Add. MS. 32721, f. 60. Also, found in
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This volume brings the History of the Sufferings of the Puritans down to its
period; for though the Protestant dissenters have since complained of several
difficulties and discouragements, yet more the penal laws have been suspended;
the prosecutions of the spiritual courts have been considerable restrained by the
kind interposition of the civil power, and liberty of conscience enjoyed without
the hazard of fines, imprisonments, and other terrors of this world.4
Neal concluded his five-volume work in 1688 with the passing of the Act of
Toleration. However, the troubles of the Dissenters did not end with the Toleration Act.
While the Act allowed Nonconformists to have their own places of worship and their own
teachers and preachers they still suffered under many social and political “disabilities”5
by the Test and Corporations Act and the Occasional Conformity Act. Neal sought to
codify into a written record the long memory of the “sufferings” of the Puritans, to which
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the Reformation in 1517 to the Revolution in 1688: comprising an account of their
principles; their attempts for a farther reformation of the church; their sufferings; and
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William Baynes and Son, 1822), vol. 1, iii.
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A term used to define the civil situation of the Dissenters. Even as late as 1912,
Nonconformists were still lamenting their “disabilities” within the English nation: “We
shall endeavour to present a “bird’s-eye view” of the laws enacted against
“Nonconformists,” the disabilities which they suffered, and the oppression and sufferings
they endured since the so-called Reformation under Henry VIII., now nearly four
hundred years ago, when the Church in England became the Church of England, and was
made from centre to circumference a State Church, when the King became its
ecclesiastical as well as political head, its Pope as well as King, and from which time it
has had no voice or power, but has been bound hand and foot, in earlier times by the
whim or caprice of the Sovereign and in later times by Act of Parliament, as by law
established; and we shall see clearly the injustice and anomaly of the establishment of
religion by a conglomerate body like the State, the untold misery and mischief of which
the system has been the cruel instrument, and the undoubted necessity of bringing it to a
speedy end in the interest of true spiritual religion and the brotherhood of man.” See
Principal W. Edwards, Four Centuries of Nonconformist Disabilities 1509-1912
(London: National Council of Evangelical Free Churches, 1912), 2.
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he saw the eighteenth century Dissenters as the direct heirs.6 This sense of oppression he
extended to the New England Dissenters who left England for the freedom of worship
beyond the control and oversight of Church of England bishops in his concomitant work,
The History of New-England containing an impartial account of the civil and
ecclesiastical affairs of the country to the year of Our Lord, 1700. The dedication of this
work to Samuel Shute, the governor of Massachusetts Bay and New Hampshire,
identified New England as a haven for freedom from the oppression of England:
Oppression and Persecution here, the greatest Vices Men can be guilty of, gave
Birth to New-England at first; and Liberty among you, the most publick Blessing,
has yielded Nourishment to it ever since; and will always keep it vigorous and
healthy, though Oppression and Persecution, by an unhappy return among us,
should make no Accession to your Wealth and Numbers.7
Neal adds that even though the political situation had improved for Dissenters he saw
New England as the world’s safe haven for all oppressed Protestants.
It is but a little while since several here had their Eyes towards You, and when
they had Reason to apprehend they should not be able to live much longer in their
own Country, bless’d God they had a Sanctuary in yours: And though the
Protestant Succession ha deliver’d us from whole Fears, yet it will be a Noble
Design, and worthy of Men in Your Station, to preserve New-England a pleasant
Habitation to its present Possessors, and a Blessed Retreat for Oppressed
Protestants in all Parts of the World.8
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While Neil borrowed heavily from Cotton Mather’s Magnalia Christi Americana, his
work reflected the strong social and religious connections between the dissenters in
England with those in New England. Both reinforced the idea that the Church of England
continued to undermine their liberty.
Neal’s views, part myth and part fact, reflected a long history of abuse by bishops.
Persecution in the early seventeenth century shaped the thinking of Dissenters well into
the eighteenth century. The great influx of people to New England during the reign of
Charles I and his aggressive Archbishop, William Laud (1573-1645), helped establish the
settlements in Massachusetts. For Dissenters, Archbishop Laud became the great symbol
of their oppression and his legacy of tyranny seemed to codify for them all the evils of
the Church of England and its bishops. This legacy endured for more than one hundred
fifty years, well past the War of Independence. The sheer numbers of people who left
England during Laud’s period of ecclesiastical control passed on a memory of
persecution and oppression by the government and tyrannical bishops. Laud’s severe
persecution in England initiated a massive exodus of Puritans to various parts of the new
world. This great flight from 1629 to 1640, a period referred to by Whig historians as
“eleven years’ tyranny,”9 sent a wave of 80,000 emigrants from England to other parts of
the world: to Ireland, the Rhineland, the West Indies (Barbados, Nevis, St. Kitts, and Old
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Providence (Nicaragua), with more than 20,000 settling in Massachusetts.10 However,
even in far away Massachusetts, the exiles could not escape Laud’s long reach. In 1634,
as head of the Commission for Foreign Plantations, created by Charles I to control New
England, Laud prepared a “great ship” with armed soldiers. As the colonists were
preparing to defend themselves, the Parliament rebelled against Charles I and the plan
expired with the execution of the Archbishop in 1645.11
Laud aimed to regain the status of the clergy and the Church. His program to
stamp out the Calvinists ultimately backfired when he attempted to apply the Anglican
system to Presbyterian Scotland.12 The joining of the Scottish and Parliamentary
militaries against the crown ensured Charles’s defeat and ultimately his and Archbishop
Laud’s execution. The Puritans identified Laud as the symbol of ecclesiastical tyranny
and his actions a disregard of English liberties.13
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To the Puritans, Laud quickly rivaled the pope himself as a human embodiment of
the Antichrist. He epitomized the pomp and bluster that had made previous
bishops so unpopular, and he outdid them all in what one of his predecessors,
Bishop Jewel, had called “scenic apparatus.” “Room, room for my Lord’s
Grace,” Laud’s ushers cried when he rode past with fifty mounted attendants,
“Gentlemen be uncovered; my Lord’s Grace is coming.” Laud had, in fact, a
powerfully incisive mind, and he assumed his imperial posture by design rather
than as a vain indulgence. He was openly Arminian and determined to restore the
centrality of the sacraments to the English Church—literally to bring the altar out
of the dark corner to which Puritan congregations had banished it, and to dignify
it with ceremonial rails. But perhaps most important, it was Laud who seemed
capable of carrying out James’s threat to “harry them out of the land.”14
While thousands were leaving under Laud’s oppression, prominent Puritans in
England did not see the establishment of the Massachusetts colonies as significant. Oliver
Cromwell remarked that it was “poor, cold, and useless.”15 However, New Englanders
soon began to see the significance of their establishment, as providentially founded from
the midst of Laud’s “harrying.” Cotton Mather’s Magnalia Christi Americana saw the
establishment of Massachusetts Bay in a more positive light than Neal as a work of God’s
providence.16 Mather’s work recognized the difficulties that the Puritans had in Europe
but his portrayal in his first edition in 1702,17 patterned more like a “lives”18 of the saints
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in New England, focused not on the sufferings of the Puritans but on their establishment
and expansion in New England by Divine direction.
I write the Wonders of the Christian Religion, flying from the depravations of
Europe, to the American strand; and, assisted by the Holy Author of that Religion,
I do with all conscience of truth, required therein by Him, who is the Truth itself,
report the wonderful displays of His infinite power, wisdom, goodness, and
faithfulness, wherewith His Divine Providence hath irradiated an Indian
Wilderness.19
Mather revealed the attitude of those who settled in Massachusetts and their
understanding of what they were leaving behind when he referred to a 1690 sermon
preached before the Massachusetts General Court echoing a messianic and prophetic
theme from Matthew 11:7-1020 in the Bible:
“What went ye in the wilderness to see?” And the answer to it is not only too
excellent, but also too notorious, to be dissembled. Let all mankind know, that we
came into the wilderness, because we would worship God without that
Episcopacy, that common-prayer, and those unwarranted ceremonies with which
the ‘land of our forefathers’ sepulchures’ had been defiled; we came hither
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because we would have our posterity settled under pure and full dispensation of
the gospel, defended by rulers that shall be our selves.21
Edward Johnson in 1650 previously explained in Wonder-Working Providence of Sions
Saviour in New England the providential establishing of the Massachusetts Bay colony.
This people fled from a “howling desart” to “establish a new and godly state.”22
Some of them agreed, in truth, that God had moved Archbishop Laud and the
Anglican hierarchy to persecute them in order to carry out his plan for them to
erect a city on the hill.23
New England provided the “providential” safe-haven for the Puritans from the oppression
of old England. The plan to establish resident bishops in the colonies threatened to bring
that component of their oppression to New England, subvert their sacred mission, and
crush their liberty.
The theme of "disability" regarding civil liberty resonated on both sides of the
Atlantic among the Dissenters who believed the Church of England primarily responsible
for this continued status. By 1720, when Neal wrote his History of New England, he
wrote from the view of Dissenters in England, who, while under English “toleration,”
were cut out of participating in civil government by a series of laws known as the Test
and Corporations Acts. Furthermore, by the 1730s, when he wrote his The History of the
Puritans, the dissenters were clearly frustrated their civil status remained second-class,
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along with Roman Catholics and the Jews, who formed a smaller portion of the
population than Dissenters did.24 His history reflected that frustration by using the theme
of suffering to highlight further their continuing state of disability with regard to their
civil liberty. More specifically, the Dissenters understood their sufferings to be the result
of efforts by the Church of England to limit their liberty. Also by the 1730s, Dissenters
fully incorporated into their historical legacy the theme of oppression. Thomas Gordon,
an Independent Whig, in a sermon in 1732, reflected on the establishment of
Massachusetts, and said, that “many of them first driven thither by the Oppression and
Barbarity of such courts here, especially in Archbishop Laud’s reign.”25 Thus in England
during the eighteenth century Dissenters, who regarded themselves as good Englishmen,
saw their plight as living under a “stigma” whereby they were denied the “duties, powers,
rights, honours and responsibilities” reserved only for those members of the established
church.26 Their grievance reflected their long civil disability lasting 170 years. These
difficulties began after the Restoration in 1660, with some relief in the Toleration Act of
1689 after the Glorious Revolution, but Parliament did not grant full liberties until the
1820s.
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Significant for the development of Dissent in England and America was the
setting aside during the mid-seventeenth century of episcopacy as the Church of
England’s form of polity and the adoption of Presbyterianism. While short-lived this
event had enormous implications for the future of the Church of England and the
development of denominationalism which characterized much of the American religious
landscape. Before the Restoration, during the Interregnum, the Independent Oliver
Cromwell governed the realm. Presbyterianism was the legally established form of
ecclesiastical order, however it was never de facto “established” because Independency
under Cromwell undercut it. In the confusion of the poor leadership of Cromwell’s son
Richard, the Puritans worked to bring about the restoration of the Stuarts in 1660.
Charles II agreed that he would treat the Puritans fairly in the Declaration of Breda27 and
avowed liberty for all.
Soon after the restoration of Charles II, the hope of some kind of comprehension
of the Dissenters, especially the Presbyterians, into the national church ran high. The
proposals28 for comprehension presented to the king by the Presbyterians primarily
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focused on three areas: church government, liturgy and ceremonies. They further offered
a list of “evils” practiced by bishops before 1640 and presented a “remedy.” The evils
included that dioceses’ were too large for a bishop’s personal inspection, that spiritual
oversight was given to magistrates which should have been only the church’s, that
bishops assumed “the sole power of ordination and jurisdiction to themselves,” and
finally “some bishops exercised an arbitrary power.” Their remedy was to reform the
“episcopacy” into the form of “synodical government” with the selection of church
officials (“suffragans, chorepiscopi”) by election within the synods, and finally,
That no oaths, or promises of obedience to the bishops, nor any unnecessary
subscriptions or engagements, be made necessary to ordination, institution, or
induction, ministration, communion, or immunities, of ministers, they being
responsible for any transgression of the law. And that no bishops or ecclesiastical
governors may exercise their government by their private will or pleasure, but
only by such rules, canons, and constitutions, as shall be established by
Parliament.29
This form of Church government followed more or less the plan envisioned by the
Presbyterians in 1643 by the Westminster Confession of faith, which organized the
church into synods but did not specify whether episcopal or presbyterial should be the
form. The essence of syndical government was essentially Presbyterian whereby the
church chose officers through a republican means of election.30
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This presentation, a simplified version of the Westminster Assembly, conflicted
with the church envisioned by the “new laudians,” as critics described the bishops such as
Gilbert Sheldon who returned with Charles II to resume episcopal control over the
Church of England. They viewed comprehension as compromising both the very nature
of the Church of England and their own sense of justice for the execution of Charles I.
They rejected comprehension, Daniel Neal explained, because:
1. Their high notions of the episcopal form of government, as necessary to the
very essence of a Christian church.
2. The resentments that remained in their breasts against all who had engaged
with the long-parliament, and had been the cause of their sufferings.
3. The Presbyterians being legally possessed of most of the benefices in Church
and state, it was thought necessary to dispossess them…
4. Besides they had too much influence in the election of representatives to serve
in parliament; there fore, instead of using methods to bring them into the church .
. . they resolved to seek the most effectual ones for casting them out.
Neal, the dissenter, took their actions as disingenuous, saying they lacked generosity,
catholicity, “remembrance of past services,” and compassion, when they met in
conference but waited for laws to be passed expelling the Presbyterians.31 The Anglicans
in England, from the 1660s on, feared both Dissenters and Roman Catholics: equating
Dissent with rebellion and subversion, and Roman Catholics with conspiracy. This
Anglican fear translated into Dissenter oppression.
The rejection of comprehension established a context for subsequent relations
between Church and Dissent. Parliament, being much more royalist, rejected the plan
from the Interregnum to widen the Church to include at least the Presbyterians, with the
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possibility of giving civil recognition to the other Protestant denominations. To their
astonishment, the Puritans fell from power in 1661 and a mostly Anglican Parliament
restored the Elizabethan model for church and state with the Act of Uniformity in 1662.32
A “spirit of retaliation” against the Dissenters moved the new Parliament and Lord
Clarendon33 opened the session with ominous words which bode poorly for the dissenters
saying that the
Utmost severity to be used against the seditious preachers . . . who . . . by
repeating the very expressions, and teaching the very doctrine they set on foot in
the year 1640, sufficiently declare they have no mind that twenty years should put
an end to the miseries we have undergone.34
Dissenters soon faced Archbishop of Canterbury, Gilbert Sheldon (1598-1677), who led a
party of the High Anglicans to squash every attempt to reconcile moderates and defeat
every attempt at comprehension.35 Revenge motivated the majority party in the
Commons, and a “loyalty to the Laudian conception of the church and fear that 1642
would come again, a belief that every Presbyterian was a potential rebel and every
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Independent a regicide at heart.”36 The Dissenters carried this memory of Anglican
duplicity and oppression as well into the 1760s.
The Act of Uniformity was the most important legislation relating to the
Dissenters, and set the context of their disabilities until repealed in the 1830s. The full
title reveals the essentials: “An Act for the uniformity of Publique Prayers and
Administration of Sacraments & other Rites & Ceremonies and for establishing the Form
of making ordaining the consecrating Bishops Priests and Deacons in the Church of
England.” This act required that every clergyman, schoolmaster, and college professor
accept the Book of Common Prayer, and that every minister be ordained as an
Episcopalian. The act became law on St. Bartholomew’s Day, August 24, 1662, ejecting
about 1700 clergy from their livings. In other words, this act imposed “complete
conformity to strict Anglicanism.”37 For the Presbyterians, the experience was
particularly traumatic for both ministers and laymen who by law had been made
Separatists, even though they wished to remain within the Established Church.38 Many
Presbyterians chose to comply wishing to remain in the Established Church. Others left
along with the Congregationalists and Baptists. Henceforth these ministers and their
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congregations became known as Nonconformists.39 While there were many attempts at
“comprehension,” to bring the dissenters into the fold of the Established Church, each
failed. Often the social distinctions between Anglican and Dissenter were indistinct and
there were various gradations of Dissenters40 but, “later generations would refer with
disdain on the one hand to the “fatal Bartholomew Act” or the “cruel act of Uniformity,”
and with pride on the other to those worthy gentlemen who had “put principle above
preferment and left the Church.”41
Much of the legislation enacted after the 1660s by the Anglicans reflected a spirit
of retribution for everything that Puritans had done to their Church and peaceable society.
To them, the Puritans were anything but innocent victims, a sentiment expressed by
William Jones of Nayland in the late 1770s.42 The legislation also attempted to avoid
further upheaval by imposing order and a degree of uniformity combined with legal
toleration. In Britain by the eighteenth century, the government sought to avoid the
turbulence and conflict of seventeenth century religious discord.
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Parliament enacted other legislation, the full corpus known as the Clarendon
Code, to further disable the Dissenters, and strengthen the Church of England. This Code
encapsulated the many grievances of the Dissenters. The first of these laws was the
Corporations Act, or fully “An Act for the Well Governing and Regulating of
Corporations” and expanded over time.43 This act, first passed in 1661, required all
municipal office holders to take communion in the Anglican Church within the first year
of their election to office. The Act of Uniformity pressured the clergy while the
Corporations Act enforced lay conformity to the Church of England. Since town
corporations were extremely influential in the election of members to Parliament, this law
ensured the new “Laudians” consolidated their power and the “perpetuation of its
Anglican majority.” The corporations and other boroughs where freemen could vote was
significant, comprising at least 35 percent of the whole.44 Candidates for public office
were further required to take “several oaths of supremacy and allegiance.” The Cavalier
Parliament expanded the law in 1673 with the Test Act, which applied the same rules of
the Corporations Act that covered municipalities to the national elections. This act
required all office holders to take oaths of supremacy and allegiance and receive Holy
Communion in the Church of England three months after taking office. The effect was
that the Test and Corporations Acts severely handicapped Dissenter participation in their
own government.
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The Conventicle Act of 1664 and the Five Mile Act of 1665 added further
difficulties upon the Dissenters that heightened their feelings of persecution. The
Conventicle Act prohibited more than four persons to gather for worship outside the
forms of the Church of England, providing a fine for the first offence, imprisonment for
the second, and deportation for a third. It effectively prohibited the free gathering of
worshipers around any ejected ministers. The Five Mile Act prohibited ministers and
schoolteachers from preaching and teaching within five miles of an incorporated town or
the parish where they formerly practiced their ministry unless they took an oath declaring
that they would not “at any time endeavor any alteration of Government either in Church
or State.”45 This law was particularly heinous since it inhibited the dissenter church from
preaching and teaching in urban centers.
Dissenters viewed themselves as Christians equal to the Anglicans in Christian
virtue and not worthy of legal punishment. The passage of the Five Mile Act during the
plague illustrates how Dissenters continued to view Anglican actions. In the summer of
1665 the Great Plague visited London and seventy thousand out of a half million people
died. The King, Parliament, “substantial citizens” and clergy fled to Oxford. According
to the noted Dissenter minister Richard Baxter, as the Anglican priests fled
Nonconformists came in to minister to the sick and dying.
The ministers that were silenced for Nonconformity, had ever since 1662 done
their work very privately and to a few: not so much through their timorousness, as
their loathness to offend the king, and in hope that their forbearance might
procure them some liberty, and through some timorousness of the people that
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would hear them. When the plague grew hot, most of the conformable ministers
fled, and left their flocks in the time of their extremity; whereupon divers
Nonconformists, pitying the dying and distressed people, who had none to call the
impenitent to repentance, or to help men to prepare for another world, or to
comfort them in their terrors, when about ten thousand died in a week, resolved
that no obedience to the laws of mortal men whatsoever, could justify them in
neglecting men’s souls and bodies in such extremities. They therefore resolved to
stay with the people, and to go into the forsaken pulpits, though prohibited, and to
preach to the poor people before they died; also to visit the sick and get what
relief they could for the poor especially those that were shut up.46
In the view of the Anglicans, the nobility of their deeds did not cover the audacity of their
actions. From the safety of Oxford in 1665, Parliament passed the Five Mile Act which
fined ₤40 to anyone who disobeyed. Michael Watts observes, “It is possible to justify the
Conventicle Act by reason of the Cavalier Parliament’s fear of rebellion, but no such
excuse can be offered in defence of the Five Mile Act of 1665.”47 The Anglicans
however, sustained their own long memory of the events of the 1640s and 1650s.
The crown attempted to lessen the effects of the Act of Uniformity and the
Clarendon Laws but the Dissenters doubted their sincerity. Both King Charles II and
James II had more tolerant views than the public or political elites, and they actually
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sought to soften the severity of the Test and Corporations Acts by issuing Declarations of
Indulgences. Charles issued the first declaration in March 1672 by decree during the
prorogued Parliament. It provided that Dissenters could meet freely to worship as long as
they had a license for the preacher and the meeting place. Later James II also issued in
April 1688 his Declaration of Indulgence. The Dissenters were nevertheless strongly
anti-Roman Catholic and wary of Charles and James’ motivations on their behalf since
their ulterior motives were to win more freedoms for Roman Catholics and to declare
themselves Roman Catholic. Nevertheless, and ironically, James’ declaration gave
Dissenters freedom of worship, breaking the hold of Anglican intolerance against the
Dissenters, and setting the stage for new freedoms under William of Orange.48 However,
attempts by Charles II and James II for greater toleration of Dissenters did not erase
Anglican abuses from the minds of the Dissenters.
The oppression expanded by the enforcement of more ancient legislation. The
courts resurrected older laws, those that existed before the Interregnum, against both
Dissenters and Roman Catholics, such as Elizabeth’s act against “seditious sectaries.”
These laws enforced attendance at Church of England worship and remained in effect
throughout the Restoration. It was under this earlier legislation that the authorities in
1660 arrested John Bunyan and sent him to the Bedford jail. The authorities charged
Bunyan with worshiping outside the confines of the Church of England and sentenced
him to prison before most of the anti-Dissenters laws came into effect. During his
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thirteen-year stay in prison, many dissenting prisoners came and went under the Test and
Corporations Act, while he remained in prison, refusing to conform.
By the late seventeenth century, the British began to seek ways to put the
religious controversies of the past behind them and to unify all Protestants. Declarations
of Indulgence issued by Charles II and James II mitigated the harshness the Clarendon
Code without abrogating it. Many Dissenters looked with bitterness on these laws since
they forced them to enter by the same gate as Roman Catholics, their archenemies. After
1688, William of Orange and many of the elite rejected the harshness of the Clarendon
Code and sought a more moderate thoroughfare. William and Mary were more
sympathetic to the plight of the Dissenters, but a religious settlement was no longer in the
hands of the King given the supremacy of Parliament. William’s own religious
predilections as a Dutch Calvinist had much in common with the Dissenters, especially
Presbyterians. However, William sought to unify all Protestants. He hoped that a free
parliament would institute “such other laws . . . as may establish a good agreement
between the Church of England and all Protestant Dissenters; as also for the covering and
securing of all such, who would live peaceably under the government, as becomes good
subjects, from all persecution on account of their Religion, even Papists themselves not
excepted.” In March 1689, he pressed Parliament to consider the admission of all
Protestants who were “willing and able to serve.” This shift in policy produced by his
own “personal inclinations,” the express loyalty of the Dissenters to the new regime, and
the looking for an accommodation between moderate Anglicans and Dissenters,
“attempted to redraw the legal bases of Protestantism as a whole in the first half of
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1689.”49 While William and Mary provided their own indulgences, Parliament’s passage
of the Toleration Act codified this position more effectively.50
Parliament could no longer dismiss the Dissenters “whose numbers made them a
political force impossible to ignore, and whose loyalty to the ‘laws, liberties and customs’
in the face of royal blandishments in the previous reign cried out for reward.” However,
many viewed the Toleration Act of 1689 as a grudging concession, which did not repeal
any laws or exempt Dissenters from penalties unless they took an oath of allegiance.
Even though they could now worship freely, they continued to be second-class citizens.51
It is important to underscore the doctrinal compatibility between Anglicans and many
Dissenters. Dissenters differed little from Anglicans on the major theological doctrines
but diverged on matters of church government and mode of worship.52 Most Dissenters
(not the Quakers though) were willing to subscribe to most of the Thirty-Nine articles,
only exempting from articles 20 and 34 through 36 on the authority of the Church and its
traditions.53 The Toleration Act, however, did not exempt Dissenters from the Test and
Corporation Acts, who were still “required to meet in unlocked buildings, pay titles, and
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register their assemblies with the bishop, archdeacon, or justice of the peace.”54 Hence,
by the 1730s, when Neal wrote his History of the Puritans the “grievances” continued,
even though the political disabilities were less.
Attempts by Dissenters to unify their religious bodies failed because of their many
theological differences. However, they eventually unified by creating a lobbying group
to fight for their civil liberties. The Dissenters consisted of the Presbyterians,
Congregationalists (or Independents) and Baptists. Historians tend to refer to these three
as the “old dissent,” and with the addition of the Quakers and the Methodists, by the
Early to Mid-Eighteenth century, as “new dissent.” The Presbyterians by the 1660s were
the largest of the three groups of the old dissent, and the most influential both
economically and intellectually. It was natural for them to take the leadership in
proposing an alternative to the episcopal system. The proposed Presbyterian scheme of
presbyteries and national synods was impossible because the law would allow no
denomination to organize on the national level except the established church. The
Presbyterians then became de facto independent congregations and considered ways to
unite with their theological cousins the Congregationalist churches.55 The Presbyterians
and Congregationalists attempted cooperation first in 1689 with a common fund to assist
smaller congregations who could not afford a minister and then attempted some kind of
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unity in 1691 calling themselves the “United Brethren.” This did not last but another
attempt encompassed the Baptists in 1702 referring to themselves as “The General Body
of Protestant Dissenting Ministers of the Three Denominations in and about the City of
London and Westminster.” These ecclesiastical associations fractured over diverging
theological issues but an outcome of their attempts at union was the desire to work
together to influence Parliament to repeal the Test and Corporations Acts.
Connections between Dissenters across the ocean provided a network of
resistance against Anglican legislation and eventually the plan for a colonial bishop. In
1732, at about the very time that Neal was writing about the “sufferings” of the Puritans
and the “grievances” of Dissenters, an interdenominational lobbying organization formed
to defend and protect Dissenters’ civil rights. The Protestant Dissenting Deputies sought
to approach influential dissenters to persuade the Whig government to move to repeal the
Test and Corporations Acts. Their attempts did not succeed until the 1830s, but the
organization provided legal defense and advice for Dissenters both in England and for the
colonies throughout the rest of the Eighteenth Century.56 The coercive legislation leading
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up to the Toleration Act caused the various dissenting groups to try to work together and
in spite of the enormous divisions, especially with the Quakers, “after 1689 it was
appropriate to speak of a single ‘Dissenting interest.’”57 The failure of the religious unity
of the various denominations did not stop the Dissenters from organizing themselves
against the political disabilities they faced. The rise of the organization, the Dissenting
Deputies was a major step in the resistance against plans for colonial bishops, because of
their strong connections with Dissenters in New England.
The Toleration Act of 1689 brought some relief but did not eliminate persecution
and abuse. Pressure came from many directions in the early 1700s, including
confiscation, attacking or burning Dissenting houses of worship.58 Even after 1690,
parliament could still revoke the Toleration Act. The Quakers continued to suffer the
most from fines and imprisonment particularly due to their conviction against taking
oaths. Because of this, they were unable to sue for debts, carry transactions through
customs, defend titles, give evidence, respond to prosecutions in ecclesiastical courts for
the required tithes, and some cases vote in elections.59
A further source of irritation between High Church Anglicans and Dissenters was
the practice of occasional conformity. Because of the terms of the Test and Corporations
Act many Presbyterians and Congregationalists would annually attend their local parish
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congregation and participate in the Holy Eucharist in the local Church of England church.
Edmund Calamy, a notable Presbyterian pastor, encouraged this practice, “to show their
charity towards the church.”60 Many High Church Anglicans found occasional
conformity unacceptable as well as Dissenters. For the Dissenters, it meant that members
were compromising their principles and for the Anglicans, the Toleration Act meant that
it was impossible to enforce church attendance. Toleration, for high churchmen
undermined church discipline and spread of irreligion. Thus, while Dissenters thought it
compromised their principles, Anglicans believed it undermined both the Church and
civil order. By 1701,
The High Churchmen had acquired something close to a siege mentality, seeing
themselves as defending the ramparts of a beleaguered Church establishment
against a hostile and encroaching army of fanatics. It is astonishing how the
whole imagery of battle and siege became normal verbal currency in the sermons
and writings of High Church controversialists such as Sacheverell, Milburne,
Tilly, and Welton.61
The rise of the Whig party put the Tories, the best defenders of the Church, out of power
and in a state of defiance against the government. Churchmen also felt that the Whigs
would not support their cause and advancement.62 The close connection between the
Whig party and Dissenters hardened the High Church against them after the death of
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William. Queen Anne’s support for the Tories and her devotion to the Church
emboldened the Tories to enact legislation to close the loophole of occasional
conformity.
Dissenters continued to experience civil disability into the early eighteenth
century. The Tories introduced numerous bills to stop occasional conformity in 1702,
1703, and 1704, which passed the Commons but never the Lords, because of the Whig
peers entrenched there. In 1705, the Whigs took the elections and introduced no more
bills until 1710. In the wake of the Sacheverell impeachment, the Tories swept into
power and the Whigs dropped their opposition to the bill, which passed, and in 1711, the
Bill for Preventing Occasional Conformity became law. The law however did not have
its intended effect. Dissenting officeholders stayed low, avoided public worship, and
continued to serve in their posts.
By 1714, the Anglicans in Parliament attacked Dissenters further by passing a law
targeting the Dissenting academies which trained their clergy. The Schism Act forbade
anyone who attended Dissenter meetings to teach, punishable with three months in
prison. This bill struck at the heart of the Dissenters, particularly the Presbyterians, “to
destroy their hopes of perpetuating an educated ministry.” The passage of this bill
harbored great anxiety for the Dissenters, who looked for a providential outcome in their
favor. With the accession of George I (1660-1627), the Whigs also ascended, the Tories
diminished, and the bill never became law. On Sunday, August 1, 1714, the day that the
Schism Act was to go into effect, Thomas Bradbury, the pastor of the Fetter Lane
Congregational Church, on his way to morning worship, met the Whig, Bishop of
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Salisbury, Gilbert Burnet in Smithfield. Burnet, on his way to visit the dying Queen
Anne, agreed if she died during the service hour that he would send someone to signal by
dropping a handkerchief from the balcony. In fact the messenger arrived during the
service and gave the signal at which the pastor “implored the divine blessing upon his
majesty King George and the house of Hanover” in his closing prayer. The Schism Act
also ceased on that day.63 Religious issues moved out of the political mainstream after
the repeal of the Schism Act in 1717 and the Occasional Conformity Act in 1719.64
The Act of Uniformity, and the Test and Corporation Acts however continued to
be a major grievance for the Dissenters throughout the eighteenth century, in spite of
Toleration. From the Church of England’s perspective, toleration as it existed in England
was the standard of liberty for English speaking people and the highest form in the world,
hence, the incredulity of Bishops Secker and Sherlock, when the American Dissenters in
the colonies did not acquiesce to it. They asked: Why not allow the Church of England in
the colonies the same liberty to govern its affairs enjoyed in England. Part of the answer
lay in the fact that the Dissenters in the colonies were much the same people as the
Dissenters in England. The American Dissenters sympathized with their English
counterparts over their civil disabilities. The colonists remembered that the persecution
and harsh treatment of their Dissenter friends in England had been at the hands of
Anglicans.
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In the eighteenth century, fear was a primary motivator of religion in politics.
The conflicts of the early seventeenth century bequeathed to the late seventeenth century
Restoration two powerful phobias: the fear of popery and the fear of Puritans. Dissenters
and Anglicans greatly feared any possibility of the return to Roman Catholicism.
Because of events surrounding the Gunpowder Plot of 1605 and the conspiring of Charles
I with papists which moved England into civil war, many Englishmen identified
“arbitrary government, despotism, and persecution” with Roman Catholicism. The
constant fear of a Catholic invasion or revolt along with a Catholic monarch remained
throughout the Restoration. This fear manifested itself in the Popish Plot and the
Exclusion crisis. In 1678, two English clergymen announced that they had uncovered a
plot by Roman Catholics to murder King Charles II and replace him with James. Their
lie led to the Whigs winning a majority in the House of Commons. The Whigs then
proceeded to pass the Exclusion Bill to keep James from the throne, but it failed to pass
the House of Lords. The Whigs soon lost popularity when the lie became public. The
Puritans and their heirs among the Dissenters and some Low Church Anglicans were the
archenemies of the Roman Catholics and their “entire religious ethos developed in
opposition to Roman Catholicism.” 65 For Anglicans the fear of Puritan fanatics was real
but the Dissenters remained quiet and loyal to the crown in spite of their disabilities. The
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fear of Catholicism remained, even following 1689, that James might return England to
Roman Catholicism as late as 1745.
The fear of popery also remained strong among many of the Dissenters in the
colonies who often transferred many of the evils that they saw in Roman Catholicism to
the Church of England and its bishops. The New England colonists founded their colony
in a time of extreme anti-Catholicism and carried this mentality with them into their
society and politics. Anglican memories of persecution, and particularly Laud, made
them sensitive to any hint of persecution. By the eighteenth century, for New
Englanders, Roman Catholicism or “popish” religion became synonymous with tyranny.
They eventually tied this notion to any expansion of episcopal power.66 In the 1750s,
Anglicans censured Jonathan Mayhew, a rationalist Congregational pastor in Boston for
slandering the name of Charles I and of Archbishop Laud. An article followed in the
Boston Evening Post using Charles I as a foil suggesting without the Church of England
so falls the Crown.
The great danger of the state, whenever the Ecclesiastical Government is struck
at: or in other words it naturally leads us to believe, that the fall of the Crown is
never any farther distant from that of the Mitre, than the thirtieth of January is
from the tenth. And therefore the Good Old saying No Bishop, no King, however
grating it may be to some people, ought to be the standing maxim of the English
Government. And till those Jesusruns wax fat by the Repeal of the Test Act, it is
impolitick for them to Kick lest they should bewray [defile] the GOOD OLD
CAUSE. 67
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The attempt by the British ecclesiastics, and particularly Bishop Sherlock, to garner
public support for the establishment of resident bishops in the colonies aroused the latent
colonial fears of oppression and tyranny. The actions by churchmen in the mid 1700s
and the responses of Dissenters to the possibility of bishops added serious fuel to a fire in
a society already unhappy with British civil governance. In 1765 one referring to himself
as “Philocolonus” summarized the situation and the historical equivalent of the colonists
regarding Archbishop Laud and the Puritans. “It is an unlucky,” he says, “enough of the
politics of the two periods [then and now], that while our Statesmen were laying the
Incumbrances upon our colonies of the Civil kind, our Ecclesiastical Physicians should
be projecting to send them Bishops for their better Government.”68 Whatever arguments
the wise, former Dissenter, Bishop of Oxford Thomas Secker could make, none of them
would be sufficient to quell the ingrained fear and hostility of the colonists against
resident bishops.
Differencing the interpretation of a single word can set people at odds with one
another. The words episcopos and presbuteros in the original language of the New
Testament are virtually synonymous and rendered into English as either “overseer,”
“elder” or “bishop.” Reformers from the Calvinist tradition took this as a literal
admonition to restructure (their word might be “purify”) the church along the lines of this
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simple definition. They saw the office of elder as one elected by congregations and the
authority of the Church lay not with a pope or king but with Christ as its head who
governed through elected leaders, the true “overseers.” They preferred to use the word
“presbyters” rather than “bishops.” They envisioned the use of “presbyters” in a
presbyterial system (i.e. synods and general assemblies), hence the term Presbyterians, or
simply as overseers of a local congregation as in the Congregational churches. This
construction was obviously contradictory to Roman Catholicism but also to the Church of
England, and particularly repulsive to High Churchmen. High Church Anglicans and
Roman Catholics recognized the authority of bishops coming by way of apostolic
succession from Peter himself and diametrically opposed to the Presbyterial approach.
This view of the divine right of bishops by apostolic succession fit well with James I’s
concept of the divine right of kings when he affirmed “No Bishop, No King.” The
conflict came down to a difference between the divine right of bishops against the divine
right of presbytery. After the Act of Uniformity of 1662, it was impossible for the
Presbyterians in England to establish a national system in competition with the Church of
England. The result was the remaining Presbyterian churches that did not conform
became, in essence, Congregational, with no possibility of exerting any influence on the
religious establishment. The Presbyterians who migrated to the Americas quickly
organized into Presbyterian denominations bringing with them many of their formal
concepts of church order and government. Any hint of an establishment of bishops in
America threatened the existence of colonial presbyterial church organizations.
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The Congregationalists also had great antipathy for the Church of England. The
Congregationalists found their roots in the principles of Robert Browne (1550-1633) and
the Brownists who espoused the view that a congregation ruled by elders and not bishops
should stand separate from an established church. This framework of church government,
they said, came from the form of solitary congregations originally established in the
ancient primitive church. This did not necessarily mean they believed in total separation
from the Church of England. Rather they desired a more complete reformation according
to those principles. Robert Browne’s A Treatise of Reformation without tarying for anie
(1582) conveys this strong attitude, and more or less espouses the earliest principles of
Congregationalism.69 Of the Church of England and its bishops Browne argued, “It is the
Beast and they are the Ryders.”70 Since Anglican historians traced the origins of the
church back to the apostles themselves, they did not accept the Congregationalists’
argument that the polity of the church should be identical to that of the primitive church.
Many Congregationalists would carry the ideas of Browne to full application
arguing against any union of the Church with the civil government. But while the
founders of the Plymouth colony were Separatists from the Church of England, they did
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not hesitate to create their own religious establishment in New England.71 Their
confidence in a Scriptural mandate for their church polity and their historical legacy of
oppression by the established church set them in perpetual opposition to the Church of
England and its bishops. In 1722, the conversion of a number of Congregationalist
ministers in New Haven to the Church of England, which also advocated the sole validity
of episcopal ordinations, rekindled the ancient fear of the Church of England.72 The
Reverend Joseph Moss, a Congregational minister at Derby, Connecticut, wrote to Cotton
Mather in October 2, 1722 asking for his advice on what to say to the people concerning
this disturbing development. He further asked for books to bolster his argument against
them.
I have according to my mean ability, studied the Scriptures upon this point
for any years past, and have been, and now am, fully satisfied in my own mind
that the truth is on our side, and that is no difference between a Bishop and a
Presbyter, Jure Divino. And there is no such superior order of Church officers as
the Diocesan Bishops are, by Divine institution. But it is now a time with us that
we must put on our amour and fight, or else let the good old cause, for which our
fathers came into this land, sink and be deserted. I Pray, Sir, that you would
furnish me with some such books, as, with most strength of reason and argument,
plead our cause, especially in this point, of the validity of Presbyterian ordination,
and shall be very much obliged; and I will safely and seasonable return them.73
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Cotton Mather sent a handwritten letter to the “Brethren in Connecticut” which conveyed
that this view of episcopal ordination sine qua non is “condemned in the Sacred
Scriptures, which our loyalty and chastity to our Saviour obliges us to keep close unto.”
He feared “a tyranny from which the whole church, which desires to be reformed has
groaned, that it may be delivered” and transferred much of Congregational hatred of
Roman Catholicism to the Church of England.
The scandalous conjunction of these unhappy men with the papists is, perhaps,
more than what they have themselves duly considered. For first, the great and
almost the last clamour with which the papists try to perplex and weaken the
reformed Churches, is, that their ministry is invalid for want of Episcopal
ordination.”74
Mather and other Congregational ministers, recollecting their historical legacy with the
Church of England, saw episcopal ordination as the work of the Anti-Christ, Revelation’s
Beast, and Babylon in the world.
To maintain their Episcopal ordination, they set up that vile, senseless, wretched
whimsy of an uninterrupted succession, which our glorious Lord has confuted
with such matter of fact that it is amazing the builders of babel are not ashamed of
it; and they will have none owned form ministers of Christ in the world but such
as anti-Christ has ordained for him; and as the paw of the beast hath been laid
upon them that they pretend a succession from. Do not those men worship the
beast, who allow no worship in the Church but by them who have their
consecration legitimated by a derivation through the hands of the beast unto
them?75
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Cotton Mather previously expounded in his version of the New England historical legacy,
the Magnalia Christi Americana, that the Puritans were the true Church of England.
They were able to distinguish between the Church of England, as it kept the true
Doctrine of the Protestant Religion, with a disposition to pursue the Reformation
begun in the former Century . . . ; and the Church of England, as limiting that
Name unto a certain Faction, who together held a Discipline very much
Unscriptural, vigorously prosecuted the Tripartite Plot of Arminianism and
Conciliation with Rome, in the Church, and unbounded Prerogative in the State;
who set themselves to Cripple as fast as they could the more Learned, Godly,
Painful Ministers of the Land.76
Once again Puritan New England’s most hated foe, episcopacy, now embodied in the
Church of England, threatened once again, exaggerated by the great legacy, and codified
in mythic proportions.
Congregationalist fears grew as Anglicans in Connecticut and Massachusetts
faced serious legal disadvantages of their own in New England, and labored hard against
the New England Puritan establishment. In 1725, when the Massachusetts Council
approved a petition by the Congregational clergy to call a synod to deal with the
“circumstances of that day,” the Anglican clergy claimed that the Act of Union proved
the establishment of the Church of England in the colonies, and was under the
jurisdiction of the Bishop of London.77 Thus, the Anglicans appealed to Edmund Gibson,
the Bishop of London that the New England Puritans’ synod “would be prejudicial to
their church; and by its very existence would violate the jurisdiction of the Bishop of
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London.” The Bishop passed the appeal directly to the Duke of Newcastle, Thomas
Pelham-Hollis, for the government’s opinion on the matter who responded in a letter
saying:
…by the Act of Union [between England and Scotland] . . . every King and
Queen at their Coronation shall take and subscribe an oath to maintain and
preserve inviolably the settlement of the Church of England, and the Doctrine,
Worship, and Government thereof as by law established within the Kingdoms of
England and Ireland, the dominion of Wales and town of Berwick upon Tweed,
and the territories thereunto belonging. If by this clause the Ministers . . . of the
Church of England in the Plantation be made the established Church within the
several Governments, then all the rest are only tolerated as here in England, and if
so this double ill use may be made of by permitting the Independent Ministers of
New England to hold a regular Synod.78
The Attorney-General and Solicitor-General rendered an opinion in favor of the
Anglicans saying they could not “collect that there is any regular establishment of a
National or Provincial Church There,” indicating that no synod could be held without
permission of the King. Anglicans, resentful over paying tithes to support the established
Congregational Church in New England, also pressed to repeal the charters of
Massachusetts and Connecticut and to establish the Church of England in those colonies.
The Anglicans argued boldly, yet inconsistently, confident that they had the full backing
of the English government.79 By 1727, Massachusetts and Connecticut removed some
Anglican complaints by exempting them from the tithe laws. Another attack by a notable
Anglican, James MacSparran, questioned the legality of the use of the word “orthodox”
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in a 1688 Rhode Island proprietary grant of land “for the use of an Orthodox Person that
should be obtained to preach God’s Word to the Inhabitants.” By orthodox, the Puritans
meant a Congregational minister but MacSparran claimed that only a member of the
Church of England could legally claim to be orthodox. The Privy Council ruled in favor
of the Congregational minister, the Reverend James Torrey, but left open the right of
Anglicans to claim legal orthodoxy. Such tactics however tended to cause the
Congregationalists to doubt the sincerity of the Anglicans that the establishment of a
bishop would have no effect on them but only provide for proper management of their
own church.80
In one sense the colonists, both Congregational and Anglican, lived with the
memories of the seventeenth century, reusing old political categories devised by the
Puritan Fathers, Hooker, and Locke, and rehashing previous ecclesiastical controversies
of the Interregnum. The British in England, living in the eighteenth century moved well
beyond the hostility of the seventeenth century categories, adopted a new formulation of
liberty whereby the Church of England could maintain its hegemony yet allowed freedom
of worship for those who dissented from the established Church, but without full civil
privileges. Churchmen hoped to bring order out of the chaos of the multi-denominational
nonconformists and to bring the light of Orthodoxy to the darkness of nonconformity.
Anglicans thought of themselves as “Orthodox,” and the epitome of Protestant religion.
Unable to envision a viable ecclesiastical polity beyond the state church, they viewed the
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idea of separating church and state and having “unity in diversity” among many religious
denominations as abhorrent. Anxiety heightened among Churchmen as the clash between
metropole and colonies grew closer because they saw the solution in extending the
ecclesiastical control of the Church of England. A people unified under one church
would be a moral people, submissive to the government, and order would avert crisis.
Richard Hooker’s via media provided the strongest argument that the Anglicans
had against the biblical logic of the Puritans. Hooker offered a strong theological
alternative by advocating a middle way between Roman Catholicism on the one hand and
the Calvinism of the Puritans on the other. His work, Of the Laws of Ecclesiastical
Polity, is “the first and greatest apologia for Anglicanism,” published in installments from
1594 to 1662. Certain texts “by the eighteenth century, achieved classic status and by
their practical importance shaped the idioms of political discourse for far larger numbers
of men than ever read them.” Hooker’s counter to the thesis that “unto no civil prince or
governor there may be given such power of ecclesiastical dominion as by the laws of the
land belongeth unto the supreme regent thereof” set the eighteenth century political
context in England as well as in the American colonies. The maxim that “there is not any
man of the Church of England but the same man is also a member of the common wealth;
nor any man a member of the commonwealth, which is not also of the Church of
England” underpinned Hooker’s ecclesiology.81 Its revival in the eighteenth century
insisted first on the establishment of the monarchy, arguing that God had instituted
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monarchy among the ancient Israelites, and therefore divinely sanctioned it. Secondly,
proponents argued that the law of nature proved that the family set the model for civil
authority. Like parents to children, the civil magistrate instructed citizens in the worship
of God, and the king like Moses caused the people to “observe the said Law of nature.”82
Roman Catholics and Dissenters alike challenged this concept, but the Toleration Act of
1689 only mitigated its application. The Test and Corporations Act (1661) remained a
part of this continuing legacy, of this Anglican ideal of continuing dominance of the
Church of England until its repeal in 1828. Anglican bishops throughout the eighteenth
century such as Gibson, Sherlock and Hoadly, continued using Hooker’s ecclesiology to
justify their ascendancy over the nonconformists.
Dissenters ran at a disadvantage against this formidable theological tradition.
Works such as Daniel Neal’s A History of the Puritans and Samuel Palmer's The
Protestant-Dissenter’s Catechism reminded Dissenters of Anglican persecution and the
acute differences in their views of liberty. Samuel Palmer explained that the
Nonconformists believed each congregation was accountable directly to Christ while "the
Church of England is not a voluntary society, the whole nation being considered as
members of it whether professedly so or not; and obliged by law (except those included
in the toleration-act) at least thrice in the year, to communicate with it in the Lord's
supper." Since the Nonconformist churches voted within their polity and the Church of
England did not, Palmer further remarked, “the several congregations of which it
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consists, are equally destitute of this liberty, being all obliged to an absolute uniformity in
faith, worship, and discipline.”83 This distinction would be even greater in the American
colonies where the Anglican Church remained a minority of the population.
Dissenters in America doubted the veracity of Church of England statements that
the establishment of bishops in the colonies would have no effect on them. Attempts in
Virginia and South Carolina to assert the rights of the Church of England as they were in
England indicated to the Dissenters their duplicity. Gideon Johnston, Commissary of the
Bishop of London from 1708-16, openly spoke of “such a Settlement of the Church, &
Regulation of Ecclesiastical Discipline, as shou’d be Conformable to that great Pattern
the Church of England at home.”84 Attempts by Anglicans in Virginia to establish firmly
the Church of England by passing laws limiting the civil liberties of Dissenters agitated
the Presbyterian Preacher Samuel Davies to travel to London to seek assistance of the
Dissenting Deputies in rescinding the laws.85 In spite of the invariable attempts, the
Bishops were never able to convince the government actually to follow through with the
establishment of a resident Bishop. The Whig government did not heed Sherlock’s pleas,
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because they were not interested in upsetting the Dissenters who voted consistently for
Whigs.86
The government received Bishop Sherlock’s request for one or more bishops for
the American colonies coolly because they understood the strong hostility of the
Dissenters, particularly the American Dissenters, to episcopacy. Influential Dissenters in
England, particularly the Protestant Dissenting Deputies, supported New England
Congregationalists. Their sympathy for the New England Dissenters and actions on their
behalf kept the government from acting. Attempts by the bishops to keep secret the plan
for the establishment of bishops was futile. Before the bishops revealed their plan, at an
April 5, 1749 Society for the Propagation of the Gospel meeting, Benjamin Avery, the
chairman of the Dissenting Deputies, along with Eliakim Palmer, reported that Sherlock
was planning to install bishops in Barbados and Virginia. The bishops planned, they
said, “that they may confer Orders there on Persons without giving them the Trouble to
come to England to take Orders, which if Carried into execution may be of sad
Consequence.”87 The Deputies resolved to assist their brethren in New England “to
prevent the said Scheme from taking Effect.” Within ten days on April 15 Palmer,
conveyed to the Governor of Connecticut, Jonathan Law, the promise to bear the
strongest testimony against the scheme. He remarked that the plan to introduce bishops
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constituted a “Direct Tendency to Introduce Ecclesiastical Tyranny amongst a people
whose Ancestors have so severely felt the bad Effects of it as ours have done—I have
given the Alarm to our Brethren on this side of the Water who as a Body have deputed
Dr. Avery and myself to attend four Great Men upon the Affair.”88
These remarks reflect an understanding of the American Dissenters’ legacy
regarding bishops and the continuing strong connection between the Dissenters in
America and influential Dissenters in England. Palmer reported to the Committee on
May 5 that both he and Avery had previously met with the Dukes of Bedford and
Newcastle, Lord Chancellor Hardwicke and the Honorable Henry Pelham. The dukes
“all declared the Affair was farr from being Concluded on and that nothing would be
done in it without the maturest Deliberations and that they should be willing to hear any
Objection thereto from persons of Consequence.”89 By October 10, 1750, the Deputies
established a special committee of six including Benjamin Avery, Israel Mauduit, and
Dennys De Berdt, with the purpose to “keep a Watchful Eye over the Design to introduce
Bishops into America, to endeavour to prevent all Encroachments upon the Religious
Rights of the people there,” and added to “Correspond with the Ministers in New
England.”90
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However, developments in America followed a separate track. Legislation, which
ruled that in New England there would be no established church, set the stage for the
societal accommodation of many religious denominations, each having an equal footing
and not having any superior use of the state for their domination. The possibility of the
introduction of bishops into the American pluralistic culture threatened the very existence
of the denominational sects. The proposals for resident bishops in the colonies opened
old wounds and added fuel to the fire of colonial unrest in the 1760s and early 1770s.
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CHAPTER IV
THE ECCLESIASTICAL POLICY OF BISHOP SHERLOCK
AND COLONIAL REACTION 1740-1761
“The Business of the diocese and the Plantations sits heavy upon me.”1
Thomas Sherlock to Edward Weston

Bishop Thomas Sherlock's sustained efforts in the 1740s to persuade the
government in London to appoint an American bishop failed because political authorities
feared a backlash. The failure of Bishops Sherlock and Thomas Secker to appreciate
colonial views on episcopacy proved Horace Walpole and other ministers correct in their
predictions of the trouble approaching an American bishop would involve, and hence
colonial resistance to it. Through the 1740s, the ministers and the Crown favored
Dissenters in Britain for their support of the Hanoverian succession and Robert Walpole's
"Whig Supremacy.” The Dissenters were small in comparison to the Anglicans but
influential enough to keep the Whigs in power. Also their colonial connections made real
the possibility of civil disruption in the colonies. The most assertive and hard-line
churchmen were excluded from influence by their Tory connections and remaining high
churchmen such as Thomas Sherlock found it difficult to gain the government’s
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cooperation for colonial bishops. From the 1720s through the 1740s the overriding
preoccupation of the government under Robert Walpole was to avoid conflict or public
controversy, which saw any agitation as highly dangerous. Government officials
expressed concern that the establishment of bishops would infringe on the existing civil
rights of the colonists and invite a backlash. In spite of Edmund Gibson’s great efforts,
his project to establish episcopacy in the colonies fell short. By Gibson’s death
(September 6, 1748), the problem of supervising the colonial Church effectively from
London had become even more acute. From the accession of George I through the
1750s, Tories, who had been national supporters of the Church, faced exclusion from
political power and influence because of their defiance of the Whig ruling oligarchy.
Consequently, the Church lacked truly committed defenders in high office or at the
court.2
Sherlock concluded, as Gibson had in his last years that proper oversight of the
colonial Church could only be managed by a resident bishop. He summarized the
difficulty, saying, “For a Bishop to live at one end of the world, and his Church at the
other, must make the office very uncomfortable to the Bishop, and in a great measure
useless to the people.”3 However, the Crown and Parliament refused to act. Their
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reluctance stemmed from the fact that the Whig government believed that a great part of
their Whig constituency resided in the Dissenters and their influential representatives in
banking and trade. The Whig government was therefore reluctant to enact any legislation
that would change the status quo by inciting the Dissenters with the introduction of
colonial bishops. The Whigs were also reluctant to make changes in the other direction
to enact legislation that would incite the opposition by eliminating the Test and
Corporations Acts, which greatly hindered Dissenters’ participation in elections.4
Edmund Gibson (1669-1748) died on September 6, 1748, at Bath after twentyfive years of a long and active service as the Bishop of London. His significance comes
from his role as Robert Walpole’s (1676-1745) chief adviser in ecclesiastical affairs.
Most people expected that he would be the next Archbishop of Canterbury.
Unfortunately for Bishop Gibson in 1737, the Whig government appointed Bishop John
Potter (1674-1747) instead, possibly, because he garnered votes in opposition to the
Quaker’s Relief Bill 1736, which Robert Walpole wanted. After the deaths of Walpole in
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1745, and Potter in 1747, the government offered the See of Canterbury to Gibson once
again. He declined this time because of age and ill health, dying the following year.5
Significant for the development of the controversy over colonial bishop was the choice of
a high Anglican Tory to the See of London and overseer of the colonial Church.
Even before Gibson died, King George II offered the See of London to Thomas
Sherlock, the Bishop of Salisbury.6 This was surprising since Sherlock had previously
refused the position, mostly because of ill health, and now because he was seventy. In a
letter on September 7, 1748, he conveyed to Thomas Gooch (1674-1754) why he could
not now refuse the king’s call.
You will wonder (& well you may) at my going to London . . . The King sent me
an offer of it with a declaration that it would be for his service if I accepted. I
think I was ashamed to refuse offer after offer, & gave myself up. . . I wish I have
not undertaken more than I can perform.”
In a similar vein, he wrote to Edward Weston saying, “I have determined at last not to
tyre out the King’s regard to me by perpetual refusals of this kind.” The king had not
thought of Sherlock for the See, but Newcastle persuaded him that Sherlock was a good
choice. The king and Newcastle kept the matter a secret so that even the Archbishop of
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Canterbury was unaware of the decision. Writing to Hardwicke on September 20th, the
king’s choices for the See of London (Secker, Maddox, Butler, Mawson, Gilbert,
Thomas, and Trefor) did not include Sherlock.7 By November Sherlock began to propose
changes to the previous colonial policy of the Bishops of London, one that included
bishops. Anglicans in both England and America were excited over the possibility, but
the Dissenters were horrified. The government on the other hand was reluctant to change
the status quo for fear of upsetting its fragile hold on power. However, Sherlock’s
actions opened a “Pandora’s Box” which encouraged Anglican zeal on the one hand and
Dissenter agitation on the other. It is important to understand what Sherlock was trying
to do, and why he took the path he did, which, in spite of his good intentions, set the
stage for colonial reaction.
Sherlock recognized that the policies followed by the previous bishops, Compton
and Gibson, had done little to extend episcopal control over the Church in the colonies.
Gibson followed the colonial policy previously established by Compton and Robinson,
which accepted the tradition of the authority of the Bishop of London over the colonies
and the appointing Commissaries to act as his representatives. Many thought that
Compton acted on the authority of an Order in Council, but after Gibson searched the
matter, he found no such order. Legally, he discovered as well, that even if an order
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could be found it “would not warrant the Bishop to grant a commission to others.”8 From
this, he proceeded to find a way to place the jurisdiction of the Bishop over the colonies
on a firm legal footing with “a more ‘explicit commission’ from the King in Council”9
Much of this was due to Gibson’s expertise in canon law which brought him the name
“Dr. Codex.”
The Petition was referred to the Attorney and Solicitor General and by their report
their opinion appears to be that the authority by which the Bishops of London had
acted in the Plantations was insufficient, and that the Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction in
America did belong neither to the Bishop of London, nor to any Bishop in
England, but was solely in the Crown in virtue of the Supremacy, and that the
most proper way of granting to any person the exercise of such jurisdiction, was
by Patent under the Broad Seal.10
Gibson secured what the previous bishops had not, a patent, which gave him a clear
jurisdictional authority over the ecclesiastical affairs in the colonies. While the King did
clarify for the record the legal jurisdiction for Gibson, it did not help him in fulfilling his
task, because the same limitations continued to exist for him as for the other bishops of
London. This grant however, extended only to the personal authority of Gibson himself
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and not to succeeding bishops, which meant upon Gibson’s death that authority would
revert to the crown once again, as Sherlock’s “Report” explained:
Accordingly, a Patent was granted to Dr. Gibson, Late Bishop of London, but it
was granted to him Personally and not to him as Bishop of London, and his
successors; so that the Patent expired with him and the Jurisdiction is now solely
in His Majesty.11
Gibson, like Compton, was very conscientious in his oversight over the colonies
but over time he began to realize that his efforts were ineffective. In spite of a betterdefined authority, it did not come with real power other than to appoint representatives,
who lacked the authority to do what only a bishop could do. After 1727, Anglicans
increasingly believed that the solution to managing the Church properly in the Americas
was to establish resident bishops. However, when Gibson expired on September 6, 1748,
so did his personal commission over the colonies. It would be incumbent upon the next
Bishop of London, Thomas Sherlock, to renew the effort.12
In the late 1740s, the government’s officials began to realize the “commercial and
strategic” value of the American colonies and the need to control more effectively the
internal affairs of the colonies. After a period of “salutary neglect” during the ministry of
Sir Robert Walpole, the Board of Trade began to call for more control over the colonies.
By 1748, pressures were building as colonial culture diverged from England’s, and the
colonies exercised greater freedom than before when skilled politicians ascended to
colonial leadership. These elites became increasingly influential in the colonial
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assemblies and town meetings, political organizations outside the control of British
authorities. In addition, by mid-century the colonies greatly increased in population and
economic expansion. Many British officials worried, first, that the economic success of
the colonies might also induce them to seek economic independence and become a “rival
rather than a partner” and, second, France or Spain might seize control over their North
American holdings. While the colonies grew, British authority in the mid-eighteenth
century remained weak. The Board of Trade, only advisory, lacked the authority to bring
to the colonies a consistent policy in the midst of so many conflicting administrative
agencies. The increase in the economic value of the colonies to Britain necessitated
tighter control. A new domestic political stability under the leadership of Henry
Pelham13 in 1747, with the peace after the War of the Austrian Succession provided
leaders the freedom to focus on colonial problems. In 1752, Lord Halifax14 strengthened
the Board’s authority over the appointment of governors, and made them, along with
councilors, attorneys-general and secretaries in the colonies directly accountable to it.
The Board also attempted to strengthen imperial authority by limiting the power of the
assemblies. This move the colonists strongly resisted, so much so that Halifax’s goals
remained unfulfilled at the outbreak of the Seven Years’ War in 1756.15
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Anglican churchmen, following the lead of the British government’s ministers
sought this moment also to provide closer management over the Church of England in the
colonies. However, in spite of its own political moves the government was still unwilling
to accommodate the Church by endorsing the Church’s plan for bishops. Continued
concerns over Dissenter unrest, and conflicts between Low and High Churchmen, caused
government officials to resist an increase in Anglican authority in the colonies. Bishop
Sherlock, almost immediately after assuming the diocese of London, complained to
Edward Weston of the enormous task of managing the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the
colonies: “The Business of the diocese and the Plantations (Wch last article is immense
and to be carried on by a foreign correspondence) sits heavy upon me.”16 He then
embarked upon a new and different policy from that of his predecessors. Sherlock’s
approach “consisted in withholding the ministrations of English bishops from the
Episcopalians in the colonies for the purpose of forcing them to demand an episcopate of
their own.” Thus, Sherlock hoped that complaints to the politicians over the lack of
ecclesiastical administration in the colonies would force the government to act.17
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This policy had an unintended result. Instead of forcing the government to
establish an American Episcopate, it ended in weakening the ecclesiastical links between
the mother country and her colonies and came at a time when the Methodists in America
were gaining strength, further weakening the Church in colonies.18 First, by the late
1740s, links between England and the colonies weakened as local assemblies asserted
greater political influence over colonial policy. Ecclesiastically, laymen asserted more
control over local vestries and less administrative oversight weakened remaining
episcopal connections. Second, the Methodist revivals, and in particular the revivals of
George Whitefield, brought about a dramatic increase in Dissenter religious enthusiasm
as well as organization.19 Thus, at the moment when Sherlock was withholding whatever
ecclesiastical control the Church of England had in the colonies, the colonies were
diverging along a different ecclesiastical path: a path, which emphasized greater
denominational competition, freedom of conscience, and less allowance for government
intervention in the affairs over any particular denomination.
For a bishop with long political experience Sherlock’s approach seems quixotic.
A number of factors shaped his decisions. First, no matter what Sherlock did it would be
an uphill struggle. The combination of strong dissenter influence, the rise of lay control
over the Church of England in the colonies and the emergence of Methodism beginning
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in the 1740s, and the continuing political conflict with France throughout the 1740s was
enough for the government to approach the situation with extreme caution.20
One great impediment, besides distance, to the Bishop of London managing the
colonies was the fact that the See of London by itself was the largest diocese (essentially
twice as large as any other diocese) and the addition of the colonies with a numerically
growing church added a serious load to the bishop’s duties. Overseeing the See of
London involved enormous labor, but the added work of overseeing the colonies needed
an energetic man. Sherlock’s failing personal health made him reluctant to continue such
an enormous additional duty, beyond his normal responsibility as diocesan over London.
He had been vigorous in younger days, and nicknamed “the plunging prelate” for his
powerful swimming. Unfortunately by the 1740’s, he suffered from serious gout,
rheumatism, and eye problems. In 1743, he evidently suffered a stroke which confined
him to his bed for a time. Because of these serious infirmities, he declined the See of
York and the See of Canterbury in 1747.21 By 1748, he had recovered enough to accept
the office of Bishop of London, but in 1753, he suffered a second, more severe stroke
described by Nicolls in Sherlock’s funeral sermon as “a very dangerous Illness, from
which indeed he recovered, but with almost the total loss of the use of his limbs . . .
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[with] soon after his Speech failing him.”22 In 1755, some reported that he appeared
close to death. After June 1753, other bishops undertook his ordination duties.23 The
weight of overseeing the Church in the American colonies was indeed great, especially
for a man whose health continued to diminish constantly over the last thirteen years of his
life. This does not mean that he was inactive, and even as late as 1759, he was still able
to produce a charge to the London clergy. Failing health prompted Sherlock to force the
issue of a colonial episcopate and seek someone else to oversee the colonies.
Sherlock revealed his ideas on colonial policy after Dissenters in Virginia noticed
that Anglicans worked more aggressively to restrict their growth. In 1751, Samuel
Davies, a noted Presbyterian preacher in Virginia, complained to the well-known and
influential Dissenter, the Reverend Phillip Doddridge, of laws in Virginia designed to
hinder Presbyterian preaching and the numerical growth of Dissenters. This move caused
Dissenters to wonder if there was a real effort to establish bishops in Virginia. Doddridge
wrote Sherlock inquiring about the actions of the Anglicans. Sherlock, in a letter on May
11, 1751, responded to Doddridge’s concerns and explained his initial intentions with
regard to establishing bishops in the colonies. He readily admitted that the care of the
Church of England in the colonies was “supposed to be in the Bishop of London” but he
complained that it was “improperly lodged.” It was impossible he said, “For a Bishop to
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live at one end of the world, and his Church at the other, must make the office very
uncomfortable to the Bishop, and in a great measure useless to the people.”24 He further
explained that the established church in the colonies did not have sufficient ministers
ordained since there were no resident bishops to ordain them, and the people were
reluctant to send their children on the long dangerous voyage to England. This is what
precipitated his desire to pursue the establishment of bishops there.
For these reasons and others of no less weight, I did apply to the King as soon as I
was Bishop of London, to have two or three Bishops appointed for the plantations
to reside there. I thought there could be no reasonable objection to it, not even
from the Dissenters as the Bishops proposed were to have no jurisdiction but over
the Clergy of their own Church, and no more over them than should enable them
to see the pastoral Office duly performed and as to New England, where the
Dissenters are so numerous, it never was proposed to settle a Bishop in that
Country.25
The rumor that bishops would soon be coming to the colonies surfaced soon after
Sherlock became the Bishop of London and raised the question how that would affect the
rights of the colonists. In a letter to the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in
1748, Reverend Clement Hall of North Carolina wrote that there was indeed a report
“that a bishop … much wanted, and by all good men earnestly desired …about to be sent
over and settled in Virginia” and asks if it is true.26 The impetus for this rumor may have
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come from Sherlock sending a representative, Mr. Archibald Spencer (1698-1760), to
feel out the colonists on the issue of bishops in the colonies.27 He consulted with “several
merchants and gentlemen of Philadelphia and New York” concerning the possibility of
establishing a bishop in the colonies. On June 12, 1749, Spencer wrote to Sherlock and
explained that their main objection to a resident bishop was their concern that a bishop
with civil powers would violate the existing rights of the colonists. “Their chief
objection” he says, “against a Suffragan Bishop is, That he will be invested with such a
Power as would be inconsistent with the Privileges of the People in those Parts and even
interfere with the Rights of the several Proprietaries.” His reply to them was:
I replied, that I believed that he would have no more Power over the Laity, than
what the Commissaries in the Colonies had already; by that the Advantages of
having a Suffragan Bishop would be so great, that I could not think any man of
Piety and virtue, who considered them, would appose so laudable a Design.
Being desired to give my Reasons I proceeded thus, -- That a Suffragan Bishop
being on the Spot could be fully satisfied whether the Lives and Conversation of
the Persons desiring to be admitted to the Ministry, were in Fact as mentioned in
their Recommendatory Letters; and that he would be such a check on their future
Behaviour, as to deter them from those gross Irregularities, which the Laity are
too apt to charge them with.28
After these explanations as to what a bishop in the colonies would look like, he said, that
if this was to be the way he represented it “that they would rather heartily concur with
your Lordship in promoting so good a Scheme.” While Spencer’s report seemed to have
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merit, the “several merchants” did not give a representative sample of the feelings among
colonists on the issue. However, his zeal for serving the Bishop of London and his hope
of further employment seems to have prompted his view that the colonists would not
object to bishops. It also assumed the colonists were convinced that the church would
only establish a bishop that had no civil powers.29 It is significant that Sherlock received
and later acted on inaccurate information. English bishops repeatedly received positive
reports that the majority of the colonists longed for bishops when the opposite was true,
and such accounts led churchmen continually to underestimate the cultural divide
between England the American colonies.
In the meantime, Sherlock actively worked to establish a system whereby the
various bishops in England would share the responsibilities of the colonial jurisdiction of
the Church in order to reduce his load. The great problem for Sherlock and other
churchmen lay in creating a workable system Parliament would endorse. On November
21, 1748, he asked the opinion of Philip Yorke, First Earl of Hardwicke, and Lord
Chancellor, in a paper entitled “For the ecclesiastical Jurisdiction in the Plantations.”
The paper described the state of the Church of England in the various districts and the
jurisdictional duties of the Bishop of London, who “has been obliged to carry on a
correspondence to all parts of this large country, and likewise to receive and answer
various applications from the Trades and Merchants who deal to those countries in
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relation to the affairs of the Clergy and the Churches there.”30 Sherlock concluded that
the jurisdiction of the Bishop of London over the colonies was a misplaced and
unnecessary burden that should be divided among the various bishops. He complained
that the colonies were not a part of the diocese of London, nor did he receive any
“benefit” from them but rather a great “expense.” It was reasonable, he argued, to divide
the colonies into two ecclesiastical jurisdictions with a bishop appointed to each.31
Sherlock did not specify which bishops would share the responsibility. Archbishop
Thomas Herring said that the scheme would “turn out full of Difficulties” and was
reluctant to commit himself.32 Herring demonstrated Sherlock’s inconsistency: at one
moment Sherlock’s method suggested resident bishops for the colonies, and then at
another, he proposed spreading the responsibility to several English bishops, reflected his
urgent desire not only to free himself from the weight of the colonial responsibility but
also the need drove the search for a solution. The increasing agitation of the colonies
with England combined with Sherlock rapidly declining health urged him to probe the
government for a workable solution. His proposal to share the responsibility with other
bishops indicated that Sherlock was no longer interested in maintaining the Commissary
System.
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The government’s desire to increase political and economic control over the
colonies did not also translate into a desire to increase ecclesiastical control over the
Church in the colonies. The government ministers’ unresponsiveness indicates this. The
first attempt for a proposal did not receive a hearing for some unknown reason.
Evidently, the Chancellor lacked enthusiasm for the plan, a pattern that surfaced
repeatedly. Sherlock followed with a second attempt drawing up another proposal on
February 21, 1749, to submit to the king. He and other bishops, such as Secker, believed
that there was no reason to trouble Parliament with the proposal but the king could rule
directly on the matter.”33 On March 23, 1749, he told Newcastle of his intention of
laying the new proposal before the King in Council because of the urgency of the need in
the colonies: “At present the Church there is without any Government or Inspection, & it
is absolutely necessary to put an end to this state which will be a state of Confusion.” He
added that the Lord Chancellor had “difficulties as to the main point” yet the proposal
“had nothing to give Offense.” His hope was that the king would give “directions as to
make his gracious intentions of protecting and supporting the Church of England,
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effectual in his foreign Dominions.”34 Newcastle, replying on March 25, was reluctant to
lend his weight to it as impractical and strongly advised Sherlock to renew Gibson’s
commission.35
The rise of denominationalism from 1640 and throughout the eighteenth century
complicated the Church of England’s attempt to maintain its hegemony over England and
the colonies.36 By the late 1740s not only did the Church have to deal with the many
Dissenter sects but also it struggled to accommodate other dynamic and influential
Episcopalian groups from abroad such as the Moravians. The Moravians came to
England in the early 1700s and worked alongside ministers of the Church of England.
Under the leadership of Count Nicolaus Zinzendorf, the Moravians expanded from a
simple society into a church organization of its own by the 1740s. Moravian piety widely
influenced Anglicans, the most notable being the conversion of John Wesley returning
from a missionary trip to Georgia. The Moravians originally did not envision creating a
separate denomination but rather societies within the Church of England. However, in
part because of persecution, the Moravians requested that local governments license their
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churches and ministers like the Dissenters. By 1747, there was a strong push in
Parliament legally to recognize the Moravians. Zinzendorf and other leading Moravians
presented evidence to Horace Walpole and his committee of fifty members looking into
the matter. The committee’s favorable report encouraged the eventual passage of the bill
on June 6, 1749, which granted “full liberty of conscience and worship” to the
Moravians. Soon to follow was the passage of another bill that allowed the Moravians
the right to establish their own bishop in the colonies. Parliament passed the two bills
because the evidence supported the Moravians as an historic church organized by an
episcopal polity. The passage of these bills gave renewed hope to Sherlock and other
like-minded Anglicans. Ironically, what the government would allow for the Moravians
it would not for the Anglicans. Sherlock initially opposed this bill, most likely because,
as Archbishop Herring said, “from a disposition to connect it with a supposed refusal of
the Church of England Episcopacy.”37 Sherlock, after attending a conference of bishops
held by Archbishop Thomas Herring and hearing from the Moravian leader Nicolaus
Zinzendorf, withdrew his opposition.38
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The passage of the Moravian Bill increased optimism among Anglicans the
government might create colonial bishops for them as they had for the Moravians.
Sherlock was not content to let the matter lie as Newcastle advised but persisted. He
brought the matter before the king in council anyway submitting his proposal on April
11, 1749. However, the king’s departure to Hanover postponed it.39 It may be that
Sherlock was greatly encouraged to lay his proposal before the king since on April 7,
1749, at a meeting for the Society of the Propagation of the Gospel, which met “to
consider a letter from the Lords of Trade relating to the settlement of Nova Scotia and to
draw up an answer to it.” During the meeting, the question of an American bishop
surfaced with such enthusiasm that Archbishop Herring was unable to curb debate on the
issue.40 While Sherlock was not present at the meeting, this outbreak of enthusiasm for
an American episcopate made him more confident to lay the matter before the king.
The plan for colonial bishops lacked the support of the highest ecclesiastical
official, Thomas Herring the Archbishop of Canterbury. The ecclesiastical divisions over
the episcopate issue reflected the dilemma Churchmen faced which did not bode well for
Sherlock’s plan. Writing to Hardwicke41 in April 1749, Archbishop Thomas Herring
raised serious concerns over whether the government could argue publicly for bishops
without offending the dissenters. He remarked that Sherlock himself recognized the great
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possibility of serious objections from within Parliament: “I wish to God, that a certain
great M—r, when he declares agst it, would not do it upon the most Ungracious, I am
well founded in it, if I say, to some people most offensive Argument.” Herring affirmed
that the establishment of bishops on American soil “would create the best of tyes (sic)
between the Colonies and old England”42 but drew back a few days later from fully
endorsing the project saying that the government should give it worthy attention.43
Herring recognized the great problems in the proposal saying “in examination and
practice it will turn out full of difficulties,” but he realized that the present colonial
system was inadequate “and yet the work must be done some way or other and
Episcopally too.”44 Herring reflected a dilemma that Anglicans continued to face: How
could they install bishops without stirring up trouble or convince the government that it
would not.
High Church Anglicans, in particular Sherlock, persisted in their conviction that
the drive toward colonial bishops proved necessary for the sake of the Church, because
the old pattern of poor ecclesiastical authority over the colonies remained. Furthermore,
with the passage of the Moravian Bill the government seemed more than willing, at this
juncture to approve colonial bishops. When Sherlock laid his “Considerations” before
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the King in 1749 (and again ten years later in 1759 before the Lords of Trade and
Plantations), he did not mention dividing the responsibility of the Bishop of London
among the various bishops, because government officials received it coolly. Rather he
argued directly for the establishment of resident bishops in the colonies. First, he set out
the history of the Church of England in the colonies, beginning on November 20, 1606,
when the king gave the order “That the President, Council and Ministers should provide
that the true word and service of God should be preached planted and used, according to
the Rites and Doctrine of the Church of England.” By outlining the narrative, Sherlock
demonstrated how inadequate the administration of the Church was through governors,
commissaries, and lay vestries. He said that while Gibson “desirous of having a more
explicit authority and direction from the crown, for the exercise of the said Jurisdiction,
applied to the King in Council for that propose.” The king gave this patent only to the
person of Gibson personally and not to him as the Bishop of London and his successors,
so the patent expired with him and reverted to the crown.45
Sherlock, ironically, did not seek to renew this patent because of its serious
limitations. He said that Gibson’s “exercise of the jurisdiction was subjected to certain
limitations and restraints and ‘tis not clear what powers he had in virtue of the said
grant.” What the patent did do was give Gibson personal authority or through
commissaries:
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(1) To visit all Churches in which the Rites & Liturgy of the Church of England
were used. (2) To Cite all Rectors, Curates and Incumbents and all Priests and
Deacons in Church of England Orders, et non alias quascumque personas, cum
omni et omnimodo juridictione potestate et coercione ecclesiastica, in premissis
requisite, and to enquire by Witnesses duly sworn into their morals & with power
to Administer Oaths in the Ecclesiastical Court, and to Correct & punish the said
Rectors & by suspension excommunication & (3) A power to appoint
Commissaries of the exercise of this Jurisdiction and to remove them at pleasure.
(4) An appeal is given, to all who shall find themselves aggrieved by any
sentence, before the Great Officers of State in England.46
In addition, if the Moravians could receive full episcopal authority in the colonies then
Parliament would now rectify the limitations of the colonial arrangement upon the Bishop
of London. In the second part of this report, Sherlock pointed out that Gibson’s patent
was inadequate because distance negated any real authority he had. What Gibson
received on paper he could not actively provide. This handicap seriously limited the
operation of a truly episcopal church. In the end, Sherlock believed that the way forward
was not to renew Gibson’s patent but instead establish resident bishops. Sherlock made
some “Observations on this Patent” saying he was dissatisfied with the ineffective and
limited authority given to the Bishop of London. He saw Gibson’s commission as
“defective” because it was “improper to give such power to a Bishop of England, which
he cannot execute, but must be obliged to give it over to somebody else, as soon as he has
it.” Sherlock argued further that the Church of England in the colonies suffered “greater
hardship” than other churches since bishops did not reside among them and only bishops
could perform ordination and confirmation. The Dissenter churches did not have this
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limitation since they could ordain “in their own way.” Thus, the Church of England in
the colonies, he explained, suffered from a serious short supply of ministers.47
The establishment of a Moravian bishop gave Anglicans hope that the
government would do the same for its own Church. Sherlock then argued for colonial
bishops by directly referring to the new privileges recently granted by Parliament to the
Moravians. He hoped to show how inconsistent the government was in supporting nonestablished churches over the established Church of England.
But since the Moravians have been recognized by Parliament to be a Protestant
Episcopal Church and have liberty to settle in His Majesty’s American
Dominions, should the Churches abroad admit of Ordination by Moravian
Bishops it may be attended by consequences not easily foreseen, but easily
prevented by suffering the Episcopal Churches of England in America to have one
or more Suffregan Bishops residing among them.48
In other words, why not allow the installation of bishops for the established Church of
England in the colonies, since that right, the right to have bishops, Parliament already
granted to a foreign church. Should not the Church of England in the colonies enjoy the
same liberties as other churches there? Sherlock and others were stunned when their
arguments did not prevail.
The greatest concern for the government was the numerous Dissenters in both
England and the Colonies who would object to the establishment of resident bishops.
Anglican officials knew well Dissenter objections and tailored their arguments to counter
them. Sherlock objected to the notion “that it would be hard to send Bishops: among the
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Dissenters in America; many of whom left their own Country to get from under their
power” because their complaint was that these bishops would have “coercive powers.”
He emphatically asserted that, “it never has been propos’d to settle bishops in those
Colonies, nor in any other Colonies, with Coercive power, there is no ground for it.” The
Church of England, he said has the RIGHT of establishment and the Dissenters, “who
went to settle in New England,” only have “Toleration.” Therefore, that said, why not
establish bishops at least among the Middle, Southern, and Island colonies where “at least
one half of the Plantation are of the established church.” In spite of the fact that
Pennsylvania and New England are “in the hands of the Independents” there were
nevertheless a great number of churchmen there.
The government believed Dissenters had two great concerns and the response of
Churchmen to those concerns reflected how out of touch they were. First, the
government, because of Dissenter connections with the colonies, worried that the
implementation of bishops would be “disagreeable” to them. Sherlock countered that the
Church envisioned the installation bishops only in places where Anglicans predominated
such as the middle or southern colonies but not in Pennsylvania or New England, where
they were unpopular. However, he believed that they would allow a bishop to “reside
among them, where his authority and influence might be of use in the due government
and direction of the Clergy,” adding, “provided that a Bishop residing with them had
power to do no more than they are now desirous should be don by a Bishop from a
distance.” Sherlock assumed from his informants that the colonies in the south would
welcome a bishop and that New England would have no real objection. However, by the
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1760s, it became evident how much Sherlock and other churchmen misunderstood
colonial attitudes on resident bishops, especially in the south. 49
Secondly, Dissenters worried that the establishment of bishops required colonial
taxation for their support. Sherlock tried to assuage this concern by arguing that a
colonial bishop did not require taxation or funding by the crown but rather certain
benefactors could provide support. However, unable to guarantee that there never would
be taxation in the future, he added that discussion on the subject was “premature.” While
misinformed, Sherlock also underestimated colonial antipathy against bishops, especially
when combined with the volatile subject of taxation.
Sherlock and other Churchmen believed deeply that the proposal for resident
bishops in the colonies was “reasonable.” In other words, they thought the strength of
their argument so secure that no one could deny it. However strong their logic it did not
match political expediency. The government, more concerned over alienating Dissenters
and political unrest, continued to resist the proposal. By August of 1749 government
intransigence and the burden of his office left Sherlock greatly discouraged. He replied to
Newcastle, “I find nobody willing to take any share of the burden and therefore the
Plantations will probably remain with the Bishop of London, wither as they are at
present, or if suffragan Bishops be made they will be made suffragan to the See of
London.”50 Sherlock’s discouragement came not only from the personal failure to
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convince the government but also from the personal conviction that the prosperity of the
Empire hinged on its commitment to the Anglican Church. As early as 1714, Sherlock
argued in a sermon on the anniversary of Queen Anne’s accession, that the Church made
Britain “happy at home, under the influence of a mild government, [and] has not been
less glorious abroad...”51
The proposal for the establishment of colonial bishops was impossible to keep
secret, and once public, the government acted with even more intransigence. By
November and early December, Herring and Newcastle knew that those who opposed the
settling of bishops in America were aware of the scheme. Dr. Benjamin Avery, chairman
of the Committee of Dissenting Deputies, and a “Mr. P--r” were hired as agents, by
certain American dissenters, to call on those “nearest in the Councils of the King” and to
convey that it “would be very disagreeable to many of our friends in these parts.” The
Dissenting Deputies, considered the earliest lobbying group in English history, had first
organized in 1732 to influence Parliament to repeal the Test and Corporations Acts,
which legally barred Dissenters from taking political office unless they observed
communion in the Church of England.52 The Dissenting Deputies were not successful in
repealing the Acts until the 1830’s, but along the way they became useful in representing
individual Dissenters against discrimination in the courts. The Massachusetts House of
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Representatives “well received and gratefully acknowledged” this action. The speaker
sent a letter to the Committee of Dissenting Deputies, saying that Dr. Avery and Mr. P—r
“deserved the thanks of the House from their Interposition and Success in stemming what
they think a mischievous and the People of the Establishment here an innocent and
laudable Design.”53
The Dissenters often influenced the outcome of Parliamentary elections in
England in the eighteenth century and raised serious concerns among government
officials whenever the Deputies were active. Herring regarded them with distaste
remarking “the agency of Dr. Avery and Mr. P—r was regarded with a very evil eye in
this Country” and the formal vote of thanks by the Massachusetts Assembly was greatly
resented, particularly by the London clergy who obtained a copy of it and to whom it
sounded “harsh . . . to be told in some sort by an Assembly of Dissenters, That
Episcopacy is contrary to the Liberties of a Protestant Country at a time When
Independents enjoy uncontrolled Toleration under the Establishment of it here.”54 The
notion of liberty for Dissenters in England, where the Church of England enjoyed
hegemony, was quite a different thing from the situation on the ground in the Americas.
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Many churchmen in England were not able to grasp that a different notion of religious
liberty was at work in the colonies.
The Church’s position on the issue could not be farther from the government’s.
Churchmen did not understand the great divide between colonial culture and the home
culture of the Church of England. While the government also did not see the great
divergence between the political cultures of the colonies and England, they did
understand that their political survival depended on the support of the Dissenters. For
many churchmen the answer to maintain the peace and stability of the colonies lay with
the full establishment of the church in the colonies. For instance Archbishop Herring
said the “Crisis” could not be averted “if the Established Church in America is not put
into some regular order and that very soon, we shall see the revival of a frightful Spirit
wch to the great comfort an safety of the Publick, has God be thanked, been dormant for
some years.”55 The government officials understood it differently, with regard to
Dissenters. Any talk of bishops meant adding fuel to the fire, thus their fear of the
proposal and resistance to Sherlock’s proposal.
The government worried where the issue would take them. On March 25, 1750,
Newcastle wrote to the Bishop of London concerning his proposal and his plans to
present to the King in Council. He said he was in complete agreement with the Lord
Chancellor, that “it is far from containing anything, that can give offense.” However,
concerning the establishment of bishops in the colonies, he said, it required “the most
mature Consideration.” He questioned whether the Commission given to Bishop Gibson
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was indeed defective as Sherlock claimed, but if it is, he said it “may easily be rectified.”
He hoped that before Sherlock addressed the king that he would meet with the ministers
first.
In the meantime, I should hope, your Lordship would not present the Address to
the King in Council, till after his Majesty’s principal Servants have had a Meeting
with you, upon it. I beg your Lordship to be assured, that I shall consider the
Question, with the utmost Attention; as an Affair of this high Moment, and so
strongly recommended by your Lordship, deserves.
He concluded that he was “little informed of these things” but had “his Doubts upon the
Question, which has been often agitated; and which the wisest and best men have
hitherto, not thought proper to determine, in the way, you propose.”56
Horace Walpole (1678-1757), who somewhat prophetically foretold the
proposal’s serious consequences made the government’s classic argument against
colonial bishops. Horace, the younger brother of Sir Robert Walpole (1675-1745) was a
member of the Privy Council, which advised the king. A letter, dated May 29, 1750,
from Horace Walpole to Sherlock, is a key to understanding the government’s position on
this complex issue. 57 Walpole responded to Sherlock’s “paper” sent to him for perusal,
the one that set out the state of the Church in the American colonies and reasons for the
establishment of a resident bishop. This most likely was Sherlock’s “Considerations.”.
Walpole now unfolded in full, not only his own objections but also those of others in the
government.
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He began by affirming his loyalty to the Church of England by saying that he
“carefully perused and considered the whole with that intention & disposition as became
a Member of ye Church of England whose Education & profession have always been
agreeable to her form and Doctrine.” He then cast doubt upon the whole “Scheme”
because of the seriousness of the consequences.
But your Lordship may remember that when I returned you that paper, I took ye
liberty to tell you that however desirable and reasonable a Scheme for settling
Bishops for some purposes in ye American Colonys might be abstractly
considered, yet having weighed this measure, with a due regard at ye same time to
what appears to be ye inclination of those colonies, and what might be ye
consequence of it as a matter of State to our present happy Establishment, I was
apprehensive that ye carrying it only so far as to be laid before ye King & Council
might be attended with very Mischievous effects to ye Government.58
Walpole next tackled Sherlock’s presuppositions or “inferences” that the people of
America were of a strong inclination for the establishment of bishops. He said this was
not his “deduction” that they were at all “desirous of having Bishops.” The inferences
that Sherlock made were:
1) That they wou’d not be unwilling a Bishop shou’d reside amongst them
2) That it can never be thought reasonable that those who profess ye established
Religion & are Episcopal Churches shou’d be denyed ye benefit of Episcopal
Administration which according to their religious Principles they think
necessary for them
3) That ye Episcopal Churches in America want their first & most necessary
Member a Bishop to reside with them & have waited with for ye consent ye
Crown.59
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He disagreed from the outset that these “inferences” were “conclusive” since the
colonists had continued to work within the confines of the authority of the Bishop of
London: “for they confine all their Orders, & Acts to ye Authority of ye Bishop of
London acting by his Commissary there.” He continued they have never “made a formal
application” or “intimated to ye Crown” for the establishment of bishops. The authority
of the Bishop of London and his Commissaries are the accepted precedent, and the
people “have never given ye least hint to him or any of ye Officers of state here, as if they
wanted ye Mission, or ye Residence of a Bishop amongst them.” The colonists, he
explained, by their “Acts of Assembly” declared themselves “against Ecclesiastical Laws
and jurisdiction” also by not enacting any fines or punishment, being very leery of
“Church power.”
Walpole said that even Sherlock himself remarked the colonists never complained
about the appointment of Commissaries nor did “they wish to have a Bishop in his
place.” He continued his argument for the continuation of the office of Commissary
stating that all the bishops before Sherlock, Compton, Robinson, and Gibson, never
sought anything beyond the office of Commissary. In fact, during the reign of Queen
Anne, at the very moment when the political climate was most propitious for the Church
of England and establishing bishops in the colonies, they did not undertake it. Also in
1725 Bishop Gibson, when he had the friendship of Lord Townshend, still did not think
to pursue the issue.
Lord Townshend was so good a friend to that Orthodox Prelate, as well as to ye
Church, tht it is natural to believe that such a Scheme for his Benefit wou’d have
been pursued, & put in execution had not ye wisdom of those two great men
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thought unadvisable, & however desirable yet a Dangerous Step with Respect to
ye Peace, & Quiet of ye State.60
Walpole stated that once the public got wind of the “scheme” it would create a
very difficult situation for the government, reminiscent of times past. He continued:
I apprehended as soon as a Scheme of sending Bishops to ye Colonys altho’ with
certain restrictions shou’d under your Lordships Authority & Influence be made
publick it wou’d immediately become ye Topick of all conversation; a matter of
controversy in ye Pulpitts, as well as by Pamphletts, Libells, with a Spirit of
bitterness & acrimony that prevail more frequently in disputes about Religion as
ye Authors and Readers are differently affected than on any other Subject.61
Walpole spoke of the Dissenters who presently supported the government with sufficient
influence to elect the current regime. They should “not be provoked, or alienated against
it,” he says. While Sherlock made the case in his “Considerations” that people of the
Church of England bore closer connections to the mother country than others did,
Walpole, on the other hand, pointed out that the Dissenters had strong connections of
their own and that “their brethren in ye Colonys altho’ with no Solid reasons be loud in
their discourses & writings upon this intended innovation in America, and those in ye
Colonys will be exasperated & animated to make warm representation against it to ye
Government here, as a design to establish Ecclesiastical power in it full extent among
them by Degrees.” There was indeed a close connection beginning in 1630 until the
American Revolution, between the colonies, particularly Massachusetts, and the
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Nonconformists, or Dissenters, in the mother country.62 The importance of this
connection, as Perry Miller advised, “is prerequisite to understanding the American
Revolution and the course of American culture.”63 Walpole made clear what Sherlock
and the other churchmen failed to see, that the cultural view of the colonists rested upon
seventeenth century conflicts, which remained alive, where England on the other hand
had long since moved on.
The divisions within the Church of England itself militated against a consensus
for colonial bishops, which Walpole was quick to point out. He continued this would
also affect the relations between the High Church and the Low Church, which, he said,
“occasioned great Mischiefs in this divided country in former Reigns and has happily laid
a Sleep for some years, will be revived.” Walpole might have been referring to the
Bangorian Controversy, when the Bishop of Bangor, Benjamin Hoadly, in a published
sermon on March 31, 1717 to George I, argued from John 18:3664 that there was no
Biblical justification for Church government. This set off a fiery debate against Hoadly
and between Low and High Churchmen on the issue of the nature of the Church. This
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controversy “raged for three years producing more than 200 tracts by fifty-three different
writers, and caused such intense excitement among all classes that for a time business in
London was practically at a standstill.” Hoadly’s two main opponents were William Law
(1686-1761) and Thomas Sherlock. The High Church view held that the king was the
head of the Church, in essence a religious primate, with his power flowing downward to
the people through the bishops. The Tory party favored this view, which supported the
doctrine of the divine right of kings. The Low Church, on the other hand, understood that
power flowed upward to the leaders and the king from the people.65 The Whig Party and
the Dissenters held fast to the Low Church model, which was a legacy of the Puritans.66
Walpole thought that the Low Church, which strongly supported the government, would
not be sympathetic to such a design but would say it “is Calculated to sett (sic) up
Hierarchy & Church power in ye Colonys, & to create dissention and confusion among a
People that are now happy & quiet in their Civil and Religious State.” The wide
popularity of the preaching of George Whitefield, an Anglican minister, among the
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Dissenters in the colonies further reflected the great affinity that Dissenters and Low
Churchmen had.
Adjustments in the English constitution after the Glorious Revolution hindered
any direct action the king might make on the issue of colonial bishops. Walpole
reminded Sherlock the execution of this plan could not take place without the approval of
Parliament, and the attempt to bring passage of a bill regarding the establishment of
bishops in the Americas would create a “great dilemma” and “difficultys” for the king
and the administration. These animosities and divisions “will flow from ye Parliament
into ye country, & all contests in ye Choice of Magistrates, or for Members of Parliament
will be again Governed by that Odious & pernicious distinction of High Church & Low
Church.” He reminded Sherlock again how the conflict between the High Church Tory
Bishop Francis Atterbury67 (1663-1732) and Low Church Bishop Benjamin Hoadly, had
seriously disrupted the government in 1718.
In the letter of May 29, 1750, Walpole further chided Sherlock for his
inconsistency, reminding him that he hadpreviously told Walpole that he haddecided to
“suspend” his intention of laying the scheme before the king. Then Sherlock had
mentioned it to the king anyway, who had referred the matter to the Privy Council, and
declared that he had done his “duty.” When the king left for Hanover, he continued:
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I was Surprised & Concerned to hear that at a late meeting of ye Society for
propagating ye Gospel, your Lordship having state to them what had passed &
proposed that, while this matter was pending in Council, ye Society shou’d write
a letter to ye several Governours in the West Indys, and by Stating to them ye
several objections Supposed to have been made against ye intended Scheme of
Settling Bishops there and ye answers that might be made to remove those
objections to conclude with desiring to know their Opinions & ye disposition of
ye Colonys, with respect to ye putting it in Execution.68
Walpole referred to a general meeting of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel,
which met on May 18, 1750 where Sherlock presented before the Board a proposal
entitled:
As the Chief Obstructions to the Settling Bishops in America, arises from an
Apprehension here that the Several Colonies abroad would be unwilling to have
Bishops among them, from a jealously that introducing Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction
among them, may interfere with some Rights which by Custom, or by Acts of
their respective Assemblies are now vesting in other hands; It is become
necessary in order to know their Sentiments to inform them rightly in this case.69
In this proposal, he examined as he did in his “Considerations” four well-known
objections against the establishment of resident bishops in the colonies and then proposed
“to Recommend to such of their Ministers as have Correspondence abroad to acquaint
their Friends with these particulars, in order to know the Sense of the People there, when
duly informed of the case and to know what other Objections they may have to the said
Proposal.” Once the Society accepted the suggestion, they agreed to print and send two
thousand copies with ministers of the SPG along with a letter from Sherlock to the
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respective colonial governors conveying “a formal desire to the Governors that they
would give their Judgment to the Society as to the Utility of Episcopacy inoffensively
settled in their several Colonies.”70 They were to meet again on May 25 to finalize the
preparations.
The king’s ministers, displeased by the efforts of the SPG and Bishop Sherlock to
garner public support for colonial bishops, began almost immediately to express their
concern. In a
conference on the matter . . . the Archbishop of Canterbury, the Lord President,
the Duke of Bedford, the Earl of Hardwicke and Mr. Pelham . . . unanimously
agreed that Sherlock’s “was an improper and irregular Step” whilst the affair was
depending before the King in Council, “and suspended there by the Bishop of
London’s own conduct”: hence they decided that “Mr. Sharpe (one of the Clerks
of the Council) should wait on his Lordship and acquaint him with this Opinion.71
On May 26, 1750, Herring wrote to Hardwicke that the Clerk of the Council called on
Sherlock the day before the next meeting of the Society and informed him that “as the
Affair of the Bps in America was now before the King in Council, it was an irregular and
unprecedented step to take up the Consideration of it in any other Place.”72 Sherlock got
the point and at the next meeting of the Society on May 25, he abruptly stopped the
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meeting to explain they could not go forward with the project because the proposal was
now before the King in Council.73
Walpole asked Sherlock critical questions concerning the establishment of
bishops in the colonies. First, he asked, “Can you undertake to promise that no coercive,
or other Ecclesiastical power besides Ordination & Confirmation, shall ever be proposed
& pressed upon ye Colonys when Bishops have been once settled amongst them, or
beyond what is at present exercised by the Bishop of London’s Commissary?”
Dissenters skeptical of the plan and distrustful of the motives of the British authorities
indeed brought up this very question. The second question he asked, “Can ye Society
undertake that ye maintenance of ye Bishops in ye West Indys shall be no Burthen to ye
Colonys? Are they to determine what the experience is to be? & how is it to be
supply’d? or is it intended that it shall be done by a Voluntary Contribution out of ye
Bishopricks in England?” Sherlock failed to appreciate the importance of this point. He
dismissed this by suggesting the government could decide how to provide for the
incomes of the resident bishops after the establishment of the bishops in the colonies.
Walpole understood the colonists would doubt the seriousness of the suggestion that the
government would not support bishops through taxes.
Walpole expressed his fear of the “feuds and animositys” that would surface if
Sherlock circulated two thousand printed pamphlets of his proposal. He exhorted the
bishop “for ye sake of publick peace, & ye Interest of this happy Establishment not to
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proceed any farther in it.” He closed his letter with a diplomatic twist saying that issue
“deserves Serious Consideration” but it “is not of so pressing and urgent a Nature”
therefore, “Delay cannot be dangerous in this Case.”74 Walpole followed with a letter to
Newcastle on June 7, 1750, expressing his concern the correspondence over the issue be
discrete and not public. “Your Grace will be so good as to manage this Confidence, of an
accidental & private Correspondence between ye Bishop & me with your usual
discretion, because if my apprehensions are at all well-founded, the proposal of so great a
man to settle Episcopacy in the Colonys should be as little known as possible to ye
Publick.”75 Other letters on June 24, and July 14, 1750,76 confirmed they were both in
agreement on the issue of colonial bishops. Walpole’s foresight was significant for what
he foretold about colonial resistance did arise once the colonists learned of the plan.77
Sherlock was certainly not without his supporters, of whom the two most
significant were William Butler, Bishop of Durham, and Thomas Secker, Bishop of
Oxford, soon to be Archbishop. Both churchmen presented views that to them seemed
reasonable but underestimated the cultural divide that existed between the colonists and
England. Butler, famous for his Christian defense against deism entitled Analogy, drew
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up a detailed plan in 1750 to establish bishops but with limitations to assuage the
concerns of Dissenters. He stated:
1. That no coercive power is desired over the laity in any case, but only a power
to regulate the clergy who are in Episcopal orders, and to correct and punish them
according to the law of the Church of England, in case of misbehaviour or neglect
of duty, with such powers as the commissaries abroad have exercised.
2. That nothing is desired for such bishops that may in the least interfere with the
dignity, or authority, or interest of the governor, or any other officer of state.
Probate of wills, licenses for marriages, &c., to be left in the hands where they
are; and no share in the temporal government is desired for bishops.
3. The maintenance of such bishops not to be at the charge of the colonies.
4. No bishops are intended to be settled in places where the government is in the
hands of dissenters, as in New England, &c.; but authority to be given only to
ordain clergy for such Church of England congregations as are among them, and
to inspect into the manners and behaviour of the said clergy, and to confirm the
members thereof.”78
Butler hoped by this list to show that the establishment of bishops in this way was no
threat to the dissenters, especially to those in New England. His list formally attempted
to address both the “objections” listed in Sherlock’s “Contributions” and some of
Walpole’s fears. Unfortunately, he was not able to lay the fears of Dissenters to rest,
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which Walpole so eloquently asked of Sherlock: How do you know that bishops, once
established would continue without coercive powers, and how can you be certain that the
maintenance of colonial bishops would be done without any taxation of the colonists? In
spite of these problems, Butler’s main concern, in creating this list, was simply to provide
for the spiritual maintenance of the Church, and he did not attempt establish bishops
along the style that existed in England.
As early as 1740, Thomas Secker, then Bishop of Oxford, advocated publicly for
the establishment of bishops in the colonies. Secker owed much to Sherlock, who in the
1730s, took him from preaching in Bath to a royal chaplaincy, “drawing him into the
world of the royal court still central to eighteenth-century Georgian government and
religious life.”79 Formerly a dissenter, Secker trained for the ministry in a dissenting
academy but converted to the Church of England in the 1710s.
On February 20, 1741, in a sermon before the Society for the Propagation of the
Gospel, he called for “compassion” upon the people as Jesus did in his time but now for
the people across the seas.80 As part of this program for the advancement of Christianity
in the colonies, he called for the establishment of bishops in the colonies. He wanted his
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listeners to remember the two purposes of the Society, one to help support the existing
Church of England in the colonies, and second to convert the heathen. He saw colonial
Christianity in a state of decay, and the answer was to send more missionaries. However,
while sending qualified missionaries, it did not replace the great necessity of establishing
bishops there. He argued publicly what others said privately. First, he outlined the
benefits for the establishment of bishops: “And had they bishops there, these persons
might be ordained without the inconveniences of a long voyage: vacancies might be
supplied in much less time: the primitive and most useful appointment of confirmation
might be restored; and an orderly discipline exercised in the churches.” Then secondly,
he countered any objections to the establishment of bishops:
Nor would such an establishment encroach at all, either on liberty of conscience,
which ought ever to be sacredly preserved; or on the present civil rights, either of
the governors or people in our colonies. Nor would it bring their dependence on
Great Britain into any degree of that danger, which some persons profess to
apprehend so strongly on this occasion, who would make no manner of scruple
about doing other things much more likely to destroy it: who are not terrified in
the least, that such numbers there reject the Episcopal order entirely: nor perhaps
would be greatly alarmed, were ever so many to reject religion itself: though
evidently in proportion as either is thrown off, all dependence produced by it
ceases of courts.81
Secker saw the advancement of Christianity, particularly as embodied in the
Church of England, as a means of not only curbing immorality but also for the prevention
of colonial rebellion.
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An if the ties of a religion, binding men so strongly to be subject for conscience
sake82 are loosened from off their minds, which may some time or another need
every tie, that can keep them attached to us; it will much facilitate their becoming
adversaries themselves. And we shall well deserve their revolting from us, if we
take no care of their obeying God.83
Secker believed that as long as people knew and adhered to the Scripture, then they
would not rebel against their mother country.
Bishop Secker, writing ten years later in a private letter to Horace Walpole,
attempted to counter much of Walpole’s argument to Sherlock in three points. He argued
for the reasonableness of bishops, that there was no danger in establishing bishops, and
they would not cause uneasiness among the colonists.84 He prefaced his three points by
saying that he was of a different opinion than Walpole on the subject, and all that is being
asked for is that “two or three persons should be ordained bishops, and sent into our
American colonies, to administer confirmation, and give deacon’s and priest’s orders to
proper candidates, and exercise such jurisdiction over the clergy of the church of England
in those parts, as the late Bishop of London’s commissaries did, or such as it might be
thought proper that any future commissaries should if this design were not to take place.”
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He did not see this as a complicated enterprise but an action that would fill the immediate
need of the Church within the colonies.
It was a reasonable proposal, he said, because it “belongs to the very nature of
Episcopal churches to have bishops” near to the people. No other church in the
“Christian world” had to exist where at least a tenth of its number had no bishop, such as
the Church of England in the colonies. Only bishops could perform the two Episcopal
acts of confirmation and ordination, and the only way for the colonists to receive these
acts was to come to England. Concerning confirmation, the people saw it in the prayer
books and the catechisms but were unable to have their children confirmed. Those
wishing ordination (Secker follows Sherlock’s “Contributions” here), he continued, had
to send “their sons to so distant a country,” to a disagreeable climate where smallpox is
“peculiarly fatal to them,” and with great expense. If bishops were nearby, the best of the
people would be more likely to send one of their own for ordination rather than waiting
on some unknown person from England. For Secker the results were obvious:
For members of the church of England will think themselves more connected with
England, than other. And supposing them not to be Jacobites, their
acknowledgement of the king’s supremacy will incline them to be dutifuller
subjects than the dissenters, who do not acknowledge it. 85
This was an interesting conclusion coming from Secker, previously a Dissenter. The
conventional wisdom among Dissenters in England was that they were exemplarily
subjects of both king and Parliament. In 1739, Dr. Avery, the chairman of the Committee
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of Dissenting Deputies, urging members of Parliament to repeal the Test and
Corporations Acts, argued, “As the Dissenters are universally acknowledged to be well
affected to His Majesty and the established government, they think it hard, that by the
Corporation Act they are rendered incapable of holding offices . . .” 86
Secker answered the second question that the establishment of bishops in the
colonies would increase church power by saying that there was no danger since all that
the Church was seeking was the authority of the commissaries with the addition of
confirmation and ordination. Concerning whether the government would add “additional
powers” later, he could not predict what would happen in the future. He then turned the
question on the Dissenters.
But if the Dissenters had been asked, on their applying for a toleration, how they
could undertake to promise that when that point was once settled, nothing further,
nothing hurtful to the established church, should ever be proposed and pressed on
the government by them, surely this would not have been sufficient to defeat their
application.87
He explained they were sincere in their proposal that bishops in the colonies would not
have the “powers and privileges” that existed in the mother country, and added that “it
cannot be prudent to refuse doing things that are highly proper, on account of little more
than a possibility, that an improper use of them may be hereafter attempted.” He added
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that those bishops who came before never sought such power; however, whatever
“temporal powers and privileges” they had were “merely concessions from the state.”88
For the fact is so notorious, that all our temporal powers and privileges are merely
concessions form the state; and the act of Parliament for the suffragan bishops,
under which several were made in the last century, and others may now,
exemplifies so fully the possibility of bishops without peerages, and consistory
courts; that we need have no fear of any new discovery to our prejudice, from
appointing a few such bishops in America.89
Secker reversed himself to cover the reign of Queen Anne. He admitted there had
been many abuses of ecclesiastical power during her reign but asserted that since then
there had been a “prodigious change within the last thirty years.”90 Secker continued to
argue there was little to fear because of many safeguards. “Bishops will be still more
narrowly watched by the governors, by other sects, by the laity, and even by the clergy,
of their own communion.” In addition, since the king would appoint the bishops, the
crown could recall them, unlike commissaries, appointed and recalled by the Bishop of
London. Secker argued that since Parliament allowed the Moravians to have bishops,
why not establish Church of England bishops in the colonies: “May not then the neglect
of having bishops of our own, expose us to far greater dangers than the appointment of
them can? ,” he concluded.
Secker tackled the third question that the establishment of bishops would “stir up
dangerous uneasiness, abroad or at home” and the related question that the colonists had
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never asked for bishops. In this regard, he claimed that they had never asked for bishops
because they were expecting the Bishop of London and the work of the Society for the
Propagation of the Gospel to provide the leadership for the establishment of bishops. He
continued there should be no burden on the crown or a tax on the people because the
government could support colonial bishops “out of the custom” or through “considerable
gifts.” He said none of the members of the Church “have ever signified the least dislike
of it,” and as far as the Presbyterians and the Independents, surely they would not object
to the establishment of bishops in other provinces. They had no reason to be afraid of
resident bishops, even though “they fled into America from the oppressions of
ecclesiastical power, exercised by bishops” because that power has “been long since
lessened.”91 Secker suggested that it was not necessary to even bother Parliament with
the matter since the king could appoint bishops directly, which seemed reasonable on the
surface, but past monarchs had always approached this issued with great caution. Even
during the reign of Queen Anne, she had not established bishops by decree but rather
drafted a bill for colonial bishops, which had not proceeded because of her death.92
Secker argued, like Sherlock, that there was no need for the matter to come before
parliament because, according to canon law, upon the king’s approval, suffragan bishops
could be ordained and sent with the powers to exercise the ecclesiastical rights of
confirmation and ordination. The bishop believed that if the matter should come before
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parliament that the arguments of the Church would prevail and prove false the notion that
there was a “great grievance” over the issue of episcopal power. 93
Secker’s logic dismissed each problem with what he saw as solid overwhelming
arguments. He said the only danger left was “provoking the body of dissenters.” This
issue was one that churchmen and politicians could not escape. Nevertheless, Secker’s
logic was that there were only a few Dissenters actually against the project and even the
most important legal representative of the Dissenters, Dr. Benjamin Avery, saw “little or
nothing to object to the appointing bishops in plantations of the episcopal communion.”
This assumption about Dr. Avery’s position does not hold up considering his
Chairmanship of the Dissenting Deputies who represented the Massachusetts colonists
for more than a decade on a wide range of issues. Avery “attributed the defeat of
Sherlock’s scheme to the intervention of the Deputies.”94 Secker explained that his
passion for this issue was not a matter of personal attachment to the Church of England
but from a love of religious liberty as deep as the Dissenters had.
It is not merely from my attachment to the church of England, that I am a favourer
of the scheme in question: but from my love of religious liberty; which in this
point, the members of the church of England in our colonies do not enjoy. And I
cannot imagine, how the dissenters can pretend to be lovers of it, and wish to be
withheld from their fellow-subjects. God forbid, that we should ever be moved,
by this or any other provocation, to wish it withheld in any instance whatever
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from the dissenters. And I believe there never was a time, when the clergy of this
land were in so mild a disposition towards.95
Secker seemed oblivious to the fact that Dissenters in England only had limited civil
rights under the Toleration Act, and the Dissenters in the colonies did not want to limit
their civil rights. He also did not appreciate the fear of the colonial Dissenters that the
establishment of bishops might involve the full application of the Toleration Act as it
existed in England, which might eventually curb many of their religious liberties,
particularly the right of Dissenters to assume public office in government as prohibited
by the Test and Corporations Acts.
Secker finally closed his long letter by saying that a rejection of this proposal
would “do the government by far more hurt amongst the churchmen, than it can possible
do them good amongst the dissenters.” Whatever the outcome, he was not out to make
trouble for the government and would make the best of the matter.96 Secker based his
assumptions about Dissenters upon his experience with them in England. However, the
colonial Dissenters and colonial Anglicans were different from their English
counterparts. All the various denominations, including the Church of England in the
colonies, fiercely guarded their newly found liberty: freedom from state control.
Sherlock failed to gain any support from the government, but a least some of his
two thousand letters on his proposal made it to the Plantations, stirring up both sides on
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the issue. On November 28, 1750, Timothy Cutler, Ebenezer Miller, Henry Caner, and
Charles Broshwell, returned the letter from Boston with these added remarks:
We the subscribers, having read the foregoing objections, are not able to recollect
any others made by the dissenters here against resident Bishops in America, but
what are herein contained: and notwithstanding their objections, we are heartily
desirous that Bishops should be provided for the plantations, and are fully
persuaded that several congregations, and all other Congregations of the Church
of England in New England are earnestly desirous of the same.97
This was the first call from the colonies for the establishment of resident bishops and
ironically, it did not come from Virginia where the Church of England was the most
secure but rather from where it was least established, Massachusetts. The news of
bishops coming to America was no longer a secret and Dissenters began to “use all their
influence to obstruct the settling of Bishops in the Episcopal Church there.”98
In spite of the efforts of Newcastle and Walpole to keep the issue out of public
politics, the Dissenters soon learned of the matter. After hearing of the attempt to
establish an American bishopric in the colonies and the advent of repressive legislation
against Dissenters and Methodists in Virginia, Dissenters began to call on their friends in
England, particularly the Dissenting Deputies and Philip Doddridge. The Dissenting
Deputies during the 1750s “acted as an unofficial legation for those American Colonies
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which derived from the Puritan exiles.”99 The connection was significant for the
Deputies agreed that when colonists from Connecticut and Massachusetts were in
London, they were welcome to attend the meeting and bring any matters that concerned
them. The Deputies also acted as intermediaries between the colonists of New England
and the king, with Dr. Avery, chairman of the Dissenting Deputies, delivering addresses
of loyalty and condolences to the crown.100 Not long after Sherlock became Bishop of
London in 1749, Dr. Avery and Reverend Samuel Palmer, a highly respected orthodox
preacher from Hackney, visited Bedford, Newcastle, Hardwicke and Pelham urging
opposition to the establishment of bishops in the colonies. Each reassured Avery that
“the Affair was farr from being Concluded on, And that nothing would be done on it
without the maturest Deliberation, and that they should be very willing to hear any
objections thereto from persons of any Consequence.”101 The Deputies along with agents
from New England continued to lobby the government against the proposal throughout
the 1750s, “either raising doubts in the minds of English officials or reinforcing those
which already existed.” Horace Walpole had accurately predicted the great potential for
Dissenter unrest over the issue of colonial bishops. He understood that Sherlock had
misread or misunderstood Spencer’s and the other Anglicans’ reports coming from
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America which assumed wrongfully that most colonial Anglicans favored bishops, and
that Dissenters would not object to it.102
The work of the Deputies and of the Massachusetts Dissenters continued
throughout 1750 and successfully convinced the government not to proceed with the
project. Lord Chancellor Hardwicke wrote Dr. Avery, in May 1750 that “there was no
Danger at present of such a Scheme taking place.” The ministers of Boston in October
1750, “decided to establish permanent correspondence with a committee of six Deputies
including Aver, Israel Mauduit and Dennys DeBerdt, the future agents, which would
keep an eye on Anglican initiatives in this area.” 103
Because of the revivals of Whitefield, Dissent and Methodism began to expand in
the Southern Colonies. Virginia responded in 1750 by passing legislation to limit the
civil liberties of Dissenters.104 Samuel Davies, a famous Presbyterian preacher in
Virginia, wrote to Dr. Philip Doddridge, the leading Dissenting Preacher in England, in
1751 about the ongoing persecution. Doddridge in turn inquired of the Bishop of London
concerning the activities of Church of England in Virginia. Sherlock replied to
Doddridge that Davies was appealing to the Act of Toleration of 1689 to justify the
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establishment of Dissenting churches in Virginia. This Act, Sherlock said, “was designed
with no other view than to ease the consciences of those who could not conform.”105 In
other words, Sherlock understood “toleration” to mean that the government allowed
Dissenters to exist for conscience sake but nothing beyond that. Davies understood
toleration to mean “liberty,” that is the liberty to preach and to establish churches
unencumbered by the government. The question was: did the Act of Tolerance justify
Mr. Davies in being an itinerant preacher and making converts in Virginia?106
Incompatible premises over the Church of England’s view and the colonist’s view of
liberty created a wide cultural gap and exacerbated the conflict.
By the end of 1750, Sherlock’s efforts were more and more in vain. Without the
consent of Walpole, Newcastle, and others in the government, the proposal for a colonial
bishop would never make it to Parliament. Sherlock had expended all his political capital
and a considerable amount of personal energy on the establishment of bishops and
neglected the renewal of the bishop of London’s commission, the right of legal
jurisdiction over the colonial church. By 1752, many Churchmen in the colonies were
discouraged. Sherlock finally began to respond only after receiving many appeals for
help. For instance, Alexander Adams of Maryland wrote to the Bishop of London on
September 29, 1752, recalling that the Bishop previously neglected the work of the
colonies but was taking up the effort of the colonies again. He wrote, “Upon hearing
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your Lordship declined the care of Plantations, I wrote to your Lordship how necessary
Bishops were in America, and how easily they might be supported; but hearing that you
have undertaking (sic) the care of the Plantations, I humbly crave leave to lay before your
Lordship the following particulars.”107 The “particulars” he referred to were the changes
the Maryland Assembly had made in reducing the allowance of monies from the sale of
tobacco for the support of Church of England clergy. He called on Sherlock to
communicate with Lord Baltimore and the Assembly to get this policy reversed, or it
could be hurtful for the established church. He also called on the Bishop to appoint once
again two commissaries for Maryland, one for the Western shore, and the other for the
Eastern shore. On October 18, Adams wrote once again to Sherlock with more urgency
that he would use his authority to persuade Lord Baltimore and the Assembly to reverse
course.
I most humbly pray your Lordship to engage . . . my Lord Baltimore & his
guardians to order that next assembly they order their president, or if they send in
a Governor, not to suffer any alteration in the establishment of the Church of
England in Maryland by the next Assembly, which commonly meets in May, &
that only those orders be sent in, & that the commander in chief in Maryland call
the Clergy to meet, as formerly used to be the practice: for, my Lord, I have been
informed by a gentleman of the first rank in both the upper and lower houses, that
they designed to ruin the constitution of the church, which is an enfringement of
the authority of the Crown, as well as of the interest of the Clergy. If the law
passes as so attached to the conveniency (sic) of the Merchants that they will be
all our enemies at court: but the same law may pass as in Virginia, without any
detriment to the Church.108
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Sherlock received many appeals similar to this one but gave them little attention. He
appointed no new commissaries at all except in one colony, and upon his death, there was
only one commissary in all of America, Virginia.109
The Church’s failure to convince the government to implement their proposal
hinged upon faulty logic as seen by Churchmen like Sherlock and later Secker. Both
believed that the veracity (“reasonable”) of their argument would prevail. Whatever
logic the Church offered, it did not fit with political expedience. For the Whigs, staying
in power meant avoiding controversial issues. They understood what the Church did not,
that indeed the colonies largely opposed the measure. Sherlock and other Churchmen
never accurately perceived colonial attitudes regarding a resident bishop. By the mid
1750s, without the government’s support there was no hope of American bishops. The
government was unwilling to proceed any further with the policy mostly from fear of a
backlash from the Dissenters and Low churchmen at home, and antagonizing the
Dissenters in the colonies. Sherlock, personally weakened by a stroke, could not carry on
the campaign for resident bishops in the colonies. Fellow bishops like Thomas Secker
began to assist him in his diocesan duties as the Bishop of London. His policy of
establishing resident bishops, in spite of the support of Butler, Sherlock, the Society for
the Propagation of the Gospel, and some Churchmen in America, lost traction. His all or
nothing policy, whether by design or because of human weakness, resulted in more chaos
for the colonial church with the collapse of the commissary system and continued cries
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from churchmen to bring the order and discipline that only the Bishop of London could
bring. Furthermore, Horace Walpole’s letter to Sherlock was indeed prophetic because
once the Dissenters got wind of the proposal they began to resist. Walpole was right that
Sherlock either miscalculated or was misinformed. Whichever it may be, it did result in
antagonizing the colonial Dissenters.
New possibilities for the creation of colonial bishops would arise once again by
the 1760s as the government increasingly saw the need for tighter imperial control after
the Seven Years’ War. Churchmen, like Thomas Secker, in spite of Sherlock’s failure,
were optimistic that a new opportunity presented itself to reform the colonial church
according to the episcopal tradition.
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CHAPTER V
THOMAS SECKER’S ECCLESIASTICAL POLICY 1758-1768

“We must try our utmost for bishops.”
Secker to Samuel Johnson1

Although Thomas Sherlock died on July 18, 1761, his ability to perform his duties
ceased many years before that. Sherlock’s dream of establishing resident bishops among
the colonists had come to nothing, in the hands of an intransigent Whig government. The
hope now fell to his protégé, Thomas Secker who had, as the new Archbishop of
Canterbury, assisted the infirmed Bishop of London in his duties. Secker, previously the
Bishop of Oxford, strongly advocated the establishment of bishops in America, which his
sermon before the SPG on February 20, 1741 exemplified. Now as Archbishop of
Canterbury, he was in a better position to promote bringing bishops to the American
colonies.
Secker, through his political connections, his influence as president of the Society
for the Propagation of the Gospel, and close correspondence with the pro-episcopate
colonial Anglicans, sought to preserve the legal status of the Church of England in the
colonies. He aggressively promoted the Anglican Church by encouraging its membership,
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church structures, and labored behind the scenes to persuade government leaders of the
necessity of a colonial bishopric. Secker understood the fears of the Nonconformists and
the hesitation of the government but proceeded anyway out of a sincere conviction for the
right and necessity of bishops for the colonial Church. His efforts, while sincere,
awakened the old colonial fear that bishops were coming and would undermine religious
liberties. Secker's participation in defeating the Massachusetts missionary charter, the
Society for the Propagation of Christian Knowledge, and his support on the Board of
Trade for the Virginia Parsons against the Two Penny Act, convinced many colonists that
the church was conspiring to establish bishops. Secker's support of the SPG in the heart
of New England stirred the Nonconformists to react against the threat of episcopacy.
Secker’s sincere efforts to promote the Church of England in the colonies brought the
unintended consequences of a colonial backlash, the very thing he believed would not
happen.
Secker’s biases limited his ability to perceive the possibility of innovations
outside of traditional Episcopal polity, such as ordaining bishops from another
episcopally organized church like the Moravians. His strong traditional Anglicanism
limited him, but these convictions are extremely important for understanding his
advocacy for colonial bishops. Secker, formerly a Dissenter, came to the Anglican
Church from pure reasoned conviction. These convictions made him a strong advocate of
the Church he felt was on the defensive. The Church, from the late 17th century
withstood serious attacks upon its foundational beliefs by Deism, Natural Religion,
Unitarianism, Atheism, Arianism, Socinianism, and from other philosophical and
181

scientific developments of the day. Furthermore, those who rejected conformity to the
Church, the Dissenters, and the upheavals of the evangelical revivals, seriously
challenged the Church to maintain its orthodox beliefs, standards of morality, and justify
its hierarchy as the only true established church for the British Empire.2
Secker never wavered before these assaults and was quick to defend the Church.
He and other orthodox Anglicans fought back saying, "if our country is to be preserved
from other profligateness and ruined, it must be by our own means; and take notice, we
cannot lose our influence, but in a great measure by our own fault." 3 They would use
whatever means available at their disposal by utilizing the new intellectual developments
to their advantage, developing new strategies to energize the Anglican clergy, defending
the raison d'être of the established Church in both the pulpit and the press, and expanding
the Church's influence not only in the homeland but also throughout the Empire.
Secker's convictions extended to the colonial episcopate as well. Aware of the
government’s political concerns over the danger of religious conflict in England and the
colonies, he nevertheless believed important issues hung in the balance for the colonial
Church, which rightfully deserved a complete episcopal polity. Secker became the most
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outspoken proponent establishing a colonial episcopate. He revealed his convictions
most explicitly in his reply to Horace Walpole's letter to Sherlock published in 1768, after
Secker's death. He addressed directly the question of transplanting English bishops to
America without any civil jurisdiction and emphasized that the Church only sought
bishops with spiritual authority.4
Secker, like Sherlock, underestimated the cultural and religious divide, which
existed between England and her colonies. He, unlike Walpole, believed that the threat
of interchurch conflict and the danger from dissent was not that great. The ecclesiastical
climate had changed, and the Tories in the church were "not near so generally possessed
of the high church notions, as they once were." Secker had long sought good relations
with leading Dissenters but blamed the dissenting opposition for damaging that
relationship, saying "it is wantonness of spirit, which we have not deserved from them. It
is an ostentatious fondness for using their influence with great persons, to grieve us,
without serving themselves." 5 He further responded that their long memory of Episcopal
injustice was inapplicable in the present situation in which Dissenters enjoyed toleration.
"They cannot fail to know how much of that [ecclesiastical] Power hath long since
lessened; and the Inclinations and Principles of those, who are intrusted? With it, altered
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for the better. If they were here at present they would not think of flying from it."
Consequently, if the government refused to consider a colonial bishopric ministerial
candidates would needlessly continue to risk their lives seeking orders in England.
Furthermore, the colonial church would lack adequate supervision and leadership against
the Bishop of Québec or the Moravians, "who have much higher and stricter notions of
Church Government and Discipline, than we have." 6 Secker, as the Bishop of Oxford,
had even less influence than Sherlock "but his letter to Walpole stands as a faithful
reflection of contemporary moderate high church thinking."7
He further believed that the Church of England was essential to the health of the
English nation and its colonies because faith and loyalty existed in a symbiotic
relationship. In other words, there can be no “dutiful” subjects to the king unless they
were also dutiful to God.8 He reiterated the importance of the inseparability of the
established Church and the benefits of Toleration arguing that the Church “is established
with such care, that the support of it is inseparable from that of the civil government.”9
Secker viewed his responsibility to advance the Church, not only in the nation but also in
the distant colonies. For him it was reasonable to improve the prospects of the orthodox
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Anglican Church wherever it might be. His motives were based on a sincere theology
accompanied with a non-hostile approach to the Dissenters. Within this framework, he
advanced the colonial Church and sought to establish a colonial bishopric. The colonial
denominations, however began to see the “Church” throughout the various
denominations to be the “salt” or health of the nation rather than through the one
established Church of England.10
When Secker became the Archbishop of Canterbury in 1758, he worked behind
the scenes to advance the Church of England in America. He knew in order to get
progress on a proposal for an American Bishop he would have to win the approval of the
Dissenters. On September 27, 1758, Secker wrote Samuel Johnson that "the powerful
objections made at home against our proposal is that the Dissenters abroad have terrible
apprehensions of being injured by it. And in proportion as their remonstrances are
vehement, our endeavors will be unpromising." Secker acknowledged that there were too
few SPG missionaries in the neighboring Indian territory to "counteract the artifices of
the French papists," which hurt its reputation. The Dissenters accused the SPG of
violating its charter by sending missionaries to existing Christian communities instead of
converting unbelieving Indians. "Our Dissenters have alleged against the Society, with
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remarkable zeal, amongst all who are indifferent about us, and all who are in the series to
us, a formidable multitude when put together, that we have unwarrantably changed our
object, from the Propagation of Christianity and Protestantism, to the propagation of one
form of it, and opposition to other Protestants." He feared that these criticisms would
affect donations to the Society and even cause its demise. Secker warned Johnson that
the Anglicans should familiarize themselves with the opposition and proceed with
extreme caution 11
Secker observed good relations with Dissenters in England, but he had almost no
contact with them in America where bishops were only a far off reality, especially the
Archbishop. He recognized the positive contribution of Dissenters, the need for mutual
cooperation, and the hope of unity. In England, he carried cordial relations with
prominent Dissenters such as the Presbyterian Philip Doddridge. To Doddridge he wrote
“Indeed it must be, and ought to be, acknowledged that the Dissenters have done
excellently in late years in the service of Christianity; and I hope our common welfare
will make us chiefly attentive to our common interest, and unite us in a closer alliance.”
On February 21, 1744, he responded to Doddridge “in wishing that such things as we
think indifferent and you cannot be brought to think lawful were altered or left free in
such a manner as that we might all unite.”12
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Secker also had personal friendships with notable Dissenters. It was not unusual
for leading Dissenting ministers to send Secker books for which he replied with thanks.13
When Isaac Watts sent him Discourses on the World to Come, Secker wrote, “The
civilities for which you thank me are no more than a very imperfect return of justice of
the great services you have done to religion; and you have made a valuable addition to
them in the book you have now been pleased to send me.”14 Secker’s friendship with
Isaac Watts and the Presbyterian preacher Samuel Chandler dated back to the mid 1710s
when Secker was still at the academy. In 1754, he responded to Chandler’s request to
help Germans in Pennsylvania by sending ₤20. When both Doddridge and Chandler
proposed a plan for comprehension, he assured them that most of the bishops were for it
but warned that he saw little possibility of success. Even though Secker was on good
terms with the leading Dissenters of the day, it is a mistake to assume Secker viewed that
there was some kind of equivalence between the Church of England and other churches.15
Finally, while Secker remained in contact with the notable English Dissenters throughout
his life of England, there is little to confirm much communication with or on the behalf of
Dissenters in the colonies, besides Samuel Chandler’s request for monetary assistance to
Pennsylvania Germans. No such similar relationship existed between Secker and any of
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the Nonconformists in America. This limitation led Secker to be somewhat naïve about
the theological and political convictions of the colonial Dissenters.
Secker pursued an aggressive colonial policy, in support of the SPG, to build
Anglican churches, to advance the educational standing of Clergy in the colonies and to
encourage the conversion of Dissenters to the Church. First, he sought to advance the
Church of England in the colonies by helping to provide for the advancement of colleges
for the training of men for the Anglican ministry. There were only three colleges in
America before the 1740s, Harvard, Yale, and William and Mary, which was the only
Anglican college. After 1740, many more colleges were founded: the Presbyterians
established the College of New Jersey at Princeton (1746), the Baptists founded Brown
(1764), the Dutch Reformed, Queen’s College (Rutgers, 1766) and the Congregationalists
an Indian missionary school in New Hampshire (Dartmouth, 1769). Anglican colleges
for the training of ministers did not begin until the 1740s. The first to be established was
by Benjamin Franklin, the Academy and College of Philadelphia (United with the
University of the State of Pennsylvania with the College Academy and Charitable School
of Philadelphia, in 1791 becoming the University of Pennsylvania) and the founding of
King’s College (Columbia University) in New York in 1754. Both William Smith, the
Provost at Academy and College in Philadelphia and William Smith at King’s College,
were strong advocates of an American episcopate. These colleges provided the necessary
training needed to supply trained Anglicans for service in church and state.
Secker was also involved in helping key Anglicans receive doctoral degrees at
Oxford and seeking ways to improve the faculty with orthodox Anglicans from England.
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For example, he suggested Miles Cooper to Samuel Johnson, for vice-principal at King’s
College. Secker even worked behind the scenes, persuading the College Board of
Governors to increase Cooper’s salary when he complained that it was insufficient after
he took over the presidency from Johnson. When endowments for the colonial colleges
were insufficient for their maintenance and expansion, he worked to help William Smith
and James Jay to raise funds in England to advance Anglican education in the colonies.
The main hope from these efforts was to train colonial Anglicans for the ministry so the
Church could sustain itself. 16
Until then, the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel provided the necessary
ministers for the Church in the colonies. The two missions of the Society were first, to
support and aid Anglicans in the colonies to advance the Church, and second, to convert
non-Christians such as Blacks and Indians.17 Preaching the anniversary sermon in 1741
for the SPG, Secker voiced his commitment to their program. This sermon demonstrated
his strong commitment to expanding the Anglican churches through proper funding and
the conversion of Blacks and Indians. The sermon further reflected the essential
importance of the Church to the nation; how its Christianizing efforts provided for the
welfare of the people, and the creation of good citizens for the state.
And most evidently the impression of religion dispose men to every thing
productive of common good; to justice and veracity, and the reverence of an oath;
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without which the intercourses of man with man is not a moment safe: to
faithfulness duty, and love in the several relations of life; public and private; to
mildness, charity, and compassion in their whole behaviour: to sobriety and
industry, the pillars of national wealth and greatness: and to that joyful hope of
better world, which is our truest direction, and firmest support, in every stage of
our journey through this.18
Converting the American colonists to the Anglican way was a central motivation for
Secker who saw religion as the pillar of society. He expressed in his sermon that without
a true establishment of the Church of England in the colonies they might rebel.
And we shall deserve their revolting from us, if we take no care of their obeying
God. But on the contrary, as Christian principles will teach them dutifulness and
loyalty; so receiving from hence the support of those principles, will recommend
us to their gratitude: hoping for the continuance of that support, will create some
dependence in point of interest; and agreeing in the same faith and worship with
us, will an everlasting motive of civil unity.19
In retrospect, one might argue that the advancement of the Church of England in the
colonies would also be a cause for the colonies to rebel. Secker could not see that. For
him the Church of England was the “salt” or preservative of the nation. Without the
moral and spiritual instruction of the Church, the walls of the nation would crumble.
This applied to the colonies as well. The colonies existed like the early church in a state
of chaos and needed order brought to them through the episcopacy of the Anglican
Church. Secker like other Churchmen viewed the colonies as a place filled with unbelief,
heresy, and heterodoxy. The only means of rooting this out would be through the
orthodox episcopacy of the Anglican Church.
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SPG missionaries became an irritating presence, particularly in New England
where the work of the SPG long appeared before Secker’s anniversary sermon. In 1716,
an SPG missionary, George Pigot, went to Connecticut from Rhode Island, traveling a
circuit from Norwalk, North Haven, Fairfield, Ripton, West Haven, and Newtown.
Initially, he received little response to his call to Anglicanism but eventually membership
began to grow. Pigot had a low opinion of Dissenters as “inveterate schismatics” who
lived in a “deluded country. He had an unrealistic vision for New England. He
envisaged the establishment of Anglicans in New England, with the appointment of
wardens in all the Congregational churches, and all under the banner of the Anglican
cause. Pigot was encouraged in this thinking by the visit of five leading Congregational
ministers from Connecticut, the most august of them was Timothy Cutler, president of
Yale, and other notable converts including Samuel Johnson (1696-1772), Daniel Browne
(1698-1723), John Hart (1686-1730), Samuel Whittelsey (1686-1752), and Jared Eliot
(1685-1763). He wrote to the secretary of the Society in August 1722, “I have great
expectations of a glorious revolution of ecclesiastics of this county, because the most
distinguished gentlemen among them are resolvedly bent to promote her the Church of
England’s welfare and embrace her baptism and discipline.” He continued, “If the
leaders fall in, there is no doubt to be made of the people.” Pigot’s enthusiasm for
massive conversions of Congregationalists was premature. The announcement of their
conversion and the Anglican “amen” at the closing of the 1722 graduation caused uproar
in New England. At least two things were certain to the Dissenters, that the door was now
open to the Anglicans to come into New England and that this “striking and indisputable
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evidence that the Church of England posed an intellectual threat to colonial Dissent” and
“would appear as an alternative to Congregational Puritanism.” The Congregationalists
did take notice these conversions were in great part the work of the missionary arm of the
Church of England, the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel. It was upon these
initial and dramatic developments that the SPG and Secker could build and advance the
cause of the Church of England in the colonies.20
Secker’s commitment to the SPG and its two-pronged mission included funds for
missionaries and building churches especially in New England. Secker, in his sermon
before the Society in 1741, called on everyone to give to advance the cause.
So good a design therefore being so properly executed; the expences, which must
attend it, ought to be supplied . . . And there is the same reason, the same
necessity indeed, that the missionaries in America should have due provision
made for them, as that the Apostles should at first, or the ministers of our parishes
now.
Secker aimed as president of the SPG to increase the number of Anglican Churches and
their membership, in part, to show the pressing need for a more vigorous oversight of the
Church there by bishops. The increase in membership would also increase calls for
resident bishops from the local population to the government and not just from the
hierarchy at home. Secker reiterated the former call of Sherlock for bishops in the
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colonies: the need to administer the church properly and to provide a safe means to
ordain likely candidates. “And had they bishops there, these persons might be ordained
without the inconveniences of a long voyage: vacancies might be supplied in much less
time: the primitive and most useful appointment of confirmation might be restored; and
an orderly discipline exercised in the churches.” He added further that this modest
proposal would not incur in any way hardship on the liberties of the Dissenters in the
colonies. “Nor would such an establishment encroach at all, either on liberty of
conscience, which ought ever to be sacredly preserved; or on the present civil rights,
either of the governors or people in our colonies.” Speaking to the government, Secker
sought to calm any fear that this plan would destabilize the dependence of the colonies on
Britain as forecast by Horace Walpole.
Nor would it bring their dependence on Great Britain into any degree of that
danger, which some persons profess to apprehend so strongly on this occasion,
who would make no manner of scruple about doing other things much more likely
to destroy it: who are not terrified in the least, that such numbers there reject the
episcopal order entirely: nor perhaps would be greatly alarmed, were ever so
many to reject religion itself: though evidently in proportion as either is throw off,
all dependence produced by it cease of course. 21
Secker believed that this was a “harmless design” and urged the Church to move
forward with the plan, “But in the mean time, let it not be imagined, that the difficulties,
under which we labour, are too heavy to be overcome. Difficulties are arguments for
nothing, but more diligence, and more liberality. For if we stop, till we have every thing
that might be wished, when shall we go on?” Secker affirmed this was not fanciful
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thinking for he said that already three notable people gave ₤2500 for the purpose. There
is no reason to doubt Secker’s sincerity for the advancement of the Church of England in
the colonies or the establishment of a resident bishop. His determination to advance
these goals was real, and this sermon would be his template for the next twenty years of
service for his church. Secker followed the dictates of sincere duty within the context of
the massive authority the Anglicans in England, with the belief that his plans were for the
improvement of the colonies were “harmless.” However, the colonists interpreted
Secker’s sermon as a serious threat to their liberty of conscience.22
Secker’s commitment to the Society’s desire for a colonial episcopate encouraged
the Anglican colonists to call for bishops. The Bishop of London, Thomas Sherlock,
received the following year in 1742 a petition from the clergy in Connecticut saying that
the lack of a bishop caused “a very great obstruction to the propagation of religion” and
that if no bishop was forthcoming then to provide a commissary to shepherd the great
increase of membership and recommended Samuel Johnson for the position. Secker
replied to a letter sent from Samuel Johnson during March 1745 saying he regretted that
“we have been greatly blameable, amongst many other things, towards you; particularly
in giving you no Bishops. But I see no prospect of the amendment of that or any thing,
except what arises from the contemplation of his overruling Providence, who brings light
out of darkness.” Johnson wrote to the SPG six months later, “Would to God we had a
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Bishop to ordain here, which would prevent such unhappy disasters.”23 These remarks
demonstrate the increasing concern that Churchmen had over the condition of the
colonial Church. Colonial political policy before 1748 reflected one of more or less
neglect but desire to bring more oversight as the colonies became economically and
strategically more valuable.24 By 1746, the Congregationalists began to voice their
concerns on the growth of Anglicanism. Noah Hobart at an ordination ceremony in
Stamford where Episcopalians were the most numerous, reflected that the
Episcopalianism of New England was one of the “Evils of the Times.” This offhanded
remark in a sermon prompted a quick response from the Reverend James Wetmore who
reacted strongly calling the sermon a “gross Prevarication and False hood . . . with a
wicked Intent, to asperse the Constitution of the Nation.”25
Secker often sought to strengthen the Church’s position and to protect its
privileges in the colonies. The colonial clergy as well as political and religious leaders in
England worried about any encroachment of the Church’s rights and privileges. Such
was their concern when the Two-Penny Acts passed in the Virginia House of Burgesses
and the Virginia clergy appealed to England, now known as the “Parson’s Cause.” The
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early organization of the Anglican Church in Virginia formed an arrangement between
the pastor and the vestry, which consisted of lay supervisors of the parish church.
Churchmen often criticized this model for being too “Presbyterian.” The colonial form of
Anglican Church polity did not conform to tradition and provided a context for conflict
between Church against the colonial government as well as local church members against
the Church hierarchy. The position of the parson was weak since often he was an
immigrant and without local means of support. This meant that he had to depend on the
goodwill of the gentry to support him in the parish. These pastors did not enjoy the
security of the English pastor whose support came from prominent patrons. After
significant objections from pastors the Virginia assembly moved, in 1749, to regularize
their salaries based on the tobacco crop, entitled an “Act for the better Support of the
Clergy.” The parsons came to see this law as their “charter of independence” and
carefully guarded it.26 From time to time in the 1750s, notably in 1753, 1755, and 1758,
the Virginia assembly, in reaction to some aggressive clergy and in a mood of
anticlericalism, assessed the Two-Penny Acts which cut the salaries of the Anglican
pastors. The 1748 statute set clerical salaries according to tobacco prices, but the TwoPenny Acts allowed farmers, in anticipation of a bad crop, to pay their tax for that year at
two pence per pound. This greatly reduced clerical salaries since this rate was below the
market price. The parsons meeting in Williamsburg decided to mount a legal challenge
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to the Two-Penny Acts by sending John Camm in 1759 to Thomas Sherlock, the Bishop
of London, and the Board of Trade.
Camm found both Bishop and Board receptive to his cause and deeply concerned
to maintain the colonial royal prerogative as well as the rights and privileges of the clergy
in the colonies. By the late 1750s, Sherlock was increasingly ill, so Secker assisted in
representing the interests of the Church on the Board of Trade in the appeal. Camm
brought with him to London a memorial from the Virginia clergy; their complaint against
the Two Penny Acts. The clergy argued that since George II had confirmed the 1748
statute the Virginia House could not legally pass statutes contradicting it. Sherlock
forwarded the case to the Board of Trade and emphasized the implications for the royal
prerogative. “As to the Want of Justice & Equity, shewed in this bill, to the Clergy, the
Case is too plain, to admit of any Reflections upon it.” Continuing, “And if the Crown
does not, or cannot, support itself, in so plain a Case as is before Us, it would be in Vain
for the Clergy to plead the Act confirmed by the King; for the Right must stand, or fall,
with the Authority of the Crown.”27
The conflict’s outcome demonstrates the inherent difficulties that drove the
inconsistency of British management of the colonies. On July 4, the Board of Trade
agreed with the Bishop and advised George III to disallow the colonial acts. Camm
further asked the king not just to disallow the Acts but also “to declare them null and
void.” The Board, unready to decide this point, asked Secker to confer with Sherlock on
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the precedents and consequences of such an action. Sherlock responded ambiguously,
noting that “the Clergy asks for Redress against any arbitrary Law affecting their
Property; and as the same Law is injurious to the King’s right, it is no wonder that they
should interest him in it.” According to Ingram:
Secker’s notes of the 3 August Board of Trade meeting to debate the Parson’s
Cause make clear that the discussions about whether to void the Two-Penny Acts
were spirited, with Hardwicke and the attorney general vigorously arguing that
failing to annul the acts would allow the American colonist to think they could
contravene the royal prerogative with impunity; as a close ally of Hardwick, it is
probable that Secker wanted the acts voided as well. In the end, the Privy Council
did uphold the appeal from the Virginia Clergy, but only disallowed the act, rather
than voiding it. Even this mildly conciliatory ruling provoked an outrage from
Virginians, who believed that the crown was using its royal prerogative to muscle
in on the authority of the colonial legislatures.28
The moderate ruling affirmed the right of the crown and the Church of England’s
authority over the colonies, but it also bought serious unintended consequences.
The Board’s action opened the door for a legal claim to recover damages but also
revealed the deep animosity that many had against the established Church. The outcome
showed that the colonies had developed confidence in their colonial assemblies and
courts which they did not consider immediately subordinate to England’s institutions.
James Maury, in 1763, rector of the Fredricksville parish sued and won. A jury was
required to decide the final amount received by Maury. This brought Patrick Henry into
the fray, joining the Vestry’s side. His powerful emotional rhetoric persuaded the jury to
award only one penny in damages. The crowd carried Henry out on the shoulders in
“electioneering triumph.” No one recorded the details of Henry’s speech that day except
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Maury whose account reflected the sinking hopes of a man who had sought to establish
on firm ground the authority and rights of the Anglican Church in the colony. He said
that Henry inferred, “That a king by disallowing acts of this statutory nature, from being
the father of his people, degenerated into a tyrant, and forfeits all right to his subjects’
obedience.” He further urged
That the only use of an established church and clergy in society, is to enforce
obedience to civil sanctions, and the observance of those which are called duties
of imperfect obligation; that when a clergy ceases to answer these ends, the
community have no further need of their ministry, and may justly strip them of
their appointments; that the clergy of Virginia, in this particular instance of their
refusing to acquiesce in the law in question had been so far from answering, and
they had most notoriously counteracted those great ends of their institution; that,
therefore, instead of useful members of the state, they ought to be considered as
enemies of the community; and that in the case now before them, Mr. Maury,
instead of countenance, and protection, and damages, very justly deserved to be
punished with signal severity.29
The issue also exploded into a pamphlet war between John Camm and those in favor of
the Assembly’s decision, Landon Carter and Richard Bland. Camm wrote for the clergy
in A single and Distant View of the act Vulgarly Called the Two Penny Act but convinced
few people. Carter’s The Rector Detected and Bland’s The Colonel Dismounted, or the
Rector Vindicated argued that the clergy insisted on “special treatment over and above
what ordinary citizen received.”30 The central issue, “in the contest with Britain,” argued
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Bland “that Virginians were free either as Englishmen or as unsubdued natives, and
therefore had the right to regulate their internal affairs.” This conclusion further left the
hierarchy out of colonial affairs. The Virginia Council took the “royal disallowance” as
not constituting a repeal of the act did not allow for compensation. John Camm appealed
the decision, first to the general court and lost, then to England only to have it dismissed
in 1766 on a technical error.31
Sherlock and Secker, operating in far away England were attempting to fulfill
their duty based on the vision of superiority and hegemony of the Anglican Church that
they knew in England. It seemed only right to propose such an action and they could not
conceive of the outrage of the Virginians. Still less could they envision the Church
submitting to lay vestries and distant assemblies overruling the king. Sherlock and
Secker acted sincerely without thinking that the colonists would consider them intrusive.
Following the imperative of defending the right and privileges of the Church in the
colonies, the Privy Council’s decision radicalized colonists instead of drawing them
closer to the mother country.32
The office of archbishop was a fearful specter for the New England
Nonconformists and Secker’s actions against the Massachusetts Missionary Charter and
the Presbyterian incorporation confirmed their suspicions of his evil machinations. Many
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Congregationalists doubted Secker’s sincerity when in 1762 and 1763 the SPG opposed
the plans of the Congregationalists to organize their own missionary society. The defeat
of France in the North American conflict of the Seven Year’s War opened an opportunity
for the New England churches, both Congregational and Anglican, to send Protestant
missionaries to the Indian tribes formerly under the control of the French Catholics. By
converting the Indians to Protestantism, they would free them from French political and
religious control and pacify them. The end of the war eliminated the bond that united the
colonies and mother country and now that the French threat no longer existed, brought
out the rivalry between the High Church Anglicans and the Dissenters. The
Congregationalists decided to take the lead considering the work of the SPG among the
Indians would continue the trend of strengthening the Anglicans in their province. One
particular Catholic tribe asked Governor Bernard for a Catholic priest who hoped to send
an Anglican, and that this would satisfy them. In January 1762, the Congregationalists
acted before the SPG did.33 A group of wealthy Boston merchants petitioned the
Massachusetts General Court for a charter to send missionaries to the Indians. The act
passed the court the following month entitled, “An Act to Incorporate Certain Persons by
the name of the Society for Propagating Christian Knowledge among the Indians of
North America.” This name obviously was similar to the Society for the Propagation of
Christian Knowledge organized in England by the Anglican Church. This new society
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stated it would be non-partisan and welcomed participation from members of the Church
of England who applied.
The SPG missionaries, like John Ogilvie, who worked among the Indians, were
unhappy at the prospect of Dissenter missionaries competing with them. Ogilvie, a long
time missionary to the Mohawks, pointed out that the Massachusetts court was
encouraging the Mohawks to leave their homeland in New York and settle in
Massachusetts. This action by Massachusetts concerned the New York government “as it
would tend to divert trade from us & have our frontiers naked and defenseless in case of
another war; but I sincerely wish they would express their dislike by contributing
generously to a scheme of the light nature of our province.” Ogilvie was more concerned
over the religious and practical problems for the Indians, “that they are coming to the
knowledge of the unhappy divisions subsisting among Protestants may so prejudice their
minds as to render them a more easy prey to the craft of the popish missionaries.”34
The establishment of a separate missionary organization reflected a problem on
two fronts. First, its creation provided another mission organization that would directly
compete with the Church of England’s SPG. Even beyond that, the Massachusetts
Charter sought to undermine the imperialistic purpose of Britain’s frontier plan of using
SPG missionaries to thwart French and Catholic influence in the area. Samuel Johnson
viewed the Massachusetts missionary charter as every bit as dangerous as the French
threat had been. Long involved in missionary activities against the French Roman
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Catholics, Johnson financed the publication of a Mohawk Book of Common Prayer to
guide the Indians away from the Dissenters. He remarked to the Reverend Henry
Barclay, the translator of the Mohawk prayer book, that
all those Indians who are instructed by the dissenting missions . . . have imbibed
an error of the most enthusiastical cant and are in short intermixed with the
greatest distortion of the features and a zealous belching so the spirit resembling
the most bigoted Puritans, their whole time being spent in singing psalms amongst
the country people, whereby they neglect their hunting and most worldly affairs,
and are in short becoming very worthless members of society.
Johnson further believed that Nonconformist missionaries undermined any loyalty that
the Indians might have to the British government and make them poor subjects.
Presbyterianism, he said,
seldom betters them, Encreasing the Misanthropy of the Splenetick, & rendering
them enemies to all our Laws & the British Constitution; and as to the Inds. Who
in general begin to incline to the Presbytery all those of that denomination, are
likewise become the most troublesome & discontented Exchanging their Morality
for a Set of Gloomy Ideas, which always renders them worse Subjects but never
better Men.”35
This competition was in reality a serious battle between “two competing constitutions in
church and state, one on the English, the other on the New England model.”
For the dissenters, Christianity had freed conscience from human tradition and
Episcopal Church establishment; the Lordship of Christ relative eyes all human
authority. But for the Anglicans, the fear of God was the foundation of honoring
the King. "Each worked back from their political orientation to their own
religious convictions and then forward again to a strengthened, more inflexible
political viewpoint.”36
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The connections between Churchmen on behalf of the colonial Church were often
as influential as the Dissenter connections. Secker soon received an urgent message from
Henry Caner, calling on him to influence the royal court against the matter because “the
real design of it,” he said, “is to frustrate the pious designs of the SPG,” and “to send
missionaries to interfere with those the Society had already placed upon our frontier
settlements.”37 William Smith, Provost of the Anglican College of Philadelphia, in
London at the time raising funds for the college, wrote Secker that “Not only the Good of
the Church in America, but the very Subsistence of the Society for the Propagating of the
Gospel seems to be affected by this law.” This new society, he added, would undermine
the reason for the existence of the SPG in the province and would dry up the financial
support of the SPG because the location of its leadership was so close to the frontier.
Smith further listed both political and religious objections to the Congregationalists’
society commenting that the political attitudes of the participants were “all of them
[members], we may well believe, deny the King’s superiority in religious matters. Dr.
Mayhew, one of the chief of them, sneering at our establishment, says ‘In a certain Island
the King is Head of the Church’; felicitating himself that this is not the case in New
England.”38 The colonial representative, Jasper Mauduit, and member of the Dissenting
Deputies, worked to stop the charter’s overthrow. Suffering from gout and unable to
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make all the meetings, his efforts failed. The Privy Council adopted the Board of Trade’s
arguments, of which Secker was a member and rejected the Act of the Massachusetts
Court in May 1763.39
Secker and the other Anglican bishops cautiously did not attend the meetings that
ruled on the proposal but instead they worked behind the scenes to undermine it. Both he
and the Archbishop of York concluded that it was dangerous for the SPG to appear
publicly against the Massachusetts charter. Secker reasoned, “It will be said we ought
gladly to let others do what we confess we have not been able to do ourselves in any great
Degree.” However, Secker strongly objected, at least privately, for another reason, the
membership included so many Dissenting ministers. He remarked, “amongst them one
Dr. Mayhew, who hath been a most foul-mouthed Bespatterer of our Church and our
Missionaries in print.”40
If Secker thought his discreet action of absenting himself from the ruling on the
charter in some way would mollify the attitudes of the Congregationalists to the SPG, it
did not. James Bowdoin, sardonically but realistically wrote in spite of the
disappointment that “This opposition was at least to be expected from a Society, the end
of whose institution so much coincided with ours.”41 The Boston Gazette continued the
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fight by printing letters on the matter from London newspapers. The continuous presence
and activity of the SPG in New England, along with the defeat of the American
missionary society, eventually merged with the larger controversy over an American
episcopate.42
Another issue in which Secker had a part was the Governor’s Council of New
York decision against the incorporation of the Presbyterian Church in 1767. The
Anglicans opposed the Presbyterians’ attempt to organize formally and argued against it
before Governor Henry Moore and the Council. The Governor sent it to the Boards of
Trade and Plantations, which referred the Presbyterian request back to the Governor for
an opinion on the matter. “Samuel Auchmuty43, complaining and boasting at the same
time, told Dr. Johnson how “Cooper and myself worked Day and Night to furnish our
Friends [on the Council] with Reasons why their prayer should not be answered.” Secker
on the Board of Trades initially did not have any difficulties with the proposal. When the
Presbyterians returned with more information, the governor ignored them and time ran
out. The Privy Council eventually ruled without the information against the petition. The
delaying tactics greatly agitated the Presbyterians. “They retarded and threw cold Water
upon the Application. The Bp. Of London appeared [twice] openly at the Board of Trade
in Opposition.” Thomas Secker also voted against the measure in the Privy Council.44
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George Whitefield’s attempt to gain approval of a charter for a college in Georgia
illustrates the wide difference between the religious institutional aspirations of the
Church of England and colonists. Whitefield’s appeal across the various Nonconformist
denominations as well as Anglican churches for funds to build his orphanage and college
reflected a loss of the authority from that which the Church of England enjoyed in the
mother country. Secker was unwilling to cooperate with the Nonconformists in Georgia
unless the Church of England was in full control. When in 1764, George Whitefield
presented a memorial which gave an account of his orphanage in Georgia and stated the
need for a college in that region, the Governor and Council of Georgia granted him two
thousand acres for that purpose. Even though the Privy Council viewed the application,
which Lord Dartmouth promoted, it still needed the approval of the Archbishop of
Canterbury. Secker’s vision was very different from Whitefield’s view.
Secker was in favour of a College being established in Georgia but he deemed it
necessary that it be operated on Church of England principles and not on the nondenominational lines usually practiced by Whitefield.45
Since the matter remained unsettled, Whitefield made a formal application for a charter
directly to King George III. However, the matter still needed the approval of the
Archbishop. Throughout 1767, Secker and Whitefield exchanged letters seven or eight
times. Secker was unyielding.
Dr. Secker insisted that in order to ensure the Anglican character of the College,
‘... the head of the College be a member of the Church of England . . . and that
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public prayers should not be extempore ones, but the liturgy of the Church, or
some part thereof.’46
Whitefield was unable to accept this decision since the endowment for the
orphanage and the college came not from Anglicans but from Dissenters. In promoting
the idea of the college both in public and private conversations, he gave assurances that
there would be no “denominational requirements.” Adding, “and that while the head of
the College would probably be a member of the Church of England and the prayers
would usually be those of the Church, he could not allow these things to be necessities
and to be written into the Charter.” Whitefield’s idea of a non-denominational charter
was not acceptable to Secker, so in 1767, Whitefield withdrew his application. His
solution was to add separate wings adjoining his orphanage which would house his new
college. The hegemony enjoyed by the Church of England would not allow for any
competition, and cooperation of this type was a dilution of its authority. The colonists
however, had many more options outside of Secker’s authority.
Secker never actually drafted any plans for establishing the Anglican Church in
the colonies. However, in 1760, Samuel Johnson, who perceived Massachusetts to be
“little more than a democracy . . . of republican mobbish principles and practices,”
decided to renovate an old idea to bring order by reorganizing the colonies. In July 1760,
he sent Secker a copy of this plan and recommended that the London Magazine publish
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it.47 He presented the plan in the form of ideas entitled, “Questions Relating to the Union
and Government of the Plantations.” Johnson asked,
Whether it is for the best public good, that the Charter Governments should
continue in their present republican form, which is indeed pernicious to them, as
the people are nearly rampant in their high notions of liberty, and thence
perpetually running into intrigue and faction and the rulers so dependent on them
that they in many cases are afraid to do what is best and right for fear of
disobliging them.48
This question of reorganization, he tied particularly to the legal status of the Church of
England as integral to the British constitution.
Whether it is not very dishonorable . . . that the church which is established in
England and consequently an essential part of the British constitution and hath
ever been the greatest friend to the loyalty, should not be, at least, upon as good a
foot as the other denominations, as complete in her kind as they in theirs? . . can
any good reason be given why the Church should not have bishops, at least two or
three . . . to ordain and govern their clergy, and instruct and confirm their laity.
Johnson went on to be so bold to recommend the consolidation of Connecticut, Rhode
Island, and Massachusetts into one province under the authority of a Viceroy or Lord Lt.
appointed by the king. “It is of the utmost importance,” he further argued, “it is not
proposed that the episcopal government should have any superiority or authority over
other denominations, or make any alterations relating to, or interfering with any civil
matters as they now stand.”49
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This proposal was not only bold but also naïve. Such reorganization would affect
civil matters, and certainly, the ascendancy of the Church would affect the freedom that
the various denominations enjoyed. Secker understood the volatile nature of the proposal.
Johnson further recommended that he make copies of the plan available to William Pitt
and Lord Halifax. Secker was dismayed at the way Johnson sought to instruct those in
authority in England. In November 1760, he wrote Johnson about such impertinence
telling him “instead of waiting till the time comes and then applying privately to the
person whose advice the King will take about them is likely to raise opposition and
prevent success.” He added, “You will pardon my frankness with which I tell you my
thoughts, whatever good I can make of your notions, I will. But the use which you
propose is not agreeable to my judgments.”50 Johnson knew that Secker would do all he
could do, and he acknowledged years later after the Archbishop’s death that Secker was
the American Episcopalian’s best friend.51 Johnson’s plan did not remain a secret as
Secker might have hoped. The Dissenters quickly got wind of it through the newspapers
and rumors. Johnson had shared his ideas with friends, and the news spread abroad.
Secker’s quiet approach to acquire American bishops was broken once again the
following January (1763) when East Apthorp, an Anglican controversialist and the SPG
missionary to Cambridge, Massachusetts, defended the work of the SPG and in this
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defense called for American bishops. The Dissenters reacted. Henry Caner pointed out
the “zeal” of the Nonconformists was to suppress the Church of England with a
propaganda war: the printing of a pamphlet entitled De Laune’s Plea, against the Church;
a sermon by Charles Chauncy supporting Presbyterian ordination against the Episcopal
form; and a sermon by Ezra Stile in which he invited “all parties and sects in the Country
to unite against the Church of England.” Caner said, the Church, following Secker’s
advice, had “made no reply “to avoid encouraging disaffection among the people.” Why
did such bitterness against the Church of England exist? Caner writes:
The only reason I can give for that bitterness of spirit which seems thus of a
sudden to break out among the Dissenters is, tht they look upon the war as a near
a conclusion, and that a great part of the conquest made in America will probably
be ceded to the British Crown. So remarkable a Crisis, it is natural to imagine,
will fall under such regulations as will either greatly establish the Church of
England, or the Dissenting Interest, in this part of the world. Their activity is
therefore employed to the uttermost, both here and in England, to secure the
Event in their favor. And I am sorry to say that their conduct in this matter is as
disingenuous as their diligence is remarkable.52
As the Seven Years’ War ended, the Dissenters became more anxious day by day
over the introduction of bishops into the colonies. Secker himself saw this as a possible
opening to establish a bishop. Writing to Samuel Johnson in the spring of 1763 he
remarked, “Probably our ministry will be concerting schemes this summer, against the
next session of Parliament, for the settlement of his majesties’ American dominions”
adding “and then we must try our utmost for bishops. Hitherto little hath been said to
them, and less by them, on the subject. Our dissenters, however, give out the contrary,
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and endeavor to raise an alarm.”53 It was difficult for the Archbishop to conceal his
machinations for a colonial episcopate since the English Dissenters were keeping the
New Englanders informed. Jonathan Mayhew, the Congregationalist Pastor of South
Church in Boston, responded with a fierce attack on both the Church of England and the
king’s royal prerogative, in his Observations.
One [of] our Kings, it is well known, excited his Scotch subjects to take up arms
against him, in a great measure, if not chiefly, by attempting to force the English
liturgy upon them, at the instigation of the furious episcopal zealots of that day;
by whom he had wheedled and duped to his destruction. But God be praised, we
have a King . . . too wise, just and good to be put upon any violent measures, to
gratify men of such a depraved turn of mind.54
Secker published an “Answer” to Mayhew’s allegations. This he published anonymously
and he hoped to disarm the Congregationalists with a calm and temperate spirit
reiterating that the design for the implementation of bishops was only for the specific
uses of the Church of England and not in any way to limit the freedoms existing under
the laws of toleration. Caner also entered the fray with A candid examination Dr.
Mayhew’s observations that same year.55 Mayhew was not fazed. He responded with A
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defense of the Observations.56 The Boston pastor died in 1766, but the debates
continued. Ingram notes “Secker believed initially that he had triumphed in the debate”
however to win the debate was one thing, to win hearts was another.57
Secker continued to try to convince politicians to establish American bishops as
his activity on the Boards of Trade indicates, but he did not actually initiate any attempt
to get a bishop established in the colonies. What was the disposition of the politicians?
According to Stephen Taylor, for a short time the politicians were for the proposal,
saying, “Between 1745 and 1750, virtually the whole bench was united in active, semipublic support for the creation of a colonial episcopate.” However, that time was lost and
by the 1760s, Secker never attempted to “mobilize support” for the plan.58 Secker wrote
to Caner on his efforts in March 1763, “between the present Session of Parliament, which
is expected to end in about three weeks, and the next, the affairs of America will probably
be taken into consideration by our great men, and then will be the time for us to try our
interest with them. But the less is said about the matter beforehand without doors the
better.”59 The only other thing that Secker did was to approach Lord Egremont, along
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with Richard Trevor, Bishop of Durham, with a plan for the American episcopate.
Egremont was cool to the matter, and Secker told Bishop Drummond, “This doth not look
promising.”60 In August 1763 befuddled at the lack of response, he reported another
possibility to Samuel Johnson, “Indeed I see not how Protestant bishops can decently be
refused us, as in all probability a popish one will be allowed, by connivance at least in
Canada.”
As time progressed, the colonial Anglicans, as they began to see first hand the
impending crises, felt a greater urgency to establish bishops than did the hierarchy far
away in London. Equipped with the view that the Established Church was the best way
to pacify the people, they believed that the only way to avert rebellion was through the
proper establishment of the state church, which included the administration of bishops in
the colonies. For only the application of the Ecclesiastical law of England would bring
the colonies into proper alignment and further establish the proper submission of the
people. Secker’s policy of restraining the Virginia colonists in the Parson’s Cause, his
role in the decision against the American missionary charter, along with his aggressive
funding of SPG sponsored churches in the heart of New England, and plans for a colonial
episcopate gave the colonists serious cause to doubt his sincerity. They interpreted his
actions through the lens of their historical experience and saw the efforts of the Church to
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establish episcopacy as a plot to bring imperial control through the implementation of
bishops.
We do not need to see Secker’s actions, in hindsight, as maniacal or even
conspiratorial. His work fits within the context of the Anglican Church’s overwhelming
acceptance in England and the diminution of Dissenter influence due in part to
conversions to the Church of England. It was only natural for Secker to make the
decisions he made based upon his context in England where the Church of England
enjoyed superiority, the weight of its laws, and the duty given to him. For him, “the
Church of England was the via media between superstition and infidelity, between the
thralldom of popery and the extravagancies of dissent.”61 To reform the Church by
improving its administration and extending its pastoral care was his task within the
context of Eighteenth Century England. However, any implementation of serious reform
when applied to the American colonial context would only produce sparks. The
government politicians were aware of this but the Church less so, because they relied on
the reports of pro-episcopate Anglicans. With every attempt to extend the authority of
the Church into the colonies, the Dissenters eventually annulled his work by their
resistance. Secker’s work only helped to increase the fractures along a fault line, which
eventually exploded with dramatic violence.
Secker also failed along with other churchmen and politicians to recognize that as
the British Empire continued to expand westward, it did so no longer “as part of a
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comprehensive religio-cultural-political program” but rather used religion to buttress its
gains particularly along the frontier. The “secular” and the “religious” in the eighteenth
century were already moving away from one another and more so in America. Even in
the Eastern Empire of India, the chief interests were economic rather than religious. A
new situation was gradually emerging in which the Corpus Christianorum of Britain was
waning. Obviously, it did not disappear immediately, but a paradigm shift was at work,
one of which Secker and fellow churchmen were not so much aware. Britain and her
colonies were now on separate cultural trajectories and in the next chapter, we will see
how two prominent Christians exemplified the difficulties of communication in this
context.62
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CHAPTER VI
THE SERMON HEARD ROUND THE WORLD

“Unlimited Submission”
“This celebrated sermon may be considered as the Morning Gun of the Revolution, the
punctum temporis when that period of history began.”1
John Wingate Thornton

The continued attempt in the 1760s by the Anglicans to establish a colonial
bishopric drew such notable figures into the pamphlet controversy as Thomas Secker and
Jonathan Mayhew. The conflicting positions of Secker and Mayhew and fears about the
growth of Anglicanism highlight the theological assumptions behind diverging political
cultures that produced incompatible views on the bishopric question. Mayhew’s rhetoric
resurrected old seventeenth century political and religious debates, which Churchmen in
England like Secker believed were over. Secker, for his part, sought to promote the
Church of England wherever he could because he believed it was the most distinguished
Protestant ecclesiastical body of all and the bulwark against the advancement of
European Roman Catholicism. Mayhew, on the other hand, viewed the Anglican Church,
especially its hierarchy, as the revival of a new form of Roman Catholicism. He believed
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Secker, whom he saw as William Laud’s heir, aimed to promote High Church
Anglicanism and theology to undermine the religious liberties of the colonies.
The differing views of Anglicans and Dissenters on the concepts of religious
liberty and toleration sharpened conflict over the issue of an American episcopate. No
two men represented these differing views and the strong attitudes on both sides so
clearly as Secker and Mayhew. The ideological views and attitudes of Mayhew in
contrast to Secker, provide an entrance into understanding why the proposal for resident
bishops created serious conflict. Overtures by Secker to find common ground between
New England Dissenters and Anglicans on the issue of resident bishops failed because
each held incompatible presuppositions on the constitution of the church and its role in
society.
The greatest agitation against the appointment of bishops in the colonies occurred
in Boston, the very place where the Church of England had the least representation. From
its founding, Boston had Congregationalism as its custom and remained apart from the
Church of England. In New England, Congregationalism experienced the hegemony that
Anglicanism had in Britain. The founding of two episcopal churches, King’s Chapel and
Trinity, in the early 1700s, in the city of Boston were visual reminders of the strength and
influence of the Church of England, the memories of oppression and tyranny, and the
limitations of the influence of the Congregationalists. Anglicans chafed under the control
of the Congregationalists and sought to advance what they saw as the true Church.
Competition between the two churches, the Congregational and the Episcopal, prompted
vocal debates over the validity of each other’s ecclesiastical order and set the backdrop
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for plans to establish a colonial bishopric. The alarm of Anglican encroachment rang
twice calling Congregationalists to respond: first with the incursions of the Society for
the Propagation of the Gospel into New England, and then with the defections of high
profile Independents to the Church of England.
The high profile defections began at Yale College in the early 1720s. After
reading new books in the library justifying Episcopalianism, Timothy Cutler and seven
other students and ministers, including Samuel Johnson, Daniel Brown, Jared Eliot, John
Hart, Samuel Whittelsey and James Wetmore decided to convert to Anglicanism. Key to
their decision was the desire to escape the confusion which existed in Congregationalism
and find the “reasonableness and order” in the Church of England. The converts created
a public outrage when they announced their conversion at the Yale commencement in
1722. Many of these men remained in New England as ministers in the Church of
England as members of, and supported by, the SPG, particularly Timothy Cutler and
James Wetmore.
The conflict over bishops should be considered within the context of the
controversy over church polity between the Episcopalians and the Congregationalists.
Theological debates begun in England in the seventeenth century continued well into the
eighteenth century and in the colonies. The debate in the colonies helped eventually to
trigger an American rebellion against England, proving to be the catalyst for the agitation
over the attempt to establish resident bishops. The earliest outbreak in the colonies
between Anglicans and Congregationalists began in the 1720s with the Anglican
controversialist John Checkley (1680-1754), a strong advocate of the apostolic origin of
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Episcopacy. In 1719, he published an edition of Charles Leslie’s treatise, The Religion of
Jesus Christ the Only True Religion that sought to prove from the writings of Ignatius
that the founding of the church from its earliest days was based upon bishops. Also in the
same year, he published anonymously Choice Dialogues between a Godly Minister and
an Honest Countryman Concerning Election and Predestination, which attacked the
foundations of the Congregational Church. In 1723, he wrote Modest Proof of the Order
and Government Settled by Christ and His Apostles which was answered by Edward
Wigglesworth (1693-1765), starting a pamphlet war. In 1723, he published again
Leslie’s The religion of Jesus Christ, the only true religion to which he appended his own
essay, “A Discourse Concerning Episcopacy.” Checkley did not amuse the
Massachusetts Congregational establishment with his audacity. For this publication, the
Massachusetts General Court found him guilty of publishing seditious and libel material
and fined him fifty pounds. This was one of the last actions in New England legally to
prohibit the publication of theological or ecclesiastical views. Checkley traveled to
England many times to gain approval for ordination in the Anglican Church, which he
finally did on his third trip to London in 1738. He served in Providence, Rhode Island, as
the rector of King’s Church, which received support from the Society for the Propagation
of the Gospel.2
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The conflict began to grow as the activity of the SPG increased over time in New
England. The debate between the episcopal and the congregational churches returned
with a letter in September 1734 from the Congregationalist pastor of the Brattle Street
Church in Cambridge, Massachusetts, Dr. Benjamin Colman (1673-1747), to Edmund
Gibson, the Bishop of London. Colman generally sought cooperation with Anglicans and
worked with important leaders of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in the
early 1700s, such as the Whig Bishop of Peterborough, White Kennett (1660-1728), who
“relied on Colman’s advice so as not to waste resources—especially in keeping
missionaries focused on converting Indians and not Congregationalists.” 3 On September
13, 1734, he wrote to Gibson on behalf of the ministers of Hampshire County,
Massachusetts, and enclosed their petition in protest against the Society for the
Propagation of the Gospel’s missionary incursions into New England.4 Gibson did not
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respond himself but the secretary of the Society, David Humphreys5 (1689-1740), replied
that the SPG only sent missionaries to places where people did not wish to worship with
the Dissenters. This, as we shall see, did not lay the matter to rest.
Greater irritation came to the New England Congregationalists as some of the
Yale converts joined in the defense of the SPG and the Church of England’s plan for
colonial bishops. The controversy, however, reached a boil with a sermon preached by
Noah Hobart of Stamford, Connecticut, on December 13, 1746. He accused the Society
for the Propagation of the Gospel of misappropriating funds by sending missionaries to
New England where there were already Christian churches, reiterating the previous
complaint made by the Hampshire ministers twelve years before.
James Wetmore (1695-1760), responded to Hobart with A Vindication of the
Professors of the Church of England in Connecticut against the Invectives contained in a
Sermon by Noah Hobart.6 Wetmore, formerly a Congregational minister, converted to
the Church of England (ordained 1723), appointed a missionary of the Society for the

Colman’s preaching, see Trenton Wayne Batson, “Arminianism in New England: A
Reading of the Published Sermons of Benjamin Colman, 1673-1747.” PhD Dissertation,
George Washington University, 1974.
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David Humphreys wrote the first history of the Society for the Propagation of
the Gospel with An Historical Account of the Incorporated Society for the Propagation of
the Gospel in Foreign Parts: Containing their Foundation, Proceedings, and the Success
of their Missionaries in the British Colonies, to the Year 1728 (London: Joseph Downing,
1730; reprinted New York: Arno Press, 1969).
6

James Wetmore, A Vindication of the Professors of the Church of England in
Connecticut against the Invectives contained in a Sermon by Noah Hobart against the
invectives contained in a sermon preached at Stanford by Mr. Noah Hobart, Dec. 31,
1746, in a letter to a friend. (Boston: Printed and sold by Rogers and Fowle, 1747).
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Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts served in Rye, Connecticut.7 He converted to
the Church of England after reading leading Anglican authors from the library at Yale
College where he was a student. Hobart responded again with A Serious Address to the
Members of the Episcopal Separation in New England occasioned by Mr. Wetmore’s
Vindication of the Church of England in Connecticut8 and argued whether the colonies
and particularly those of New England were obliged either by duty or by the laws of God
to conform to the Church of England. He questioned whether the establishment of the
Church of England, in fact extended to America, since Congregationalism dominated
New England, and he rejected the its implementation on the grounds that it would be far
too expensive to support a large number of “unnecessary ecclesiastical officers” and that
it would bring the colonies into an unnecessary ecclesiastical dependence upon England.
In addition, he questioned how the Church would raise support for such a hierarchy and
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Historians report little on Noah Hobart or James Wetmore. A short biography of
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American Biography, edited by James Grant Wilson, John Fiske and Stanley L. Klos. 6
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Noah Hobart, A serious address to the members of the Episcopal separation in
New-England Occasioned by Mr. Wetmore's Vindication of the professors of the Church
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Whether it be lawful for particular members of New-England churches to separate from
them, and join in communion with the Episcopal assemblies in the country. (Boston:
Printed by J. Bushell and J. Green for D. Henchman in Cornhil, 1748).
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further rejected the notion of an established Anglican Church. Such a church would
exercise “tyrannical discipline” and its “arbitrary power in appointing and removing
ministers” reminiscent of the events surrounding the ejection of ministers such as John
Bunyan, author of Pilgrim’s Progress, in 1660 and the application of the Test and
Corporation Acts.
The symbolism of tyrannical bishops was a recurring theme among Dissenters
against the establishment of bishops in the colonies. Hobart further raised the specter of
supporting Church of England bishops through colonial taxation. As he closed his book,
Hobart rejected the notion of the Bishop of Oxford (Hobart does not state whether it was
Gibson or Sherlock. Sherlock assumed the bishopric in 1748) that resident bishops were
necessary to correct the lack of discipline within the Anglican Churches in the colonies.
He said:
For my Part, I can’t see that the Bishop himself has, according to the Practice of
the Church of England, anything to do with the Discipline of the Church; this is
managed in the spiritual Court, by a Lay-Chancellor, appointed, indeed by the
Bishop, and acting in his Name, but not under his Direction, nor liable to be
controlled by him.9
This statement makes clear that the fundamental conflict over ecclesiastical polity had
implications for civil polity for the colonies.
The debate continued with a published response by John Beach, which included a
preface by Dr. Samuel Johnson and an appendix of vindications by James Wetmore and
Henry Caner. Each of these men had converted to the Church of England from Dissent.

9

Hobart, Serious Address, 103. See also Cross, Anglican Episcopate, 141-143.
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In this response, they did not directly answer Hobart’s argument but rather asserted the
right of the king to appoint whomever he wished whether commissary or bishop, and to
call to account or suspend any minister guilty of “misdemeanor”, through the king’s
officers and concluded:
And if, after the Bishop has silenced him, he still persists to officiate as a member
of the Church, the King’s officers may be obliged to apprehend and imprison him.
Because the Bishop is the King’s minister as well as Christ’s whereas Yours is
neither, I fear.10
This remark of the Bishop as the king’s ministers played into New England Dissenters’
fear of the bishops, and their notions of tyranny and liberty. Their inherited historical
memory of Charles I and Archbishop Laud, and legislation of the Restoration in 1660
(the Test and Corporation Acts) made them reject the prospect of ecclesiastical ministers
with civil power and convinced them that such authority vested in the Church would
serve to enforce the arbitrary rule by a king.11 New England’s “memory” of the
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John Beach, James Wetmore, Samuel Johnson and Henry Caner. A calm and
dispassionate vindication of the professors of the Church of England, against the abusive
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seventeenth century presented an obstacle that the Anglicans never overcame to convince
Dissenters of the need for their plan. Hobart continued with a Second Address that
rejected the notion of an Anglican establishment and Beach reiterated his views in a
reply. Their works established an important continuity with the Mayhew controversy that
would soon follow, and the exchanges highlighted the vast divide that existed between
the Congregationalists of New England and Anglicans. Colonists continued to debate
questions that had long been settled in England such as the right form of church polity,
taxation for the support of ecclesiastics, the role of the church and the state, and the office
of bishops. The tensions generated would continue to ferment until the American
Revolution.12
Jonathan Mayhew personified the cultural antithesis of Secker and the High
Church Anglicans. His views presented once again the old conflict of ecclesiastical
tyranny but also capitalized on colonial notions of liberty. Mayhew’s pamphlets focused
on the issue of no taxation without representation and the tyranny of a state church and its
hierarchy. Secker and other Churchmen understood liberty to be an allowance for
Dissent to exist apart from the Church of England, but the Established Church was to
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Noah Hobart and Moses Dickinson. A second address to the members of the
Episcopal separation in New-England, occasioned by the exceptions made to the former
by Dr. Johnson, Mr. Wetmore, Mr. Beach, and Mr. Caner: to which is added, by way of
appendix, a letter from Mr. Dickinson in answer to some things Mr. Wetmore has
charged him with (Boston : Printed and sold by D. Fowle ..., 1751); John Beach and
Samuel Johnson, A continuation of the calm and dispassionate vindication of the
professors of the Church of England, against the abusive misrepresentations and
fallacious argumentations of Mr. Noah Hobart, in his second address to them humbly
offered to the consideration of the good people of New-England (Boston: Printed and sold
by D. Fowle, 1751); Cross, Anglican Episcopate, 144.
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enjoy the liberty of dominance and provide a unified religion and morality for the nation
that he thought essential. Jonathan Mayhew’s two most outstanding pamphlets Unlimited
Submission and Observations on the Charter and Conduct of the Society attacked the
foundation of the Anglican Church and its episcopal order by reframing old arguments
from the seventeenth century. His attack moved the controversy over colonial bishops
into a more heated phase with no compromise on each side.
Jonathan Mayhew was one of the most famous and influential writers of the
eighteenth century yet has fallen into an “unwarranted obscurity.” John Adams identified
him as one of the top five men who started the revolution. John Patrick Mullins asserts,
“Mayhew’s contributions to early America have not received sustained scholarly
investigation.” He continues:
The neglect of Mayhew in general and his contribution to the Revolution in
particular is not attributable to a dearth of sources. . . The relative lack of
scholarly interest in Mayhew may well be due less to the availability and
importance of historical facts than to the ideas and values of historians
themselves. In the first half of the twentieth century, American historians largely
dismissed the role of ideas in political history, viewing political events instead as
a product of impersonal social and economic forces and political ideas as mere
propaganda for the advancement of class interests. In the century’s second half,
many historians came to recognize the role of ideas in history, including the
intellectual origins of the American Revolution. But the particular ideas that they
have identified as causally important in moving American colonists to revolt
against Great Britain were, by and large, not the ideas that Mayhew embraced and
promoted in his writings.13
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Only two published works in the twentieth century explore the life of Jonathan Mayhew.
Charles Akers wrote an excellent biography of Mayhew, Called Unto Liberty in 1964 and
The Hidden Balance: Religion and the Social Theories of Charles Chauncy and Jonathan
Mayhew, by John Corrigan in 1987. While Akers wrote on Mayhew’s life, he neglected
to discuss his ideas in depth. Corrigan, on the other hand, explored Mayhew’s
philosophical and religious ideas but devoted little analysis to his political thought.
Historians in the past gave little attention to religion, so Mayhew was less important from
their viewpoint.
Mayhew's thought in theology and politics joined the old New England Calvinism
with parts of John Locke’s philosophy that applied contract theory to justify resistance
against what he saw as arbitrary power or tyranny. When governments cease to fulfill
that function they become arbitrary and cease to be a true government since they no
longer preserve the rights of the people. Therefore, a sovereign people have the right to
resist arbitrary government not only because of constitutional guarantees but through
natural law.14
Calvinism also bequeathed a strand of argument against the absolute submission
of subjects to rulers, which was the traditional position of the Roman Catholic Church
and to a certain extent the Anglican and Lutheran churches. Calvin opened Pandora’s
Box by suggesting in his Institutes of Christian Religion and in a sermon on 1 Samuel 8
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that lesser magistrates might resist tyrannical rulers. Calvin taught obedience to civil
rulers but in the last edition of his Institutes of Christian Religion, published in the
1560’s, allowed that lesser magistrates might resist tyrants.
Since kings and princes are bound by covenant to the people, to administer the
law in truest equality, sincerity, and integrity; if they break faith and usurp
tyrannical power by which they allow themselves everything they want: is it not
possible for the people to consider together taking measures in order to remedy
the evil? A difficult question indeed . . .”
In the Institutes of Christian Religion he says:
For if there are now any magistrates of the people, appointed to restrain the
willfulness of kings (as in ancient times the ephors were set against the Spartan
kings, or the tribunes of the people against the Roman consuls, or the demarchs
against the senate of the Athenians; and perhaps, as things now are, such power as
the three estates exercise in every realm when they hold their chief assemblies), I
am so far from forbidding them to withstand, in accordance with their duty, the
fierce licentiousness of kings, that, if they wink at kings who violently fall upon
and assault the lowly common folk, I declare that their dissimulation involves
nefarious perfidy, because they dishonestly betray the freedom of the people, of
which they know that they have been appointed protectors by God’s ordinance. 15
A number of exiles escaping the wrath of Queen Mary in the 1550s, “extended the theme
of obedience to the civil magistrate, except when contrary to the will of God, into a
theory of rebellion against the sovereign.” John Ponet followed this premise in his
Politike Power, along with Christopher Goodman’s pamphlet How Superior Powers
Ought to be Obeyed (1558). John Knox, the father of Presbyterianism, went the farthest
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in his The First Blast of the Trumpet Against the Monstrous Regiment of Women. This
bold pamphlet argued from the Bible, not only for limitations on the authority of the
crown but also that it was the responsibility of nobles and lesser magistrates to revolt and
defend the laws of God.16
This Calvinist doctrine of resistance against unjust rulers came with the early
Puritans and remained part of the colonial political thinking up to the American
Revolution. The Geneva Bible in particular shaped their attitude toward resistance. The
Marian Exiles also produced the Geneva Bible which went through sixty editions before
the publication of the King James Bible and another ten afterwards. The Geneva Bible
had “no close rival” and influenced many people in the 17th and early 18th centuries on
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how they should regard the civil government. Within the margins of the pages of the
Bible, one of the exiles, William Whittingham, wrote comments which “provided abstract
principles.” As Leo Solt explains:
The marginalia on the New Testament, revised from the Great Bible by
Whittingham in 1557, provided the abstract principles. For example, to the
passage from Luke 20:25 about giving unto Caesar the things which are Caesar’s
and unto God the things which are God’s the note adds; “the duty which we owe
to Princes letteth nothing which is due unto God.” Or again, where Acts 5:20
reads, “Then Peter and the Apostles answered and said, ‘We ought to obey God
than men,” the note adds, “When they command or forbid anything contrary to
the word of God.”
This Bible was very popular. In less than a century, 160 editions of the Bible were printed
and it was the primary version used in the early colonial period. The marginal notes as
found in Luke 20:25 and Acts 5:20 advocated that absolute submission to tyrants was not
required especially when it conflicted with one’s duty to God.17
Another influential work on America political thought of resistance to rulers was
Vindiciae Contra Tyrannos by Junius Brutus. This work justified “rebellion on the basis
of rights of the people to bring a ruler into line with the law under which his reign is
bound.” The Vindiciae Contra Tyrannos basically held in four chapters: First, that any
ruler who commands anything against the law of God forfeits his realm; secondly, that
rebellion is refusal to obey God, since we ought to obey God rather than man but
obedience to a ruler who commands what is against God’s law, that is true rebellion;
thirdly, since God’s law is the only fundamental and true source of law, neither the king
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nor the subject is exempt from it, and war is sometimes required in order to defend God’s
law against the ruler; and fourthly that a legal rebellion required the leadership of lesser
magistrates to oppose, in the name of the law, the royal dissolution or contempt of law.
John Adams called Vindiciae Contra Tyrannos one of the most influential books read
before the American Revolution. The tradition it articulated remained stuck in the 1660s
and set the parameters of Protestant thinkers in the colonies and particularly New
England. Its assumptions were compatible and easily synchronized with John Locke’s
teaching and eighteenth century American legal thought.18
Jonathan Mayhew’s A Discourse Concerning Unlimited Submission and NonResistance to the High Powers represents a long line of thinking on the subject of
resistance to tyranny that blended both Reformation and rational thought. It also reflected
Dissenter attitudes developed from an historical memory of resistance against the
Episcopacy and the Established Church. Mayhew chose the date of January 30, 1750, the
hundredth anniversary of the execution of Charles I (January 30, 1650), to deliver his
sermon. Anglican Tories had memorialized the death of Charles I as a saint and a martyr
since the time of Charles II, and the practice agitated New Englanders who considered
him the “tyrant” who had thrust the Puritans out of England. Celebration of the
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anniversary by Churchmen in New England became a catalyst for the struggle against
Episcopacy.19 Mayhew's sermon, Unlimited Submission, was not only a call to resist
tyranny but undercut essential components of the constitutional arrangement between the
English state and the established Church. By attacking the notion of unlimited
submission to the state and tying the priesthood to tyrannical and oppressive forces,
Mayhew allowed no compromise on the issue of an American episcopate. For Mayhew,
borrowing from the New England memory of past abuses by bishops, the hierarchy of the
Church of England reinforced by the power of the state represented the most significant
threat to the liberties of the colonists.
Mayhew's preface to Unlimited Submission responded to the objection that a
pastor preached “politics instead of Christ” with the text "All Scripture -- is profitable for
doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness." 20 Christians
therefore should study those passages which related to their duty to the civil government.
He complained that those who advocated “passive obedience and nonresistance" at the
same time represented dissenters as "schismatics" or "persons of seditious, traitorous and
rebellious principles." In thanking God for the freedom of speech allowed within the
"British Dominions" on government and religion, Mayhew delineated the worldview of
the Dissenters from that of their critics as standing "on the side of Liberty, the Bible and
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Common Sense, in opposition to Tyranny, Priest-Craft and Nonsense, without being in
danger either of the Bastille or the Inquisition." Mayhew's preface skillfully underlines
the connection between tyranny and the office of bishop. Civil tyranny, he says, begins
small like a drop in the bucket but over time becomes a "mighty torrent . . . It bears down
all before it, and deluges whole countries and empires" and ecclesiastical tyranny is "the
most cruel, intolerable and impious, of any." Mayhew's rhetoric bit hard against the
Anglicans.
People have no security against being unmercifully priest-ridden, but by keeping
all imperious BISHOPS and other CLERGYMEN who love to “lord it over God’s
heritage,” from getting their foot into the stirrup at all. Let them be once fairly
mounted, and their “beasts, the laity,” may prance and flounce about to no
purpose: and they will at length, be so jaded and hack’d by these reverend
jockeys, that they will not even have spirits enough to complain, that their backs
are galled; or, like Balaam’s ass, to “rebuke the madness of the prophet.”
Roman Catholic episcopacy symbolized tyranny for Mayhew as “the mystery of iniquity”
which “overspread and darkened the greatest part of Christendom.” He transferred this
notion of tyranny from Roman Catholicism to the High Church Anglicans in the Church
of England whom he cast as an evil that everyone should oppose.
Tyranny brings ignorance and brutality along with it. It degrades men from their
just rank, into the class of brutes. It damps their spirits. It suppresses arts. It
extinguishes every spark of noble ardor and generosity in the breasts of those who
are enslaved by it. It makes naturally strong and great minds, feeble and little;
and triumphs over the ruins of virtues and humanity. This is true of tyranny in
every shape. There can be nothing great and good, where its influence reaches.
For which reason it become every friend of truth and human kind, every lover of
God and the Christian religion, to bear a part in opposing this hateful monster.
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Mayhew concluded that his goal was “to keep up a spirit of civil and religious liberty”
and all bigots from all sects against it “ought to be despised.”21
In the first part of the pamphlet, Mayhew addresses Romans 13, the classic text
used by civil and ecclesiastical rulers to instruct their citizens on passive obedience to
government. Christians who rebel against their rulers sinned in the judgment of God, and
this notion fit well with the doctrine of the divine right of kings. 22 Mayhew turned the
traditional interpretation of Romans 13 passage of unlimited submission into an opposing
argument, presenting resistance against tyrants as a duty before God. Over the next
twenty-six pages, Mayhew used Romans 13 to “blast” every argument ever trumpeted for
unlimited submission. Paul meant only good rulers are to be obeyed, and rulers who
violate their chief purpose of caring for the community welfare cease to be the “ministers
of God.” “Rulers have no authority from God to do mischief.” Turning Paul’s words
around, Mayhew stated, “It is blasphemy to call tyrants and oppressors God’s ministers.
They are more properly the messengers of Satan to buffet us.” It is the Christian’s duty
to obey good rulers but also is obligated to rebel against those who are “common tyrants
and public oppressors.”
If it be our duty, for example, to obey our king, merely for this reason, that he
rules for the public welfare, (which is the only argument the apostle makes use of)
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it follows, by a parity of reason, that when he turns tyrant, and makes his subjects
his prey to devour and to destroy, instead of his charge to defend and cherish, we
are bound to throw off our allegiance to him, and to resist; and that according to
the tenor of the apostle’s argument in this passage. Not to discontinue our
allegiance, in this case, would be to join with the sovereign in promoting the
slavery and misery of that society, the welfare of which we ourselves, as well as
our sovereign, are indispensably obliged to secure and promote as far as in us
lies.23
Governments should not be done away with for minor infractions; however, when they
become abusive they “should be totally discarded; and the authority which they were
before vested with, transferred to others, who may exercise it more to those purposes for
which it is given.” 24
The seventeenth century English Civil War conflict remained alive to New
England Puritans, and the Anglicans venerating and memorializing Charles I in public
thoroughly angered them. Mayhew used the occasion to argue that Charles I and
Archbishop Laud were indeed tyrants against whom resistance was justified. Any
coercion by the established church to force people to act contrary to the standards of God
was illegitimate.
. . . if persons refuse to comply with any legal establishment of religion, because it
is a gross perversion and corruption (as to doctrine, worship and discipline) of a
pure and divine religion, brought from heaven to earth by the Son of God, (the
only King and Head of the Christian church, and propagated through the world by
His inspired apostles. All commands running counter to the declared will of the
supreme legislator of the heaven and earth, are null and void: And therefore
disobedience to them is a duty, not a crime.25
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The Puritan mind thoroughly attached the concept of tyranny to the Church of England
and believed it was a civic duty to resist it.
Mayhew likened the Anglican Church and its “monstrous hierarchy” to the
tyrannous Roman Catholic Church, which used the clergy to justify the unlimited
authority of the king. Clergy were simply “tools of the crown” who would cause the
people to believe in unlimited submission even though he seized their property and lives
and that it was a damnable sin to resist the king. Mayhew impugned the Anglican
Church for calling Charles I a saint and not living up to the truths of Scripture.
He was a saint, not because he was in his life, a good man, but a good churchman;
not because he was a friend of Christ but the Craft. And he was a martyr in his
death, not because he bravely suffered death in the cause of truth and
righteousness but because he died an enemy to liberty and the rights of
conscience; i. e. not because he died an enemy to sin, but dissenters.26
Mayhew continued this theme against the Church and its oppression. He says the
Dissenters, “are charged falsely with the death of Charles each January 30th” and referred
to as “traitors and rebels.” He says the reason they do this is to show themselves a “true
son of the church” and for “ambition.”
Ironically, Low Church Anglicans tended to undermine the hopes of High
Churchmen such as Secker. Unlimited Submission sent shock waves through New
England after its publication with heated debate erupting in the newspapers. The
Anglicans hurled numerous charges at Mayhew in newspaper attacks such as “the
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grossest falsehoods,” “an Over-Load of Abuse and Scurrility” among many.27 Critics
charged Mayhew with plagiarizing his message from a sermon preached by Bishop
Benjamin Hoadly. Mayhew doubtless borrowed heavily from Hoadly, for indeed he was
an ardent admirer of the Whig bishop, and listed him as the most important source of his
ideas on civil liberty. Eighteenth century authors frequently borrowed heavily from each
other, but Mayhew’s composition stood out in its effect, galvanizing the colonists against
what they saw as encroaching episcopalianism.28
Soon after the end of hostilities of the Seven Years’ War, the British began to
seek ways to reform the governance of their colonial possessions to make it more
effective. Thomas Secker saw a new opportunity to advance the cause of an American
episcopate and began to press the idea once again with the government. The possibility
of a reform raised the hopes of Anglicans, particularly in New England, but also sparked
anxiety for the New England Congregationalists. In July, 1760, Samuel Johnson, as the
president of King’s College in New York, sent Secker a plan to reform the colonies. He
proposed that king and Parliament establish at least two or three bishops for the Church
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of England in America. His plan called boldly for the king and Parliament to revoke the
charters of Rhode Island and Connecticut and merge them into a royal government of
Massachusetts. Johnson, like Secker, abdicated from the Dissenters to find a home
within the Church of England. Secker agreed with much of the proposal but said it would
be imprudent to propose the plan immediately. First, he would need to make many
preparations “to facilitate what we must ever pray and labor for, till we obtain it, the
establishment of bishops in America.” He reiterated that he would never “abandon the
scheme as long as I live, but pushing it openly at present would certainly prove both
fruitless and detrimental.” Johnson, the extremist for colonial bishops, pressed hard upon
the moderate Secker to implement the plan. Secker responded that the best time to make
their case would be when the war between France and Britain was over and then would
be the time to implement new policies for the colonies.29
Anglicans viewed growing opposition to an American bishop as baseless and
filled with “very unreasonable and groundless Jealousies of the Church of England and
its Governors.” Many Dissenters, however, fearfully believed that the English
government wanted to “episcopize New England.” With those they derided as Tories in
control of England, Dissenters worried that it would not be long before the colonists
would lose civil and ecclesiastical control totally to England. These two views represent
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the discontinuity between the two camps. Both had legitimate concerns and complaints
but no solution for compromise or compatibility was forthcoming.30
By the early 1760s, the increased activity of the SPG in New England further
played on the fears of the Nonconformists. On February 11, 1763, the death of Ebenezer
Miller, the missionary for the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel at Braintree
Massachusetts, soon brought debate in the newspapers questioning the policy of the
Society of sending missionaries into New England where there were already Christian
churches. The Reverend East Apthorp wrote a rebuttal with Considerations on the
Institution and Conduct of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign
Parts. He argued that the Society’s mission to the Indians was only secondary to the
primary purpose of supporting the cause of the Church among English peoples. The best
way to convert the Indians was to start with the English especially since the Society had
little success among the Indians. The Society, he exclaimed, only sent missionaries into
places where people requested them, such as Cambridge, Massachusetts, and the rise of
“corruptions of Christianity and pernicious errors” within the colonial provinces
necessitated its work.
The Congregationalists had reason to suspect the Society for the Propagation of
the Gospel because in 1762, Mayhew, Charles Chauncy, James Bowdoin, and other
Congregational ministers decided to provide a more ecumenical mission society counter
to the SPG, one that would more actively evangelize the Indians. They drafted a bill and
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established an endowment through wealthy donors for the Society for Propagating
Christian Knowledge. The Massachusetts General Court approved a charter, but
Governor Bernard vetoed the bill.31 The Dissenters then sought royal approval by
sending it to the Privy Council. Mayhew was skeptical “that our good friends of the
Church of England will endeavor to obstruct this scheme; but hope, to no purpose.”
Henry Caner of King’s Chapel wrote to Archbishop Secker complaining that the real
design of the charter was to “frustrate the pious designs” of the Society for the
Propagation of the Gospel. Mayhew received a letter from Israel Mauduit, the agent for
Massachusetts and a member of the Dissenting Deputies, reporting strong opposition to
the new society. After hearing this news from Mayhew, Andrew Eliot wrote Israel’s
brother and co-agent Jasper Mauduit, “It is strange that Gentlemen who profess
Christianity will not send the Gospel to the Heathen themselves, nor permit it to be sent
by others.”32 Mayhew’s fears crystallized when on May 20, 1763, the king’s Privy
Council struck down the Massachusetts law incorporating the new society.33
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The actions of the SPG and the growth of the Church of England in New England
encouraged the Congregationalists to unify against the perceived threat to their liberty.
The orthodox34 minister Ezra Stiles (1727-1795) in his Discourse on the Christian Union
called on unity among the churches against the threat of growing Episcopacy. He wrote
Jonathan Mayhew a letter praising him for his earlier fight against Episcopacy and urged
him to respond to Apthorp reminding the West Church of the consequences to New
England if it became a reality. 35 Mayhew’s response was already at the printers.
Mayhew attacked the Society for sending missionaries into New England in his
Observations on the Charter and Conduct of the Society.36 Using Galatians 4:237 as his
springboard for his theme of “liberty” in this context he argued that the Society for the
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Propagation of the Gospel had a long “formal design to root out Presbyterianism” and
establish an episcopal church polity with bishops in the colonies. This plan led them to
neglect the primary purpose of the institution as set forth in its charter. He charged that
the Society had neglected the “heathen colonies” as well as the Indians, which would be
of greater benefit. He buttresses his position by quoting from various publications of the
Society.
The want of a Bishop or suffragan in those parts was often complained of. And
this matter has been carried as far as the difficulties in it would hitherto allow, and
is under such farther solicitation and advances, that we hope shortly to see a
happy success of it.38
Mayhew knew something of missionary work among the Indians. A fifth
generation American, his ancestor Thomas Mayhew had left England during the Great
Migration in 1641 and acquired title to about 100 acres of Martha’s Vineyard. Thomas
Mayhew died in 1682 at the age of 89, and nine years later, the province of
Massachusetts annexed Martha’s Vineyard. Thomas Mayhew, Jr. continued as governor
of the region and acted as pastor of a small English church there as well. The younger
Mayhew abandoned most of his secular duties and instead spent the remainder of his life
on the island as a missionary to about three thousand Pokanauket Indians who became
known as the praying Indians of Martha’s Vineyard was the talk on both sides of the
Atlantic. Thomas Mayhew’s method was to convert the Indians without altering their
own political institutions. When the London Missionary Society organized to aid the
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effort to convert the Indians, Thomas Mayhew, Jr. went to London to secure the funds.
His ship disappeared, and he never returned. Experience Mayhew Jonathan’s father
learned their language and continued to teach them the Scripture for the next twenty-five
years among the Indians until he died in 1682. The missionary enterprise continued under
the guidance of Experience Mayhew, Jonathan’s father, who learned their language and
continued to teach them the Scriptures. Concerning this family mission enterprise, the
missionary Mayhews of Martha’s Vineyard represent “the longest and most persistent
family missionary endeavor in the annals of all Christendom.”39
Jonathan Mayhew criticized the Society for neglecting its duty by sending
missionaries into Christian New England rather than to the Indians. He argued that the
Society’s real goal was to episcopize New England.
It having been frequently represented to the Society, that there is great want of a
Bishop to govern those missionaries, whom the Society has or shall, from time to
time, send over to New-England, --as well as the rest of the clergy in those and
the adjacent colonies; and to ordain others, and to confirm. . . .; this matter has
been most seriously considered of, and is yet depending before the Society, and in
the mean time, and till they can bring it to bear, they are looking out for the best
and most commodious place, --to fix the See for the said Bishop.40
He surmised that the plans for establishing bishops were already at work in England, and
wondered on the building of a “superb edifice” that appeared to be “designed for the
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Palace of one of the humble successors of the apostles.” Mayhew concluded in the vein
of Cotton Mather:
What other new world remains as a sanctuary for us from our oppressions, in case
of need? Where is the Columbus to explore one for, and pilot us to it, before we
are consumed by the flames, or deluged in a flood of episcopacy?41
These criticisms aimed at exposing to the public the Society’s endeavors to establish
some sort of episcopacy in the colonies. The Society supported, as early as the 1720s,
three Anglican churches in New England, and the call for colonial bishops soon followed.
However, Mayhew questioned not just their intentions but also their gross neglect of
abandoning the chief purpose of the charter.
Discussion of the SPG’s missionary efforts raised once again the legitimacy of
Episcopacy over against Independency. Churchmen strongly believed that their method
of worship was the most faithful to God and that an episcopalian hierarchy was essential
to their very existence. Independents, especially Mayhew, remained suspicious of
episcopacy because of their historical experience with bishops. It may be that Mayhew
was Arian42 in his doctrine, but when it came to the defense of Independency, he was a
“true Puritan” and more zealous in the Puritan cause than all the other orthodox ministers
of New England. For Mayhew this conflict was a “continuation of the persecution” that
drove the Puritans to New England in the 1630’s. Long considered by the orthodox
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ministers as a “traitor to the New England Way, Mayhew now put on the mantle of
Cotton Mather.”43
Responses to Mayhew’s Observations fell along party lines. Dr. Nathaniel
Lardner, an English Presbyterian theologian, upon receiving a copy, believed that bishops
would soon be coming to America. Ezra Stiles thought the work too soft, remarking, “He
has not told half the invidious truth nor developed half this Mystery of Iniquity.” Robert
Hay Drummond (1761-1776), Archbishop of York, remarked in a sermon confirming
some of the Dissenter suspicions, “that the business of that society was not so much to
increase the number of Christians by conversion of the Indians, as to unite the subjects of
Great Britain in one communion.” Dr. Samuel Johnson, President of King’s College in
New York, called Mayhew a “rough, ludicrous, audacious and malicious man, equally
disliked by most of the Dissenters and us, and equally an enemy to the trinity, to royalty
and episcopacy” who needed a rejoinder from the mother country. Those who initially
replied resorted more to invective than a substantive answer. For instance Reverend
Arthur Browne (1699-1773) castigated Mayhew personally in his Remarks on Dr.
Mayhew’s Incidental Reflections, Relative to the Church of England as contained in the
Observations saying “whose spittle he hath lick’d up, and cough’d it out again, with some
addition of his own filth and phlegm.” Mayhew’s Observations hit its mark hard enough
that Apthorp did not reply.44
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Akers rightly observes, “Mayhew struck at the right hour,” the very hour that
Secker was beginning to pursue once again the plans to establish an American bishop.
East Apthorp began to have second thoughts about the sending of missionaries to New
England to the neglect of the Indians. Reports began to surface from London, reported
by the Boston News-Letter in the summer of 1763, that an episcopal appointment would
be coming soon. The report of a bequest of ₤1000 for the support of a bishop and ₤500
for the support of an assistant minister for William Hooper at the Trinity Church (the first
minister of Mayhew’s West Church in Boston) alarmed the Congregationalists.45
Their replies to Mayhew demonstrated the deep-seated divide between two
Christian groups over the issue of bishops and only added more fuel to colonial fears of
ecclesiastical tyranny. The initial episcopal reply to Mayhew’s attack came from Henry
Caner (1700-1792), Rector of King’s Chapel in Boston, in A Candid Examination.
Caner’s pamphlet reflects the serious difference between the Anglicans and the
Dissenters, particularly over the notion of English liberties. First, he countered that
Mayhew himself threatened English civil liberties through unnecessary controversy and
encouraging discontent against the “royal church.” This kind of agitation, he says, might
very well force the British government to act and actually limit colonial liberties.
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Second, Caner attempts to drive a wedge between Mayhew and the more orthodox
Independents who supported him on this issue.
Can you, I say, cherish and flatter the man, who has been labouring from pulpit
and press to demolish the doctrines which your fore-fathers have handed down to
you? . . . How is it then that you have complimented the Dr. with your thanks . . .
for his book of observations, who by his other writings, has been destroying the
fundamentals of your faith?”
Caner’s arguments had the opposite affect. The very threat of royal involvement only
confirmed to the New England colonists that establishing bishops in the colonies would
oppress the Dissenters as in the past. The Boston Congregationalists did not see how
Mayhew’s heterodoxy related to the issue of an American episcopacy that was their
common enemy. Instead of driving a wedge between Mayhew and the orthodox
ministers, Caner brought them together. Caner further asserted that the Independent
Churches were not from the beginning established and that only the Church of England
was the true established church with its authorized form of worship in the colonies. He
cited Parliament’s Act of Union and a letter of the Reverend Thomas Foxcroft in 1745.
The King (under God) is supreme head of the church of England, and if he had
not appointed an ordinary over New-England, it would have remained under his
own immediate ecclesiastical jurisdiction as supreme head. But it is well known
that his late Majesty in the first year of his reign, did impower the Bishop of
London, under the great seal to exercise jurisdiction over the clergy in the
plantations, which were not in any Diocess, but remained under the immediate
jurisdiction of the King.”46
This attempt to show that the Church of England was the established Church in New
England from the beginning “trespassed on Puritan tradition” and suggested that the
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Puritans came to the new world only for economic gain, not for pious reasons or because
of persecution. Caner wanted to show that Mayhew’s attack on the Society was the
equivalent of the early New England fathers persecuting Anne Hutchinson, but the
Congregationalists believed that the early New England intolerance paled in comparison
with the persecution the Puritans endured in England.47
Mayhew rejoined the debate and published A Defence of the Observations48 to
counter Caner’s writing and the noted Anglican Samuel Johnson’s Letter to a Friend,
which the publisher had attached to the Candid Examination anonymously. He
responded first by chiding the defenders of episcopacy for writing anonymously and
remarked that in spite of the mudslinging unleashed upon him that he found himself “at
last, not wounded, but only bespattered.” Mayhew argued previously against the
statement that the Society’s missions to the Indians were not a primary aim, and
countered that unless it devoted itself to the true mission of converting the Indians the
Society could not fulfill its charter’s conditions. In the style of a lawyer, he cited in over
thirty pages, “laws, proclamations, and precedents” to prove that the Church of England
was not to be established in every colony. Mayhew argued that Englishmen who
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immigrated to the colonies were bound only to the common law and related statutes,
which they brought with them, because it was older than ecclesiastical law.
Here again Mayhew sided with the Puritan fathers. He also answered the charge that he
was out of accord with the orthodox ministers saying he did differ in “religious
sentiments from the fathers, but that difference have been grossly exaggerated by those
seeking to discredit my views on the SPG.” It is interesting to note that while Mayhew
was out of favor initially with the other more orthodox ministers in Boston, he did not
think of himself as that much different. Mayhew also refuted the notion that
Massachusetts taxed Episcopalians unreasonably by reminding them that the laws
exempted them from taxes for the support of ministers and non-Anglican churches in the
province.49
Another reply to Mayhew came from Archbishop Secker whose irenic letter,
published anonymously, reflected a lack of cognizance of the great divide that existed
between the Dissenters and those most desired the establishment of colonial bishops.
Secker continued to hear from Anglican contacts in the colonies that most people there
would welcome the establishment of bishops, which was not the case, even among
Anglicans. However, he was not surprised that close Dissenter ties between America and
England brought considerable interest in the topic to London. This interest in the mother
country was largely due to Mayhew’s friend, Thomas Hollis. Ironically, Hollis had been
a friend of Secker, at least for a time, but their friendship had ended when Secker pressed
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for colonial bishops. Though not convinced that bishops were on their way immediately
to America, Hollis warned, “You cannot be too much on your guard, in this so very
important affair.”50 With growing debate on the topic in London Secker decided to reply
personally. In early 1764, he published in London An Answer to Dr. Mayhew’s
Observations anonymously. Some however, knew who the author was and it was not
long before it was public knowledge. Written in “moderation and charity”, the pamphlet
admitted that the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel had made mistakes along the
way and that funds had not always been wisely used, promising to correct any misuse.
Secker sought to “disarm” his opponents through a “tolerant and charitable spirit.”51
Israel Mauduit, a member of the influential Dissenter organization, the Protestant
Dissenting Deputies, wrote Mayhew informing him that the Archbishop had requested
the Society not to send any more missionaries to New England for fear of agitating the
colonists even more. Upon hearing of this Henry Caner protested, “If the Society should
be obliged to desert the Churches in New England, Dr. Mayhew’s malicious slander and
falsehood will have obtained its end & truth and innocence must sink under the weight of
calumny and abuse.”52
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Soon after the Answer appeared in Boston in 1764, Mayhew prepared his reply.
He responded with the same moderation he received, but wasted no time to go on the
attack. In his Remarks on an Anonymous Tract he argued that because of history, the
Established Church was not to be trusted.
It is however, pretty evident form our history, that in arbitrary reigns, and foolish
and wicked administrations, the bishops have commonly been the most useful
members, or instruments, that the crown or court had, in establishing a tyranny
over the bodies and souls of men . . . “Our own bishops, for near an hundred years
before the revolution, were in every scheme for promoting tyranny and bondage.”
. . . The old cry, No bishop, no king has indeed been of mighty efficacy in times
past.53
Secker, in far away England, assumed that the liberties of Englishmen under Toleration
was thoroughly sufficient for all Englishmen everywhere and never seemed to
comprehend the depth of feeling and resistance to the colonial bishops’ cause that existed
in the New England Dissenters. Mayhew, using his “entering wedge” argument said that
if “Bishops being once fixed in America, pretexts might easily be found, both for
encreasing their number, and enlarging their power.” In other words, governments do not
deprive people of their liberties all at once but gradually. A small drop leads to a torrent,
as he said in Unlimited Submission. The “entering wedge” argument demonstrates the
great disconnect between Anglicans and Dissenters. This give-no-quarter mentality
blinded the Puritans to the “reasonableness” of Secker’s logic. Secker was willing to
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compromise but every overture he made, the Congregationalists viewed as a “sharper
wedge” to destroy Nonconformity.54
Secker’s remark in his Answer that concern over the establishment of bishops in
the colonies was but “the poor Man’s fears,” provided another interesting exchange,
indicating the divide between Anglicans and Dissenters in New England. It invoked
Mayhew to contrast the humble Puritan with the affluence of the Anglicans.
I am indeed, even literally, a “poor man,” as this gentleman calls me, I suppose, in
another sense: . . . I had much rather be the poor son of a good man, who spent a
long life and his patrimony in the humble and laborious, tho’ apostolical
employment of preaching the “unsearchable riches of Christ” to poor Indians; . . .
than even the rich son and heir of One who had, by temporizing in religion, and
tampering with politics, by flattering the Great, and prostituting his conscience,
made his way to a bishoprick, and the worldly dignity of a peer; how large a bag
so ever he had carried with him thro’ a life of idleness and pride, of intrigue and
luxury, or left behind him at death, the black period of all his greatness and
glory.55
The Anglicans were discouraged at this point, not believing that Secker actually
wrote the Answer. East Apthorp (1733-1816) was unable to expand his church and so
returned to England to die there but sent out one more retort to Mayhew, A Review of Dr.
Mayhew’s Remarks on the Answer before he died, a work that Mayhew deemed not
worth a reply. The Anglican Church in Cambridge also closed, and some of its members
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worshiped at Congregational churches. Mayhew had almost single handedly discouraged
the Anglicans in London from pursuing the establishment of episcopacy in New England.
The administration was not willing to touch it and Secker, frustrated, was unable to bring
his dream into reality. Mayhew’s particularly damaging argument to Secker was that he
and the Anglican hierarchy were sympathetic to Catholicism. “I am of the opinion,” he
wrote, “that You will never get another [answer], a direct one, from him or any other
Church leader, now that you have touched on Popery; no ass in sand cast, skin-cut &
goaded, being more tender than the A.B., & his Bretheren when touched on that subject.”
The Puritan terms of “popish prelates” and “popish idolatry,” were extinct in England but
still endured in New England. The connection between popes, priests, bishops, whether
Roman or Anglican was part of the Puritan mental framework of tyranny and counter to
the cause of liberty. Mayhew summed this view in a lecture he gave at Harvard in May
1765, printed as Popish Idolatry:
Our controversy with her [Rome] is not merely a religious one: . . . But a defence
of our laws, liberties and civil rights as men, in opposition to the proud claims of
ecclesiastical persons who under the pretext of relation and saving mens souls,
would engross all power and property to themselves, and reduce us to the most
abject slavery . . Popery and liberty are incompatible; at irroncileable enmity with
each other.56
Some non-Anglicans underestimated the strong reaction of the colonists to an
American episcopacy. Benjamin Franklin reflected just such a sentiment in his Cool
Thoughts on the Present Situation of Our Public Affairs.57 Mayhew’s reaction and
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Congregational hostility to the Church of England left many Anglicans such as Secker
and Samuel Johnson befuddled at the intensity of the reaction.58
Secker and Mayhew existed in very different worlds and the incompatibility of
their views contributed to the growing agitation over the episcopal controversy. Secker
operated in an environment where the Church of England dominated the religious scene
and where the hierarchy and the Thirty Nine Articles provided religious order and belief
for English society and as the archbishop, desired to bring the same structure to the
colonies. This was a noble and sincere effort. However, the situation in the colonies was
very different, and Mayhew reflected it. The environment of the colonies, filled with a
myriad of sects, of which the Church of England was but one, provided a context where
each person would judge what the right religious belief was. This liberty of conscience
that Mayhew advocated had no room for an authoritarian bishop within its context. The
colonies were something far different from what Secker imagined.
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CHAPTER VII
ANGLICAN TACTICS AND THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT
"Independency and religion will naturally produce Republicanism in the state."1
Samuel Auchmutty

Conflict over an American episcopate escalated dramatically after 1767 as
positions hardened and both sides became more militant. Territorial acquisitions after the
Seven Years’ War had forced the British government to reassess how it governed North
America and led to a series of reforms aimed at increasing control over the colonies.
Ministers held back from the question of appointing bishops, however, for fear that it
would generate unrest. Their plans for reform nonetheless encouraged Church leaders in
England to renew their advocacy for an American episcopate. Rather than convincing
ministers, however, their renewed efforts agitated the Dissenters into further public
confrontation. Tensions between Dissenters and Churchmen escalated, along with
disagreements among colonial Anglicans over church governance, and the number of
pamphlets and articles the public debate generated, matched that produced by the Stamp
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Act controversy.2 Convincing the government to act became the main hurdle for
supporters of episcopacy in the colonies, and trying to jump that hurdle only created other
problems at a time when relations between Britain and the colonies increasingly became
strained. Although taxation and other questions eclipsed the controversy over colonial
bishops during the early 1770s, the rhetoric on both sides highlighted a divergence in
political culture that made compromise impossible. Some observers even found an
uncanny parallel with the confrontation between Charles I and Parliament in 1640.
Secker worked for thirty years to persuade the government of the importance of
creating an American episcopate, to no avail. William Samuel Johnson, writing to his
father, Dr. Samuel Johnson, believed that Secker had done more for colonial Anglicans
than anyone before or after and suggested that the archbishop’s subsequent successors
would focus more on England.3 Political instability in Britain from 1761 until 1770 left
little attention for the concerns of the American Church. The five, weak and divided
governments of Bute, Grenville, Rockingham, Chatham, and Grafton undermined
Anglican hopes for action on bishops and led Johnson to comment that:
the different parties are continually oppressing, persecuting, and perplexing each
other, that those in power have always enough to do to keep themselves in place
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and at any tolerable manner get along with those affairs which are absolutely
necessary to be done.4
However, in the midst of this instability, after the Seven Years’ War, politicians
none the less set out to bring the colonies into closer alignment with British authority.
While government actions, particularly Stamp Act and the Townshend Act, agitated the
colonists, it gave hope to the High Church Anglicans that this was an opportunity to
convince the government in the midst of reform to establish a colonial bishopric.5 Secker
hoped in February 1763 the government would act after the signing of the Treaty of Paris.
As he told Caner and Johnson:
Little hath been said hitherto on the subject of Bishops, to the Kings Ministers,
and less by them. The dissenters indeed give out that we are very busy upon it,
and have made a great progress, and thus they endeavor to raise an alarm.
Between the present Session of Parliament, which is expected to end in about
three weeks, and the next, the affairs of America will probably be taken into
consideration by our great men, and then will be the time for us to try our interest
with them. But the less said before hand without doors a better.6
George III’s accession to the throne on October 25, 1760, boded well for the future of the
Church. Secker, who had baptized, confirmed, and crowned him, knew the new King "to
have the interest of religion at heart" and expected support for the Church of England,
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particularly on the colonial bishops.7 Optimistic of success, he revealed that "They, I
hope, are losing ground, and such are commonly angry. We are gaining it, and we shall
gain in much the faster by preserving good Temper."8
Many Churchmen became impatient with the government’s inertia and they did
not always follow Secker’s example of being quiet and discreet in the campaign for
reform. Even before Secker's death, Anglicans began a more vocal and public campaign
for a colonial bishopric. John Ewer, the Bishop of Llandaff, in a sermon before the SPG
on February 20, 1767, publicly attacked the government for its "scandalous neglect" of
the American colonies by not providing a resident bishop. Ewer argued forcefully that the
government’s intransigence placed a great hardship on colonial Anglicans who were
forced to travel three thousand miles of dangerous ocean, to England for ordinations. He
also condemned the colonial Anglicans for not using properly ordained ministers, which
was contrary to the Royal charter for those colonies. Having said this, the Bishop’s
sermon lacked diplomacy and revealed his ignorance of the colonies when he referred to
them as "infidels and barbarians" who excelled in commerce, failing to propagate the
Christian faith among the "heathen" and themselves. Such comments might have been a
reflection on the colonial rebellions against the Stamp Act in 1766. This sermon set off a
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firestorm of debate in England and the colonies. It further signified the Anglican
episcopate’s unease over the British government’s colonial policy.9
In addition, High Church Anglicans in the colonies became increasingly
concerned that the government had not acted in their behalf. Thomas Bradbury Chandler
assumed the leadership of the Northern Anglicans for the aging Samuel Johnson. He
wrote on September 5, 1766 that the secretary of the SPG had informed him that, "I
cannot see any prospect that it [the proposal for resident bishops] will take place" in spite
of the efforts of the SPG, the ministry's acknowledgment of “the reasonableness and
propriety of it,” and the Kings favorable attitude towards it. The secretary further
acknowledged parliament’s central role in the matter saying, "Parliament is rising and
nothing will be done in this session, if ever."10 Anglicans realized they needed to be
more persuasive than they had been in the past. Johnson thought that the failure to
circulate adequately Secker and Apthorp’s previous statements had left the public at large
ignorant of the plan, and he urged another attempt.11 In 1767, at the behest of the
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Anglican Convention of Clergy of New York and New Jersey, Chandler composed his An
Appeal to the Public in Behalf of the Church Of England in America, both to inform the
public and as an informal appeal to the government.12 The Appeal reiterated and
expanded arguments Butler and Secker had expounded before to assure the colonists that
the proposal for a colonial bishop included no design for ecclesiastical courts and no
taxation to support them. However, he added if there were a tax, it would be small.
Colonial bishops would only administer the Church of England in the colonies, ordain
ministers, and confirm members. They would neither execute civil powers nor control
other religious denominations.
Government inaction moved Chandler and other Anglican writers in the 1760s to
begin incorporating political issues into their arguments that moved beyond defending
episcopacy. Chandler's Appeal (1767) opened by justifying apostolic succession and
Anglican ecclesiastical polity, and then shifted to an argument for the appointment of a
colonial bishop, the reasonableness of the measure and answering his opponents’
objections.13 In part, Chandler wrote his Appeal to convince the Dissenters of the
worthiness of the project. It had the opposite effect. The document’s tone reeked of High
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Church confidence beginning with its dedication to Archbishop Thomas Secker, and
praise for the Bishop of Llandaff’s sermon before the SPG. In this regard, he emphasized
the close connection between the Church of England and the State, and the superior
loyalty of the Anglicans to the government.14 Opening the discourse with a dedication to
Archbishop Secker worked well among Churchmen; on the other hand, it would not help
to convince Dissenters of the sincerity of the proposal. The reference to the bishop of
Llandaff only added fuel to a fire that was already burning as Charles Chauncy and
William Livingstone replied to his sermon.
Chandler’s first chapter further reflected a hardening along denominational lines
when he advocated the superiority of Anglicanism over other denominations. He
justified episcopacy, biblically and historically, over presbyterial church government, and
a reference to Presbyterian church government as a fable hardly lent itself to win favor
among Dissenters. He further impugned the loyalty of the Dissenters by hinting that the
opposition compared to the disloyalties of the English Civil War.
The Church of England, in its external Polity, is so happily connected and
interwoven with the Civil Constitution, that each mutually supports, and is
supported by the other. The greatest Friendship and harmony have ever subsisted
between them; and in that memorable Period, wherein the Ruin of the one was
effected, the Destruction of the other immediately followed. The Resurrection of
the one, afterwards closely attended the Restoration of the other; and he that has a
Regard for the Happiness of either, can never wish to see the Experiment
repeated, either in England or her colonies.
His argument resurrected the old eighteenth century struggle between Anglicans and
Puritans, provoking the Dissenters, with a topic most in England had moved beyond or
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from which Churchmen shied away. Chandler failed as much as Secker in attempting to
persuade the Dissenters of his sincerity on the proposal for an American bishopric,
creating instead a highly public backlash.
Chandler’s great problem lay in proving that the government would not give civil
powers to any bishops installed in America in the future. Since nothing guaranteed that
this would never happen, his assessment gave Dissenters no comfort.
But should the government see fit hereafter to invest them with some degree of
civil power worthy of their acceptance, which it is impossible to say they will not,
although there is no appearance that they ever will; yet as no new powers will be
created in favor of bishops, is inconceivable that any would thereby be injured.
Chandler put his confidence in the integrity of the bishops installed. "All that the
happiness and safety of the public require, is, that the legislative and executive power be
placed in the hands of such persons, as are possessed of the greatest abilities, integrity
and prudence: and it is hoped that our bishops will always be thought to deserve this
character."15
Chandler seemed at times to be conspiring against the Dissenters, secretly hoping
for their utter defeat. When he sent a copy of the Appeal to Bishop Terrick he added in a
letter,
There are some other facts and reasons, which could not be prudently mentioned
in a work of this nature, as the least intimation of them would be of ill
consequence in this irritable age and country; but were then known, they would
have a far greater tendency to engage much of our superiors, if there be any such,
as are governed altogether by political motives, to espouse the cause of the church
of England in America, that any contained in the pamphlet.16
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The combination of the inability of Anglicans to guarantee a future bishop free of civil
powers and that Anglicans did not have ulterior political motive aroused Dissenter
suspicions, causing Ezra Stiles to remark, "The fact is that they cannot be trusted.”17
Neither the Bishop of Llandaff’s sermon nor Chandler's appeal assuaged the
Dissenters’ fears. Instead, they sparked heated responses by Charles Chauncy and
William Livingston that erupted into a pamphlet and newspaper war. Chauncy took up
Chandler’s challenge in the introduction to the Appeal, arguing that if there were no reply
"it will be taken for granted that all parties acquiesce and are satisfied."18 Chauncey
replied that Chandler could not assure Dissenters that future bishops would not desire and
acquire civil powers undermining the liberties of the colonists. Chauncey’s The
Appealed to the Public Answered in 1769 charged directly that Anglicans intended to
establish in America bishops with civil power. Chandler responded with The Appeal
Defended (1769) and The Appeal Father Defended (1771), and Chauncy followed soon
after with his A Complete View of Episcopacy.19 Myles Cooper, president of King’s
College, and Samuel Johnson's successor, also in response, argued that the Church of
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England was not a pawn of the British government but rather an equal constitutional
partner with the King in defending “religious as well as civil privileges." Church and
Crown were so constitutionally intertwined "that's the one must be bent and torn to pieces
with the other." 20
A series of articles beginning in March 1768 under the pseudonym "The
American Whig," debated the efficacy of the American episcopate and took the debate
public and with greater intensity.

They appeared in Parkers New York Gazette and later

were reprinted in the Boston Gazette and the Pennsylvania Journal with the sole aim of
arguing against a colonial bishopric. Debate continued in Philadelphia under the name
"the Centinel" in the Pennsylvania Journal. Chandler and his friends, Samuel Seabury
and Charles Inglis, responded against the "American Whig" under the name "A Whip for
the American Whig" and countered "The Centinel" with William Smith's "The
Anatomist."
Attempts to unify colonial Anglicans on the colonial bishopric failed because
High Churchmen misunderstood how divergent colonial Anglicanism was from its
counterpart in England. Chandler’s Appeal not only inflamed Dissenters but also
seriously divided colonial Anglicans. Even other Anglicans recognized that the actions
of the New York and New Jersey Convention to persuade Virginia Anglicans to
campaign for a colonial bishop and Chandler's appeal had caused a great "outcry."21
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William Smith noted, “tho in the Main well done, have raised a great flame. There is
nothing but Writing and every News Paper."22 High Anglicans like William Smith
(1727-1803) and Richard Peters (1704-1776) strongly disagreed with the divisive nature
of Chandler’s work. Smith disapproved the "great seal of our late jersey conventions, for
which they thought me too cold." While Peters found that his fellow Anglicans did not
"observe any temper in the affair of bishops." 23 Other Anglicans still favored the
appointment of commissaries but Chandler and his colleagues had it in "their head at the
appointment of commissaries is like throwing cold water on the design of sending us
bishops and will oppose all Commisorial powers with all their might."24
Views such as Chandler and Cooper's reflected the increasing High Church bent
of Anglican leadership in the colonies and in England. Advocates of a High Church
position argued that the Church of England ought to be defended against all other beliefs.
They further held fast to the Restoration Settlement, which renewed the alliance between
the Throne and the Altar. Reverence for the martyrdom of Charles I as the upholder of
the Coronation Oath to protect the Church of England became a distinguishing
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characteristic of High Churchmen. Colonial Anglicans who favored the High Church
position sought out Secker’s help for advancement.
Those who sought ecclesiastical advancement in England soon discovered a cadre
of men convinced of episcopal supremacy who lobbied strongly for an American
episcopate. William Samuel Johnson, the son of Samuel Johnson, at the urging of Bishop
Secker went to Oxford University in February 1767 to receive an honorary doctorate of
laws. At Oxford, Johnson met the Reverend George Berkeley, friend of Samuel Johnson
and benefactor of Yale College. Berkeley introduced him "to a very valuable set of
fellows of several of the colleges, Hutchinsonians, and truly primitive Christians, who yet
through fear the memory of King Charles and Abp Laud, and despise preferment and
honors when the way to them are heresy and deism, as is too much the case and these
degenerate days."25 The Hutchinsonians were a group of Churchmen “who followed the
anti-Newtonian philosophical theories of the eccentric Hebraist, John Hutchinson” (16741737), which emerged in the 1740s and 1750s. The Hutchinsonians also “combined
‘High Church’ notions on ‘political theology’, church authority and the sacraments, a
certain mysticism, a vigorous anti-rationalism and a fervent spirituality that had affinities
with that of the leaders of the Evangelical Revival.” The Hutchinsonians were high
Churchmen but not all high Churchmen were Hutchinsonian.26
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Relations between High Churchmen such as Secker and the leading
Hutchinsonian, William Jones of Nayland, his protégé, were close. The Hutchisonians
understood that the basis of the king’s authority lay not with the constitution but with a
higher authority, Scripture, as William Jones of Nayland explained:
While we are describing Hutchinsonians, it would be unjust to forget, they are
true Churchmen and Loyalists; steady in the fellowship of the apostles, and
faithful to the Monarchy under which they live. This, however, is not from what
they find in Hutchinson, though it is to be found in him; but from what he has
taught them to find, by taking their principles from Scripture.
Isaiah 49: 22-23 provided the basis for royal authority rather than the political settlement:
“Kings shall be thy nursing fathers, and their queens thy nursing mothers."
Hutchinsonians and other high Churchmen like George Berkeley believed that divine law
indivisibly joined episcopacy and the monarchy. The authority of church and state
consequently flowed from the same divine source. The Hutchinsonians had considerable
influence in the eighteenth century Church of England, and scholars describe them as
precursors of the nineteenth century Oxford Movement which sought to restore the High
Church ideals of the seventeenth century.27
William Samuel Johnson, while in London, kept pace of the progress for a
colonial bishopric. From this vantage point, the outlook for government approval did not
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look promising. In the spring of 1767, Secker waited on Lord Shelburne, the Secretary of
State “to recommend to him the Ecclesiastical Affairs of Canada, & the Appointment of
Bps in America.” Shelburne “seemed well disposed” on the first point, but Secker felt he
“could make no impression at all upon him” regarding the bishopric. Johnson and other
colonial Anglicans remained confident that the weight of their arguments and Secker’s
efforts would eventually prevail on the government to act soon but William gave his
father a quite different view from London. He explained that Shelburne’s attitude
reflected most of the politicians on the American bishopric: “I wish he was the only one
amongst the ministers of that opinion. I fear it is universal, and the common sentiment of
all the leaders of all the parties, and that, perhaps, of all the others in which they are most
agreed." Chandler's Appeal may have made matters worse, noting that “perhaps the more
you stir about this matter at present, the worse it will be."28
The cause suffered another blow in August 1768when Secker died, after thirty
years of effort. Even in death he championed the cause of the colonial episcopate by
leaving the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel ₤2000 with half of it earmarked for
a colonial Bishop. The publication, in 1769, of his 1750 letter to Horace Walpole further
contributed to the controversy. Secker in that letter set forth a high profile expectation of
the proposal as a reasonable measure that did not involve a dangerous increase in the
Church's power, and involved sending two or three bishops to America with limited
authority to ordain, confirm, and administer Church business. Dissenters predictably
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interpreted Secker's letter differently and took it as confirming that the Church actually
sought to episcopize America.
Response to Secker’s letter further demonstrated the divisions within the Church
of England itself over the American episcopacy issue. The Low Churchman Francis
Blackburne, archdeacon of Cleveland, lamented its untimely publication at a time "when
the colonists ought not to be unnecessarily irritated." Blackburne’s writings against
Butler on subscription to the Thirty Nine Articles displayed the continuing divisions
within the Church of England. Thomas Secker had despised Blackburne for his position
against Butler and supported a vigorous orthodox response against him. Blackburne took
issue with Secker's assertion that the installation of a bishop only needed the approval of
the King, which enlarged royal power and bypassed the authority of Parliament.
Blackburne rejected Secker's assurances that bishops once installed would not seek
additional powers and blamed the SPG for stirring up the colonists to petition for bishops.
He further explained the Dissenters’ grievance: “if bishops were let in among them, and
particularly under the notion of presiding in established episcopal churches, there was the
highest probability they would take their precedents of government and discipline from
the establishment in the mother country, and would probably never be at rest."29 Chandler
responded to Blackburne, arguing that there had never been any intention to infringe on
the religious liberties of other denominations as shown by the annual sermons of the
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SPG, had stated repeatedly that the Anglicans sought bishops without civil power.30 This
exchange between Churchmen, one Low Church and the other High Church, underscores
internal divisions over the issue in the mid-eighteenth century. If there was no
ecclesiastical unity on the project, why should the government risk awakening old
religious rivalries?
Differences between Low Church Anglicans and High Church Anglicans are one
of the most overlooked aspects of the American bishopric controversy. Low Churchmen
in the eighteenth century, often called “Latitudinarians,” allowed greater concessions in
matters of faith and discipline and set a “lower” place to the claims of the episcopate,
priesthood and sacraments. High Churchmen, in contrast, emphasized the Church of
England’s exclusive authority and the centrality of episcopacy and the sacraments. The
Low Church views on theology and politics often paralleled those of the Nonconformists
in England. Blackburne’s work against subscription to the Thirty Nine Articles, the
Confessional, or, A full and free inquiry into the right, utility, and success of establishing
confessions of faith and doctrine in protestant churches (May 1766), encouraged the
Feather’s Tavern Controversy in 1772, where two hundred people signed a petition that a
private statement of faith be substituted for the Thirty Nine Articles. The House of
Commons overwhelmingly voted down the measure by 217 to 71. The way in which Low
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Churchmen such as Blackburne undercut the plans of High Churchmen to advance the
episcopate at home and in the colonies had a noteworthy impact.31
The disparity of the two groups, with regard to a colonial bishop, surfaced when it
became apparent to some Anglicans that a request for bishops from a colonial assembly
would have more weight than from individuals, or a church body. George Berkeley
(1733-1795), prebendary of Canterbury32, may have been the first in England to suggest
this. He wrote in a letter to William Samuel Johnson on October 19, 1772 to "Seriously
turn over in your mind, whether an application could not be obtained from some
assembly in your New World for an American bishop."33 However, William Samuel
Johnson lacked certainty that an American assembly would make such a request, and told
Bishop Robert Lowth of Oxford that he was not "persuaded that if it is to depend upon an
application from the colonies in general, or anyone in particular, I mean in a public
capacity, it will be very long indeed for it will take affect."34 William Samuel Johnson
may have been thinking about previous attempts in this regard.
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Attempts by High Churchmen to persuade Virginia to appeal for a bishop and its
subsequent failure demonstrate the lack of understanding on how different colonial
Anglicanism was from England. Colonial institutions very different from England both
politically and ecclesiastically, impeded Anglican efforts to appeal for bishops. Because
Virginia possessed the largest number of Anglicans, High Churchmen naturally looked to
their support concerning a colonial Bishop. The overture toward Virginia began in 1767
when the New York and New Jersey Anglican Convention sent Myles Cooper, the
president of King’s College, and the Reverend Robert McKean, the missionary to
Amboy, New Jersey, to visit the southern colonies to get their cooperation in acquiring an
American bishop.35 Their efforts convinced Commissary of Virginia James Horrocks to
call a convention of the clergy of Virginia to meet on May 4, 1771, but few attended. A
second meeting, on June 4, met the necessary quorum. The assembly rejected a proposal
to send the request for a bishop directly to the King on the principle that this would show
disrespect to the Bishop of London’s authority. They finally adopted a resolution to refer
the proposition to the Virginia Assembly with a resolution that read:
That a Committee be appointed to draw up an Address to the King for an
American Episcopate, and that the Committee shall apply for the Hand of the
Majority of the Clergy of this Colony, in which, if they succeed, the Bishop of
London is to be addressed for his Concurrence, and requested to present their
Address to his Majesty, but without a Concurrence of a majority of the Clergy the
Address not to be transmitted, and the the Revernd Messieurs Camm, Willie,
Skyring, White, and Fontaine, or any three of them, are appointed a committee to
prepare the said Address.36
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However, Dissenter resistance was not the only obstacle to the American
episcopate but also the unity of the colonists against the measure, particularly in Virginia.
The Reverend Thomas Gwatkin, professor of mathematics, and the Reverend Samuel
Henley, professor of moral philosophy, in William and Mary College, opposed the
proposition and circulated seven propositions against it.37 On July 12, 1771, the
Assembly, congratulated Gwatkin and Henley, and struck down the proposal harshly
condemning “the pernicious Project of a few mistaken Clergymen, for introducing an
American Bishop: A Measure by which much Disturbance, great Anxiety, and
Apprehension would certainly take place among his Majesty’s faithful American
Subjects.”38 The strong rejection of the proposal by the Episcopalians of Virginia
suggests a degree of agreement with the Puritans of Massachusetts against bishops.39
However, the clergy of New York and New Jersey, astonished at the hostility of the
rejection, wrote a letter attempting further to persuade the Episcopalians of Virginia of
the true character of their proposal and urged them to reconsider.40 They publicly made
this request in the Virginia Gazette restating the essence of their proposal:
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we make it our humble request, that the bishop appointed may come over with no
authority, no expectation of acquiring any in respect to the laity; that he may be
empowered to interfere with no privileges, civil or religious, at present enjoyed by
any Society professing Christianity, but dissenting from the national church; that
he may not be suffered to think of taking out of the hands of your Majesty's
courts, already fixed by law, any of the business which they have been used to
transact, and which it must be acknowledged, they have hitherto transacted with
universal acquiescence and approbation; that he may be confined, within the
limits of his pastoral charge, two offices purely episcopal; and that he may owe a
maintenance suiting his station and dignity (as our Commissary doesn't present) to
the bounty and benefaction of your Majesty, or to any other mode of support not
burdensome or disagreeable to your American subjects.41
Gwatkin’s response highlighted the constitutional disparity between Virginia and
England. He prefaced his address by assuring his readers that he was not against
episcopacy but rather the timing of the measure. "I have not any aversion to episcopacy
in general, to the mode of it established in England, or even to an American episcopate,
introduced, at a proper time, by proper authority, and in proper manner." He aimed to
preserve the peace and to "heal Divisions, and calm the angry Passions of an inflamed
People." Since according to the laws of Virginia, the General Court was an ecclesiastical
court, which encompasses the "entire and complete jurisdiction over the clergy of the
province," settling of bishops in Virginia would set a dangerous precedent. Any colonial
Bishop should "enjoy all the powers of English bishops," and the constitutional structure
of Virginia required one exercising this authority to have a seat in the Council, establish
ecclesiastical courts, have jurisdiction over the laity as well as the clergy of the Church of
England, and the authority to reject candidates for the Ministry presented by the vestries.
Gwatkin’s arguing for the implementation of bishops with full powers totally undercut
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the proposal and the debate over it seemed would continue to excite fellow colonists in a
time of increasing tension.42 After the disappointing results of the “Parsons Cause” it
seemed unlikely for them to look favorably upon the Anglican episcopate proposal. The
second gathering of Virginia clergy on June 4 that resolved to petition the King for
colonial bishop, unleashed another pamphlet and newspaper war in Virginia.43 Following
the rationale of Gwatkin and Henley, in 1770 the Reverend John Gordon wrote that the
"alleged benefits to the church would not justify the accompanying damage to the social
fabric."44
In Maryland, neither the proprietary “court” nor the lower house “country”
factions supported colonial episcopacy. Only a minority favored a plan coldly received
by the governor and rejected by the assembly. In 1768, the assembly passed a bill, which
created a council composed of laymen and clergy to discipline ministers. A number of
prominent ministers, Henry Addison, Jonathan Boucher, and Bennet Allen, chafed under
this Presbyterian form of church administration, which included the governor, three
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clergymen, and three laymen.45 Hugh Neill explained the inherent incompatibility of this
arrangement.
No one disputed the necessity of having some power to call regular clergymen to
an account; but as this was a Presbyterian form of ministers and ruling lay elders,
and laying a foundation for a Presbyterian government in the Church of England
in Maryland, as well as subversive of the canons of the Church, which give the
bishop alone power to pronounce sentence in such cases, it alarmed all such of the
clergy as were true of the Church of England.46
The Maryland clergy drafted petitions in August of 1768, but the petitions never came
before the assembly nor were sent to England. Other Southern colonies including North
Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia, followed Virginia in rejecting the proposal for
bishops. Internal conflicts and the existing Congregational-Presbyterian polity gave these
colonies little interest in the proposal.47
In 1770, Churchmen tried again, this time in Maryland, to persuade fellow
Anglicans to appeal for a bishop but again strong opposition and constitutional hurdles
undermined the effort. Myles Cooper and Robert McKean traveled to Maryland to find
that the people there were very inclined to the bishopric project. In the same year,
Maryland drew up petitions for the King, the two archbishops, a governor, and the
proprietor calling for a bishop. Hugh Neill writing to a Dr. Burton discovered that the
governor was uninterested in the project. "His Excellency received us very coldly, and let
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us know, by the advice no doubt of his Council that the Livings in Maryland were
Donatives, and stood in no need of the aid of episcopacy, &c." to the assembly, he
reported, "this casts a damp upon many."48
Anglicans, in spite of these setbacks, naively continued their efforts to persuade
the government, remaining somewhat optimistic of the success of their proposal. On
October 13, 1771, Chandler drew up a number of petitions and sent them with Myles
Cooper to London. His sending Cooper had the flair of an evangelical spirit. Writing to
Samuel Johnson on October 26, 1771:
I hope Dr. Cooper will do some good in England. He goes partly as a missionary
from us, in order to convert the guardians of the church from the error of their
ways. I think our sending missionaries among them is almost as necessary as they
are sending missionaries to America. But I fear the difficulty of proselyting such
a nation will be found greater than that of converting the American savages.49
He reassured Johnson that surely the government would approve the request.
"Notwithstanding I never yet have despaired and considering the reasonableness of our
request, and that all the motives of equity, of honor, of sound policy, conspire to favor it,
I never can despair."50 Chandler conveyed his desire to see Johnson in the spring of 1772,
to spend a day with him. However, Samuel Johnson died on January 6, 1772 and along
with Secker's death four years before was a great loss to the cause of American bishopric.
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By the 1770s, it was apparent that not only the New England Puritans but also the
majority of Anglicans would oppose a colonial bishopric, and the prospects were
dimming for implementation. William Samuel Johnson replied to Connecticut Governor
Jonathan Trumbull, that “it is not intended at present to send any Bishops into the
American colonies; had it been, I certainly should have acquainted you with it.” He
further recognized the implementation required the greatest delicacy with serious regard
to all the various denominations. “And should it be done at all, you may be assured it
will be done in such a manner as in no degree to prejudice, nor, if possible, even give the
least offence to any denominations of Protestants. It has indeed been merely a religious,
in no respect a political scheme.” He offered personal assurances that even he would not
want such a bishop adding, “More than this would be thought rather disadvantageous
than beneficial, and I assure you would be opposed by no man with more zeal than
myself, even as a friend to the Church of England. Nay, I have the strongest grounds to
assure you that more would not be accepted by those who understand and wish well to
the design, were it even offered.”51
Considering the hostile response of the Dissenters and the divisions among
Anglicans the government was unwilling to act. The Indian policy of the government
reflected its great hesitation to act. After the French and Indian war, Sir William Johnson
(1715-1774), increasingly concerned by the number of dissenting missionaries
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evangelizing the Indians, sought to increase SPG missionaries’ support through the
establishment of bishop. In spite of the protected privilege after the defeat of the
Congregational missionary charter before the Board of Trade and the Privy Council in
1763, the SPG still found itself in competition with Dissenting missionaries. In February
1756, Johnson, a war hero wounded in the Seven Year’s War, and friend to the Mohawk
Indians, became the superintendent of Indian affairs for the northern colonies. His
diplomacy during the war kept most of the Iroquois Indians out of the war. After 1766,
when he became a member of the SPG he sought ways to counter the encroaching
dissenting missionaries. He explained his opposition to dissenting missionaries in a letter
to the Reverend Eleazar Wheelock (1711-1779), Congregational minister and educator,
who sought to establish a school for Indian children, saying:
Many of these schemes, which had their birth in new England have soon appeared
calculated with a view to forming settlements so obnoxious to the Indians, who
have repeatedly declared their aversion to those who acted on such interested
principles. All the good lands in New England being fixed settled, they are
extremely desirous of migrating, and have created much disturbance by
attempting it.
Johnson was also concerned over the weakness of the Church of England in upper New
York where dissent was advancing. The Dissenters’ disregard of the boundaries limiting
migration and missionary endeavors directly challenged Royal authority further driving
them further apart from the Anglicans.52
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Johnson, like other members of the SPG, concerned that dissenting missionaries
would not instill commitments of loyalty to the Indians as SPG missionaries would, sent
to the Board of Trade "a review of the progressive state of the trade, politics and
proceedings of the Indians in the Northern District." He emphasized that British policy
would be best served among the Indians through SPG missionaries. Only the SPG could
represent Imperial Government policy, which also protected Indian interests. In
November 1768, the government called for a conference at Fort Stanwix to settle a
boundary between the colonists and the Indians. Johnson defeated numerous Dissenter
proposals which argued the new territories be reserved for their missionaries. The
religious conflict at the convention convinced him the establishment of a colonial
episcopate provided the only way to avert a future religious war.
I become daily more sensible of [the need for an episcopate] from the Conduct of
those other Denominations whose Religious Principles are so far from being
adopted to our Constitution that they cannot omit any opportunity of raising and
strengthening themselves ' till they finally acquire a Superiority in Matters
Religious and Civil, the event of which may easily be foreseen, and a variety of
Disputes, perhaps a Religious War in future, can only be prevented by giving the
Established Religion such Present Countenance and Support as there is no reason
to think they will ever make bad use of, for (different from the views of others)
they will have all they want and possessing their own Religion according to its
Rights and Institutions.
To support the new colonial bishop Johnson indeed offered 20,000 acres of his own land.
The Archbishop of Canterbury, Frederick Cornwallis53, delivered the “memorial" to Lord
Hillsborough for his “opinion and direction" but nothing followed.
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Sir William received

a letter in 1770 from the Secretary of the SPG informing him "Lord Hillsboro is very
civil indeed, but says, he has not yet had any proper opportunity." 54
An alliance between the SPG and Sir William Johnson prompted Charles Inglis to
propose a more extensive plan,
A Single Mission in the old, beaten Way makes no Noise. Few regard it. But an
extensive plan, with the Society at its Head, supported by Sir William Johnson's
Influence here, & attended with the greatest probability of success, would not fail,
I imagine, to command Notice, and wake the slumbering Charity of many
Christians.55
Inglis addressed his “A memorial concerning the Iroquois" to the Earl of Hillsborough
and it focused on the need to convert Roman Catholic Indians rather than competition
with the Dissenters. Inglis also tried convincing the government of the utility that
religion had in civilizing the Indians. As long as the Indians remained Roman Catholic,
they would continue under French influence as a threat to British rule. Anglican
missionaries, he said, would be better than Dissenters because "the solemnity of our
worship is more pleasing to them." In other words, Anglican worship was closer to their
Roman Catholic practice than Dissenter worship. Johnson would direct the project and
the SPG would supply the missionaries to bring the Indians into the Anglican fold so they
would recognize the King as their supreme Governor. Inglis saw this as the best method
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of aligning the Indians with the crown and preventing other missionaries whose views
were “inconsistent with those of the state” from influencing them. He added, “On this
principle, the present plan has a peculiar claim to his Majesty's patronage. [as] The
Indians ought to be taught to look up to him as their common father and protector."56
Myles Cooper, the president of King’s College, presented the memorial to
Hillsborough while he was on a fund-raising mission in London for the college.
Hillsborough resigned soon after, and, the Earl of Dartmouth, whom Inglis esteemed as a
man known for "his piety and character" succeeded him. Inglis heard nothing of the plan
and the government daily became less receptive as the crisis intensified in America.57
Anglican hopes brightened for a time over the possibility that they might receive more
funds for missionaries to the Indians when the British government appointed a Roman
Catholic missionary to the Indians of Nova Scotia with a stipend. In June 1771, Dr.
Chandler prepared a memorial for the Lords of Trade, saying "the motives that we urged
in favor of the plan are chiefly of a political kind, as considerations of a religious nature,
it is feared will have little weight."58
The complexities of colonial government with its many provinces, differing laws
and governors, seriously complicated any attempt to codify where a bishop would reside
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in the geographical boundaries of his diocese. The governor of New Hampshire, Benning
Wentworth, tried circumventing these complexities by conniving to create a bishopric on
the frontier of his province, later to become Vermont. The governor created 128
townships and established in each one proprietary grants for the SPG, the clergy, and a
glebe to support the established Church.59 New York disputed the New Hampshire claim
on the lands and the court granted in favor of New York. New York's claim threatened a
loss of the SPG grants.
Working in tandem with William Samuel Johnson, Archbishop Secker moved to
preserve the land grants for the Society. Secker wrote, "I applied immediately, in the
Committee of Council, on behalf of the Clergy & Society, that they might not on this
Change lose their lots; & was promised that they should not."60 When Henry Moore, the
governor of New York, established the first township of Chester, he did not mention the
SPG's grant. Secker employed William Samuel Johnson to represent the SPG who
already represented New Hampshire and Connecticut grantees as their agent. The Privy
Council approved Secker's petition, in spite of the fact that Wentworth had operated
contrary to practice, granting the lands to the Church "for pious uses." Moore, in New
York, had already acted on behalf of the Church of England. In a letter to Shelburne,
Moore explained that "before my arrival, by a mere omission of the Council in their first
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entering on a new scene of business. I had taken care to secure to the Church as soon as I
had it in my power, a large District comprehending no less than 23,200 acres."61 Moore
also reserved land for King’s College and built a church in one of the towns at his own
expense.
Anglican tactics were especially aggressive in the politics of New York after
1766. The action of Governor Henry Moore, under the influence of the Episcopal clergy
in New York, stirred increasing bitterness among the Dissenters when he denied the
Presbyterian Church legal incorporation. The Anglicans were extremely pleased but
overconfident. Samuel Auchmuty posted that "Cooper and myself worked Day and
Night to furnish our Friends [on the Council] with Reasons why the prayer" should not be
answered.62 The Presbyterians, angry over the delaying tactics and interference of the
Anglicans, responded not only by making war in the newspapers but also making it an
issue in the election of 1768. Several Dissenters gained office, but Episcopalians won
more. "It was the greatest Overthrow," said Charles Inglis, "that faction ever received
here. They were out wrote as well as outvoted. This with their late Disappointment in an
Application to the King for charter, as enrage them to a Degree of Phrenzy."63 Dr.
Samuel Auchmuty, concerned over who the replacement on the Council would be when a
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member on the council lay dying, called on the Bishop of London to see that an
Episcopalian was appointed "lest we have another Presbyterian run upon us. The whole
Council (except one) belong to the church. That one came in, in a Clandestine Manner;
another may do the same. . . it is a vile policy to trust avowed Republicans with posts
under the British Government."64 In January 1769, Auchmuty who further concerned
that Presbyterians might be elected to the Albany assembly, told Sir William Johnson that
Presbyterians were enemies of Kings and the established Church and that the
"Presbyterian party are determined . . . to try all their strength at this Election. Scott and
others here opposed to Delancey's, Cruger's, and the church interests." He added that
"everyone that has any loyalty, a regard for the established Church of the nation, must
think himself in duty bound to oppose the ambitious scheme of a most restless and
turbulent sect."65 The Anglicans still carried the election of 1769.
Even though the government never fulfilled the desires of the High Church
Anglicans by granting a bishop, it was not indifferent to its situation in the colonies.
When the British government created the short-lived territory of West Florida, it included
Anglican establishment. When Benjamin Franklin drew up the proposal for the creation
of the colony of Vandalia, later to become Ohio, they recommended the full
establishment of the Church of England similar to Virginia’s, with the counties divided
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into parishes, with clergy and vestries administered by the Bishop of London.66 For the
government it was sufficient to defend what already existed. The risks were too great to
enhance the colonial Church by establishing a bishop.
The SPG missionaries supported the actions of the British government, and
expected the government would notice their loyalty. As the political crisis deepened in
the colonies, the Anglican missionaries firmly believed the government would reward
their loyalty by providing a bishop. Charles Inglis wrote to Dr. Daniel Burton that the
establishment of the episcopate would be "a means to securing the affections and
dependence of the colonies."67 He further added "the dissenters very well know that the
sending of a bishop to America would contribute more to the increase of the church here
than all the money that has been raised by the venerable society."68 There existed a great
divide between the colonists and England. The colonists never fully understood how
different eighteenth century England was from the past. English society was more
“latitudinarian” and tolerant of Nonconformists. However, Archbishop Secker, the other
bishops, and the Church hierarchy also did not comprehend the dynamism of colonial
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society in a “vastly greater environment and radically different intellectual climate.”
Much of what they knew came from zealous missionaries who kept them misinformed.69
William White (1748-1831), Bishop of Pennsylvania, Chaplain to the Continental
Congress and then the Senate, recognized the critical influence that the London
Dissenters had in preventing the government from establishing Bishops in the colonies:
Lest it be thought, that the dissenting interest in England has been magnified, it
ought to be known, at the forces of the different denominations of dissenters -with the exception of the people called Quakers -- was concentrated in a
committee in London. The author was acquainted with a member of that
committee in England, in 1771 and 1772, and knew that he had free access to the
ministry. The impression then received, was its being an object of the
government to avoid any thing of a religious nature which might set the dissenters
in a political opposition. They had great influence in elections to parliament.70
The crisis over an American episcopate intensified from 1767-70 at the same time the
Townshend Acts were being implemented to reassert British authority in the colonies.
From 1771 through 1775, the political crisis began to overtake the episcopate crisis, as
the politicians were more concerned about preserving political order than reforming the
episcopate.
As the Revolution drew closer, the pro-episcopate leaders turned to political
writing. Dr. Chandler penned the American Queiest, which listed a hundred questions for
the revolutionaries.71 He branded the Americans “bigots” in politics and religion. A
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letter printed in the Boston Evening Post by the Reverend Samuel Peters to Samuel
Auchmuty urged Anglicans "to close ranks against the rebels." Auchmuty revealed his
high Toryism when he wrote a letter to Captain John Montresor of the British Army
which fell into patriot hands. Printed in a newspaper he said,
I must own I was born among the saints and rebels, but it was my misfortune.
Where are your congresses now: what say Hancock, Adams, and all their
rebellious fellows? Are they still bold? I trow not. We have lately been plagued
with a rascally Whig mob here, but they have affected nothing . . . the letter was
published in the Massachusetts Spy and purported that the Church of England
against the liberty in America. It impugned Chandler, Cooper, and Seabury, as
"those zealous advocates for episcopacy, abscond as soon as they found copies of
some letters sent hence to England. . . It appears to from Auchmuty's
Correspondents Letter, that the Clergy have interested themselves warmly against
us."72
Deluded over the nature of the Church of England in the colonies, New England
Anglicans kept the hierarchy in England misinformed as well. Throughout the 1760s and
the 1770s, the pro-Episcopal party never believed that an opposition existed against
colonial bishops among the majority of Anglicans. Chandler argued with proper
education about the proposal their fellow Anglicans would come around. "Indeed it has
been for want of understanding the true design, that any American Episcopalians have
ever discovered and a version to the residence of bishops in the colonies, excepting
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perhaps if you clergyman, who dread their inspection."73 Charles Inglis, writing to the
SPG, incorrectly interpreted Charles Ridgely’s endorsement of a colonial bishop as
reflecting the majority of Anglicans in Delaware saying "that the Lay members of our
Church here are not averse to bishops, as our enemies would falsely represent; but on the
contrary are sensible of the necessity of bishops in America & desire it."74 Optimism
continued to reign in spite of their fellow Anglicans’ rejection. Several ministers from
Connecticut wrote the Bishop of London, Richard Terrick (1710-1777):
We are sadly sensible. . . at some of the principal colonies are not desirous of
Bishops . . . some even of the clergy of those colonies, where the church is
established, that (in sensible of their miserable condition,) are rather averse to
them; but this is so far from being a reason against it, that it is the strongest reason
for Sending them Bishops.75
Chandler also expressed low opinion of those fellow Anglicans who held anti-episcopate
views. "Indeed we had always thought it impossible . . . that any Episcopal clergyman
should be averse to the presence of bishops, excepting only such delinquents as have
reason to dread their inspection."76
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Loyalty to the government became a mark of orthodoxy by the late 1760s along
with commitments to the Church and its doctrines. The Maryland clergy in 1768
recommended Daniel McKinnon for orders as a "sober, orderly, virtuous, and pious
Person, and well affected to the government both in Church and State." Remarks on the
candidate's political leaning became more frequent in the 1770s as in John Hyde
Saunders’s recommendation "as a ‘sensible young man’ who had written in defense of
episcopacy and who supported the application for an American bishop."77 Loyalism
varied from colony to colony. Colonies where the Church of England was weakest, the
Churchmen were High Church and supported an American episcopate and the greater the
presence of the SPG, along with greater numbers of converts, laymen and clergy, tended
to be loyalist. The opposite was true in colonies where these features did not exist. All
of Connecticut’s clergy were loyalists and only one priest in New York and New Jersey
was not. In Virginia, the opposite was true, only twenty-four out of a hundred were
loyalist.78 Where Low Church practices prevailed, with the lack of episcopal authority,
as in Virginia where a presbyterial form of church government existed, the majority of
the clergy were patriotic.79
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Chandler preached in his Appeal an Anglican view that the progress of
Christianity in the colonies paralleled the advancement of the Church of England.
Establishment theory and ideology promoted not just cooperation of church and state but
also that episcopacy and monarchy complemented one another.80 In the view of
Anglicans, the Church was central to the unity of the state. George Craig, and SPG
missionary in Chester, Pennsylvania, observed "that unity of an establishment in ye Chh.
Would naturally (in time) bring about a unity in ye state, and without an establishment of
some national Chh. The state will ever be lyable to frequent convulsions & in ye end
proved fatal to one party or another."81 Thus, they tied inextricably the political stability
of the colonies, to bishops and the Church of England. Many Anglicans, such as Henry
Barnes of Massachusetts in the late 1760s, believed that the installation of bishops in the
early 18th century might have prevented civil chaos.82
As colonial tensions increased, Anglicans in favor of a colonial bishop added
political arguments to religious ones in their petitions to the king and other British
officials. Samuel Auchmuty, Thomas Chandler, Jon Ogilvie, and Charles Inglis in a
letter to the Earl of Hillsborough, Secretary of State for America, in October 1771 warned
that, "Independency and religion will naturally produce Republicanism in the state."83
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The increased growth of the Church and the developing social crisis by 1767 for many
Anglicans made the need for episcopizing more urgent. Chandler, described arguments
for sending bishops to America as “never so urgent and forcible” as at present since "The
amazing natural increase of the colonists, and the vast accession of Europeans to the
British America, have, in the compass of 50 or 60 years, so enlarged the number of its
inhabitants." Estimating that one third of the population of America, or a million people,
were Anglican, Chauncey considered it a crime of negligence not to have bishops "given
the large number of souls affected."84 Every year however, the Church of England
operated without a Bishop and without the power of his ordination, the Dissenters held
the advantage. The quest for an American bishopric added fuel to the other controversies
and eventually became subsumed by the conflicts of the 1770s.
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Samuel Auchmuty, Thomas Chandler, Jon Ogilvie, and Charles Inglis to the
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSION

Disputes over plans to establish an American bishopric highlight how the conflict
between the colonies and England manifested itself on many levels over a long period.
The first thing to note is how colonial institutions evolved in new ways without an overall
plan compared to the long-established and well organized institutions of England. This
disparity made it almost impossible to bring an existing institution such as a bishop and
establish it in the colonies without conflict. Secondly, political conflict in England was
just as important, if not more so, than colonial disputes for undermining plans for an
American bishopric. Next, maneuverings by the Anglican leadership to advance the
Church and establish a colonial bishop revived the colonists’ seventeenth century fear of
ecclesiastical tyranny and heightened concerns over the loss of political and religious
liberties. Fourth, the arguments over the establishment of bishops in the colonies,
particularly between Secker and Mayhew, highlight the incompatible premises of each
group. Fifth, the Anglican view of liberty under the established church with a recognized
legal toleration conflicted with the multi-denominational character of the colonies, which
promoted liberty of conscience. In spite of the good intentions of the Anglicans, this
divergence created an environment for conflict over the introduction of bishops into the
colonies. Finally, urgent attempts by the church to install resident bishops in the years
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before the American Revolution created unintended consequences: First, as tensions
increased the government became more hesitant to implement the plan in spite of
Churchmen’s continual pursuance otherwise, and second, further heightened the conflict
with their fellow colonists who were opposed to a bishopric. The cumulative effect of
these interactions greatly limited, if not eliminated, any possibility for the establishment
of a colonial bishopric. In the end, the Anglicans’ attempt to establish a colonial bishop
failed, and while disillusioned and angered, a bishop did come to America, but under
very different circumstances.
The British never drew up plans for the development of the colonial Church of
England. The ad hoc growth of the Church established precedents, which undermined
future attempts to establish a full episcopate anywhere in the colonies. The fact that the
Anglican Church in the southern colonies and the Congregationalists in New England
established an organization of church polity different from each other, their great
disparity from the Church of England itself established early on a context for resistance
against the establishment of bishops. If the British had established a full episcopate early
in the eighteenth century, possibly somewhere in the southern colonies where the Church
of England was already established, the problem of a colonial bishopric might have
followed a different path, and been successfully implemented. However, circumstances
did not allow for that. The development, of the lay leadership by vestries, governors and
courts established precedents, which militated against the installation of a colonial
bishop. This development alongside a large Congregational establishment to the North
with a church polity of rule by elders and strong anti-episcopal attitudes caused the
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hierarchy in England to seek other methods of managing the church in the colonies. The
methods, which Compton and Gibson used, in the end, were only halfway measures, and
filled the gap created by the weak authority of the Bishop of London.
The incomplete development of the Bishop of London’s colonial authority was
the result, in part, of the changes after the Restoration and the Glorious Revolution in
limiting the King’s authority from which the bishop derived his civil power, and made
decisions on the establishment of bishops contingent on the will of Parliament. The
successive Bishops of London would turn to the king and his ministers from time to time
for official legal clarification on the authority of the Bishop over the colonies. Little
direction ever came. Edmund Gibson came closest when the King granted him personal
authority to act as official overseer of the colonial Church but this expired with his death.
Distance created the greatest obstacle for the authority of the Bishop of London. Not
residing in the dioceses he governed limited his ability to ordain ministers and confirm
Church members, and discipline insubordinate clergy. The appointment of
commissioned ecclesiastical officers, Commissaries, was a solution to enhance episcopal
authority in a distant land. The commissary system provided some leadership but was
ineffective since the real authority of the Church of England in the colonies resided with
the vestries and the governor. Contumacious commissaries, such as James Blair, often
created more problems than they solved them for the Bishop of London. However, the
Church had no overriding schematic to follow for the maintenance of the Commissary
system. The Bishop of London appointed commissaries to individual provinces but often
allowed their offices to lapse, and by the 1760s, most of them were unfilled. The
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presence of commissaries allowed the Bishop of London to maintain a representative in
the colonies but the exact nature of his authority through the commissary was vague. The
use of commissaries, without the establishment of a bishop, allowed the colonies to
develop increasingly a denominational character to the disadvantage of the full
establishment of the Church of England.
The weakness of the Church in the colonies, both in numbers and organization in
the early 18th century, compared to other denominations further limited any
substantiation for the immediate establishment of a bishop. The establishment of the
Congregationalists in New England meant that vast territories of the colonies were
outside the full ecclesiastical authority of the Church of England along with the
constitutional establishment of toleration, which it knew in England. The lack of a
cohesive plan and the hesitation to act decisively for a full establishment of the Church of
England in the colonies increasingly made it impossible to install a bishop.
Thomas Sherlock's continued efforts in the late 1740s and 1750s to persuade the
government failed because leaders feared not only colonial agitation but also a domestic
backlash. Sherlock failed to appreciate the political forces at work when he refused to
renew the commission for the commissaries but instead urged the government to install
directly a colonial bishop. The political situation in England worked against his
proposals because Whig governments depended on the support of dissenters who strongly
favored the Hanoverian succession and Sir Robert Walpole's Whig supremacy. While a
minority, the Dissenters, also loyal Whigs, were strong enough numerically to influence
English elections. Their connections with their Dissenter colleagues across the Atlantic
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also kept them informed on any movement toward the establishment of bishops. English
Dissenters used their political influence through groups such as the Dissenting Deputies
to lobby the government against any plans for colonial bishops. Sherlock, initially
confident that the government would approve his proposal was surprised at how effective
the Dissenter lobby was. The Whigs, remembering past ecclesiastical conflicts during the
reign of Queen Anne, such as the Sacheverell Controversy, avoided any conflict or
controversy from the 1720s through 1740s that might upset their political ascendancy.
Thomas Sherlock and his protégé, Thomas Secker, failed to appreciate the colonial
pluralistic environment, which harbored strong sentiment against bishops, and proved
Horace Walpole's prediction that further efforts for a colonial bishop would create civil
unrest.
The Archbishop of Canterbury, Thomas Secker, through his political connections,
his influence on the SPG, and correspondence with colonial Anglicans, sought to
preserve the legal status of the Church of England in the colonies, aggressively promoted
its growth, and worked behind the scenes to persuade leaders of the exigency of a
colonial bishop. These efforts, while sincere, resurrected the old colonial fear that
bishops were coming with the authority to undermine their existing religious liberty.
Secker’s role, particularly in undermining the Massachusetts missionary charter, the
Society for the Propagation of Christian Knowledge, and his support for the “Parson’s
Cause” on the Board of Trade against the Two Penny Act, roused colonial suspicions that
the ecclesiastical hierarchy meant to rob the colonists of their religious liberty. The
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further expansion of Anglican churches in the heart of Nonconformist New England
awakened non-Episcopalian colonists to the threat of a full episcopacy.
The incompatibility of arguments between the Anglicans and colonists indicate
the lack of common ground on the issue of episcopal establishment. The conflicting
views of Thomas Secker and Jonathan Mayhew highlight the discontinuity of their
discourse. From the existing evidence, Secker's main concern was the pastoral care and
oversight of the Church of England in the colonies. Arguments to establish a colonial
bishop free of civil powers in order to fulfill the Church’s pastoral mission, Anglican
notions of English ecclesiastical establishment and toleration, and submission to existing
powers pervaded Secker’s thought. In contrast, Jonathan Mayhew, the Congregationalist,
rejected the establishment of a bishop outright, the system of the government of the
Church of England, and argued against the notion of absolute submission to political and
ecclesiastical authorities. The views of Secker and Mayhew on the episcopate question
reveal the disparity between the theological assumptions behind the political cultures of
England and the colonies. The incompatibility of their positions allowed no room for
agreement or compromise but rather increased discord and fostered colonial resistance.
The defections of high profile Dissenters to the Anglican cause in the 1740s continued to
reverberate in the Congregational community until the American Revolution. In
addition, the aggressive work of the SPG and the impressive numerical growth of
Anglicans in Dissenter controlled New England tended to support colonial fears against
the implementation of bishops, which provided a sympathetic audience to Mayhew’s
arguments.
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Mayhew’s powerful rhetoric reflected a reversion to seventeenth century political
and religious debates, which to Englishmen like Secker, were long since past and settled.
Secker believed the Church of England to be the most distinguished Protestant
ecclesiastical body of all and the bulwark against European Roman Catholicism. For
Mayhew, on the other hand, the Anglican Church, and especially the hierarchy
represented a new Roman Catholicism rising in the Church of England. He viewed
Secker as wearing the mantle of Archbishop Laud, promoting the development of the
Anglican high church, and undermining the religious liberties of the colonies. “Popery
was ‘gaining ground in England’. . . ‘the people being, as it is said, perverted by popish
bishops, priests, Jesuits &c. by hundreds and thousand if not ten thousands, yearly’.”1
The irony was that Mayhew, an Arian, garnered the support of Trinitarian
Congregationalists against Trinitarian Anglicans by recalling seventeenth century rhetoric
by which he identified British rule over the colonies as a divine right of kings. He called
on the colonists to “reject it as ‘blasphemy’ on the grounds that it infringed the prior
sovereignty of God, ‘whose Kingdom ruleth over all’.”2 Secker, aware of these ideas
from history, was at a loss to comprehend the depth to which these views pervaded the
colonies. Secker was also unable to overcome the level of mistrust that existed in the
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Peter Whitney, The Transgression of a Land published by a multitude of Rulers.
Considered in two Discourses, Delivered July 14, 1774 . . a Day of Fasting and Prayer,
or Account of the Dark Aspect of our Public Affairs (Boston: Printed by John Boyle,
1774), 61-62; Clark, The Language of Liberty, 9.
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Jonathan Mayhew, A Discourse concerning Unlimited Submission and NonResistance to the Higher Powers (Boston, 1750), 26, 35-6; see Clark, The Language of
Liberty, 116.
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colonies against bishops as expressed by Mayhew, in spite of his friendly, yet anonymous
letter.
The failure of the colonial episcopate was in large measure the result of diverging
views on political and ecclesiastical liberty, toleration, the limits of Nonconformity, and
freedom of conscience. The Anglicans understood liberty to exist within the context of
the established Church, where the government granted toleration and allowed other sects
to worship in their own way. Dissenters continued to hold seventeenth century views of
liberty emerging within the context of a pluralistic multi-denominational society where
an individual’s freedom of conscience reigned supreme. The historical recollection of the
past oppression by bishops remained current in the mind of the New England
Nonconformists to such an extent that any hint of a bishop residing in the colonies raised
their fears often to the level of hysteria. The Anglicans’ viewed bishops in England,
where the Church dominated the landscape, with legal Toleration for other sects, as
essential to the moral and spiritual well being of the state. Toleration allowed for those
whose conscience would not allow them to subscribe the canons of the Church, but the
Church established protestant orthodoxy for the whole land. The disparity of these two
positions heightened tensions and resurrected long-standing grievances between
Anglicans and Dissenters, especially as the Anglicans’ pursued more aggressively their
plan for an American bishop.
The Anglican view that its theology and form of church government were
essential to the preservation of the state and the culture provided motivation to step up
their efforts for full establishment, particularly at the very time when the government
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sought to reform the political relations between England and the colonies. As hostilities
began to increase in the late 1760s, the Anglicans believed that only the establishment of
the Anglican religion would quell the resistance. In this context, they stepped up their
efforts to persuade the public and the government of the importance of their episcopal
program. Their efforts only added fuel to the fire, further agitating the colonists against
the Anglicans and against the plan to establish a bishop. The public Appeal of Chandler,
in particular, further stirred a pot already beginning to boil under the false notion that all
the colonists needed was more information on the implementation of bishops then they
would come around. In addition, the hope was that the British government would take
notice as well and be induced to respond to the proposal. Neither of these assumptions
proved valid but rather invoked an opposite result.
Misguided notions pervaded the pro-episcopal party of New England particularly
when they attempted to persuade their southern colleagues of the merits of the proposal
for colonial bishops. The Anglicans of Virginia and Maryland, with their form of
“presbyterial” Anglicanism, and the increasing growth of Dissenters in their midst,
reacted with anger over the proposal to get the assembly to request that the King install
bishops. Later, in the mid-1770s, Reverend George Berkeley recommended this tactic
but Anglicans never tried it again.
The Anglicans eventually acquired the spiritual bishops they campaigned so long
for in America, but only after the creation of the United States. When the American
Revolution severed all ties between the Episcopalians in America and the Church of
England and created a new constitutional environment, the Episcopalians were free to
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acquire a spiritual bishop. After the Revolution the need for the establishment of a
spiritual bishop still existed and the question for the American Episcopalians was still
how to acquire bishops. The Episcopalians chose the Reverend Samuel Seabury to go to
England and seek episcopal ordination. He traveled to England, visiting the Archbishops
of York and Canterbury as well as the Bishop of London to gain the necessary ordination,
but they failed to act since Seabury, as an American citizen, could not take the oath of
loyalty. On the recommendation of George Berkeley, he decided to seek ordination from
a Scottish non-juring bishop. On November 14, 1784, the non-juring bishop Robert
Kilgour, Bishop of Aberdeen, performed the ceremony. England’s Parliament
subsequently changed the law in 1786 allowing the two archbishops to consecrate
bishops for America.
The struggle for the American bishopric reminds one of the long history of the
establishment of bishops with wide civil powers. The attempt to establish a bishop solely
with spiritual powers was not consistent with precedent in the recent memory of the
eighteenth century in the Church of England. Nor was it the case in the history of the
church in the west. The problems of bishops possessing both spiritual and civil powers is
as old as the eleventh century Investiture Controversy when popes challenged the right of
lay kings to invest and install a bishop as civil ruler over a city. The aftermath of the
colonial bishop controversy led to the wide acceptance in America of spiritual bishops
but also provided future precedents for France in 1789 and England in the 1820s to move
away from bishops with civil powers.
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